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OF MILK

AND

HONEY

“Home is where the heart is.” – Pliny the Elder

Relish Trays and Caskets in the Living Room

I

was certain the family in the Norman Rockwell painting Freedom from Want was ours. Over forty years of it
being just that, then one decision changed everything. Or
was it really only one? The all-American scene portrays a
model matriarch in her white apron serving a traditional
Thanksgiving turkey to her tight-knit family. In the far-left
corner of the table is a young girl with an innocent smile
ear to ear. That little one was me. Our Thanksgiving and
Christmas dinners were exactly like that, and our living
room was the scene of numerous social gatherings. My mom
and dad had lots of friends, and my mother loved to prepare relish trays for their guests. Sweet gherkin pickles were
her favorites. No kidding. They barely made it from the jars
to the beautifully arranged tables.
The scene would eventually change. I think we would
all agree that we never saw it coming. My family and friends
could have been the models for Mr. Rockwell as he brushed
the paint onto that canvas in 1943, only it would have been
twenty years later. That would make me nine years old,
the baby of the family with two siblings, nine and twelve
years older. My mother always referred to me as “a pleasant
1
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surprise,” having arrived four years after their loss of another
baby girl. My mother was weeks away from forty years old at
my birth, and my fortunate placement in the sibling lineup
was a blessing for me. I’m pretty sure that she and my dad
were shocked beyond words at the realization they were
pregnant again. The name they blessed me with was the
same as that of my still-born sibling, Mary Roberta, to be
known as Mary Bob. Mary came from my mother Rosemary,
and Roberta from my father Robert. For many years, it was
two words until I decided to connect them to avoid being
called Mary. Those close to me chuckle when someone now
calls me Mary. It’s a sure sign that the someone and I are
not closely connected. I have always loved my name. Add
my former husband’s last name Straub, and it takes on a
cadence all its own.
As normal as I believe my childhood to have been, there
are some who may tilt their heads slightly when I mention my
experience of also having dead bodies in our living room.
It didn’t happen often, but it wasn’t rare either. “Why?” You
might ask. My mother was an elementary school teacher,
and she and my father owned a funeral home. Occasionally,
there were too many “showings” for the number of rooms
in the funeral home, so the deceased and the family were
welcomed into our living room until one of the other spaces
became available. After teaching school all day, my mom
came home, made supper, corrected her students’ papers,
WENTTOTHEFUNERALHOMETOnÚXTHEHAIRoORVISITTHEFAMILY
of the deceased, came back home, sat at the kitchen table
and talked with me, all before she went to bed. So many
times, she worried about having said or done something
“not quite right” for the families. She would review her
RECENT CONVERSATIONS OVER AND OVER UNTIL SHE WAS SATISÚED
that her every move had been situationally appropriate. Her

energy was boundless, her mind never stopped, and how
she did it all is beyond me.
My dad came from a long line of funeral directors. My
great-grandfather arrived from Holland in 1874 and started
a furniture/funeral home business in another small town
nearby. My dad’s schooling was delayed due to his inability
to speak English. He always described his language as “low
German.” The “furniture/undertaker” combo seemed to be
a not-so-unusual blending of occupations back in the day.
Makes sense, I guess. I mean a casket is a sort of furniture I
suppose.
The permanent location of my parent’s funeral home
had been decided upon after having been ousted by their
former neighbors in another part of town. In the old
neighborhood, petitions had been signed, and my family was ordered by the city court to move their business.
Apparently, a funeral home on the block was not viewed
as an asset. Forty years later my mother would answer the
front door of the house at that “new” location. Only strangers came to the front door, so on that particular day we
didn’t know who was ringing the bell. Outside the screen
stood a man looking mournful. He asked my mother if she
were Mrs. Hogenkamp, and when she replied, “yes,” the
tears began pouring down his cheeks. He said, “I’ve come to
apologize. Many years ago, I signed a petition to have your
family and your business removed from our neighborhood.
Can you ever forgive me?” My mother’s reply? “Oh heavens,
that episode was a blessing in disguise! Please! Would you
like to come in and have a piece of pie?” In he came, and
they had a heart-to-heart over blueberry pie. That was my
mom in a nutshell.
When we were scheduled to have a wake in the living
room I can still hear my mom saying, “MaryBob, remember
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to be quiet when you come home from school this afternoon. Mr. Smith’s viewing is today, and his family will be in
the living room. No TV for you girls today. Just go upstairs
quietly, change your clothes, then go outside and play. We’ll
eat dinner between visiting hours tonight.” You girls were
my friends Becky and Beth. We were inseparable and had
spent our entire childhoods with each other. Becky lived up
the street in front of our house, and Beth lived behind our
house on another street. I was in the middle. With our strategic location, Beth and I had learned to send each other
signals with our bedroom lights. “Are you home? Wanna
talk on the phone?” We thought we were the perfect undercover agents. The three of us had made a habit of getting
off the bus, changing clothes, grabbing a bag of chips and
APOPBEFOREPLUNKINGOURSELVESDOWNONTHEÛOORINFRONT
of the TV to watch “Dark Shadows.” We loved every moment
of those days. For us, life was sweet, and our foundation was
secure. We were living in the land of milk and honey.
I remember the kindness of those families in our living
room as their eyes caught me doing my best to not make
noise during visitation hours. The staircase was in plain view
of the open casket, and as I attempted to sneak up the steps
they would say things like, “Hi” and “Don’t worry about it.”
Such sweet people, even in their suffering. I saw them at a
vulnerable time, and I sometimes thought my creeping up
and down the stairs was a welcomed distraction from the
sorrow at hand. It made me sad to see them so sad, and yet
I rarely thought much about their loved one lying below me
in a casket during the night. Looking back now, I think they
knew my dad was doing the best he could for them, and they
merely felt appreciative of his efforts. Accommodating for a
casket in our living room was not a stretch for my parents.
They never thought twice about it.

My mom did tell me once about my older brother years
earlier. He was a toddler and had escaped her arms while
she was giving him a bath. He ran through the living room
stark naked as the family in mourning stood in front of the
casket, beholding their loved one. They, of course, laughed
while my poor mom, perpetually concerned about doing
the right thing, cringed with embarrassment. They told my
dad later that the incident provided much needed comic
relief. Such was life in our house.
Deep inside I knew I was safe physically and emotionally. I knew I would always be taken care of. Our family
was warm and steady. You could say that my sister and I
GRADUATEDTOGETHER SINCESHEÚNISHEDHIGHSCHOOLTHESAME
MONTHTHAT)ÚNISHEDKINDERGARTEN3HEWENTOFFTOCOLLEGE 
so it was my brother and I at home for 3 more years. At age
9 I became the lone child in the house. It was fabulous! Let
the adventures begin!
About that same time my dad and his friends decided
to buy an old city bus and convert it into a mobile home for
ÚSHINGTRIPS7HATSTARTEDOUTASTHECRAZIESTOFIDEASENDED
up being the coolest thing ever! And they did it all right in
our driveway. I can’t remember how many months it took
them, but night after night they’d work on it, and it turned
out to be a treasure. That bus took them far and wide to
ÚSH4HEYPARTICULARLYLOVEDDRIVINGTO-ICHIGANTOICEÚSH
)mLLBETTHECANVASONTHOSEÚSHINGHUTSCOULDTELLUSSOME
tales!
Each of my parents had a tremendous sense of humor.
They both smiled and laughed easily, and it was a blessing to
all who knew them, particularly to us, the three kids. Lying
in my bed on warm evenings I listened through my bedroom
window to my dad and his friends playing horseshoes in the
ÚELDBEHINDOURHOUSE(ISINFECTIOUSLAUGHROSEABOVEALL
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THEOTHERSANDÛOATEDTHROUGHMYBEDROOMWINDOWASTHEY
“razzed” each other about one thing or another. Frequently
ABOUTWHOCAUGHTTHEMOSTORTHEBIGGESTÚSHORBETTERYET 
WHOSNOREDTHELOUDESTONTHEIRMOSTRECENTÚSHINGTRIP
Through a different bedroom window, I could see the
funeral home. I suppose I had an unusual frame of reference regarding death. In retrospect, I think I had so many
different frames that it was kind of a non-thing. What was
a thing for me were those who mourned the person whose
body was in the casket. Some survivors were traumatized
and wailing. Others were relieved and laughing. Some
deaths were expected, and some were premature. Families
were gentle, angry, understanding, lost. It wasn’t the corpse
that had my attention-it was those who lived on. Sometimes
at night I would turn out my light and watch the families
as they left to go home, leaving their deceased loved one
behind. I wondered about how they felt and how hard it was
for them. I imagined the conversations they might be having and the memories they were reviewing. My dad did not
discuss his business with us as he felt it would be disrespectful, so my imagination was my sole source.

In my 14th year, two days before Christmas of my freshman year in high school I didn’t have to wonder any longer.
Becky, Beth and I had been planning to go Christmas caroling on that evening, the 23rd of December. It was cold, and
both Beth and I had sore throats, so we weren’t permitted
to go. Around 9:00 p.m. the funeral home phone rang in
the house. It was the local hospital asking my dad to come
pick up the body of someone who had just passed away. I
will never forget his hanging up the phone and whispering
as he said, “Becky … DOA at St. Rita’s.” He put his head in

his hands and wept. Our lifelong friend was gone. Hit by a
car on the street while she was walking to the next house to
sing. Standing in front of the pantry door I leaned my head
BACKANDSLIDTOTHEÛOORSOBBING
For the next several nights I stared out of that same
bedroom window and talked to her through the brick as
if she were standing right next to me, wondering if she
heard. It was Christmas so the funeral could not take place
until after the 25th. We simply had to wait for the holiday
to pass. Christmas that year was a non -Christmas. I recall
Beth and I standing together staring into that casket lined
in pink. There she was, our lifeless companion wearing the
wrist corsage of pink roses with our two names on it. We just
stood there too stunned to cry. My dad told me later that
he couldn’t have done what he did for a living if he had had
many cases like that.
Even though Becky was no longer living in the house
down the street, for months after I continued to pick up
the phone to call her. Forgetting. Only to then remember
and put the phone back in its cradle. To this day, I rememBERHERPHONENUMBER)TWASMYÚRSTEXPERIENCEOFFEELING
bereft, without direction, thinking the pain would never
leave me. The weeks and months wore on, and over time
we all learned to laugh again, although I constantly felt her
next to me. She is in my mind still, as I have passed the
milestones in my life. I continue to talk to her and ask for
her help when I have moments overcast by grey skies.
Death came calling again a few years later, reminding
me of the sorrow I had felt at 14. A young girl in our neighborhood had died from a sudden illness. Our families were
friends. I was awakened late one evening after her family
had left the funeral home. The pounding that awakened
ME WAS HER BEST FRIEND BEATING HER ÚSTS ON THE SIDE DOOR
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of our funeral home shouting Sally’s name. She was doing
what I had wanted to do only a few years earlier but hadn’t.
Her friend was sleeping inside, and she just wanted her to
wake up and come outside one more time. I was witnessing
her agony as my own, again.

&ISH,ETmSTALKABOUTÚSH)THINK)FORGOTTOMENTIONTHAT
in my family Catholicism was king, so at least once a week,
ON&RIDAY ÚSHWASONOURDINNERPLATES!NDLETMETELLYOU 
ITWASNmTFROZENÚSHSTICKSLIKEWEGOTINSCHOOL)TWASFRESH
perch that my dad had caught in some lake or reservoir.
There he was, whenever possible, standing at the stove fryINGTHOSELITTLEÚLLETSANDTOSSINGTHEMONTOTHEPAPERTOWels before he salted them. Man! I loved that meal more than
ANYTHING &EW OF THOSE ÚLLETS EVER MADE IT TO THE KITCHEN
table because we ate them the minute they came out of the
skillet.
My dad liked to cook, and he only pretended to get frustrated with our eating at the counter. I was proud because I
HADCLEANEDSOMEOFTHOSEÚSHMYSELF-YDADHADLETMESIT
in the circle with him and his friends in the funeral home
GARAGEASTHEYALLTAUGHTMEHOWTOCLEANÚSH4HE YEAR
old girl in a circle of men joking and carrying on like boys.
-EWITHMYSHARPKNIFE SMELLINGLIKEÚSHANDHAVINGTHE
time of my life in the garage of our funeral home.
In that same garage were stored the hearse and the station wagon. If you came from a small town you’ll remember
that the local funeral director was likely also the area rescue
squad, before there ever was such a thing. Before the days
of 911 and ambulance-looking vehicles with “EMT” written
on the side, my dad was that guy. One station wagon, one
COT ONETANKOFOXYGEN ANDONEÛASHINGREDLIGHTTHATHE

could smack onto the top of the wagon when need be. The
charge? $5 for an emergency call and $2 or a “say a prayer
for us” for an ambulance call. Next to the hearse in the
garage were stacks of folding chairs and tables. My parents
rented those out for church events, parties, and any other
social gathering. To help us with the funeral home and
these adjunct services, our house had two different phone
numbers: one for personal calls and one for business-Saint
Vincent DePaul calls (more on that later).
My parents trained us well in phone etiquette and composure so as not to overreact when an emergency or death
call came across the wires, and the ring-tones for the two
PHONES WERE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT FOR OUR BENEÚT )F THE BUSIness phone was ringing we had better be composed before
picking it up, AND we had better not let it ring more than
three times. More than three times and the caller might
think we weren’t interested in having his business and reach
out to another area funeral director.
Most readers of the local newspaper might scan the front
page before opening it to look inside. Not so in our house.
As soon as we heard the paper land on the back porch, we
found the obituary section on page four. The front page
could wait. We opened the paper to that page, laid it across
the kitchen table, and read every word. My parents wanted
to be sure the obits were typed correctly, and were endlessly
concerned about those families who had chosen a different funeral home. They were forever wondering what they
could have done better to help those acquaintances who did
not call us in their grief.
I can’t tell you the number of times the air got sucked
right out of the room when an emergency call came in. My
dad would hang up the phone and move like lightning to
THENÛYOUTTHEBACKDOORPRACTICALLYAIRBORNE.OONEHAD
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to say anything. The rest of us just knew to stay clear. I have
one particular memory of pasting myself against the wall as
my dad blew past me on his way down the stairs, throwing
on his shirt and tie. There was not a more dedicated man
on this earth.

Although my mother was a perpetual worrier, she could
ÚNDHUMORINTHEMOSTUNLIKELYOFPLACES/NEOFHERFAVORite expressions was, “There’s a lid for every pot.” Whenever
I heard this come out of her mouth I knew she had just
laid her eyes on a couple who as individuals might not easily attract a mate. It was not mean-spirited. She had a gift
for delivering commentary on the ironies in life. She was
acknowledging the beauty of a world where everybody can
have somebody.
My mother was a true friend, and she held strong relationships over the years with her college girlfriends who
lived in town. They raised their children together, went to
basketball games together, and in their later years decided it
was time to give themselves a name. Due to their advanced
age they elected to call themselves “The Has-Beens.” Once
a week they would get together to play cards and have
lunch, and laugh. “Where you going, mom?” “Oh, I have
a ‘Has-Beens’ luncheon today.” Funny women. Beautiful
friendships.
My mother loved hats. She had the perfect little head
FORAHAT ANDBEINGBARELYÚVEFEETTALL THESEHATSBECAME
her trademark. Unfortunately, we three kids inherited our
FATHERmSHEAD ANDTHEREmSBARELYAHATONEARTHTHATWILLÚT
OURHEADSn/NESIZEÚTSALLoISFALSEADVERTISING4OTHISDAY 
hats sit on top of my head like a bird on a perch. Not so with
my mother. Every season, every holiday she had a different

hat, and we loved to see her so happy when she wore each
one. Rarely did she choose one that we just couldn’t appreciate. I remember an Easter hat one year that I think was
one of her favorites. It was large with white and yellow daisies and a broad brim. It swallowed her up, but we never said
a word. She wore it with such pride.
Over the years, although she donated most of those
beloved headpieces to charity, she did hold onto her favorite favorites. They lived inside hat boxes in the cedar closet
upstairs, and upon her death we decided they needed one
more walk with mom. We devised a tiered hat rack and
STOOD IT NEXT TO MOMmS CASKET AMONGST THE MANY ÛOWER
arrangements. It held about a dozen hats. With this display,
everyone could remember her style, and each hat sparked
another conversation about mom and her fashion sense.
She found joy in the small things, and I think that perspective saw her through more than one fearful circumstance in
her long life.
My mother’s laugh was self-contained. Hardly a sound
escaped her lips, but the shake of her body told us everything — her mind had taken her to some place where only
ripples of humor were allowed. One of my favorite memories is of my mother, almost out of breath from laughter,
because of something my older brother had said. He could
make us laugh like no other. In those moments, to catch her
breath, she sat at the kitchen table and put her head on her
arms, while her shoulders rocked with hilarity. Then she
looked up and said, “Darn you, Tim. Stop it,” as she cleaned
her glasses and wiped her eyes. This scenario was a regular
occurrence in our home, and the recollection warms me.
A classic source of family amusement were my mother’s
breasts. Now don’t get all indignant and righteous about my
making that statement. She’s the one who started it, and
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IT JUST TOOK OFF FROM THERE 3HE WAS ÚVE FOOT ONE  AND WE
learned later, her boobs accounted for more of her weight
than we ever imagined. So, as a result, she had bra strap
marks permanently engraved on her shoulders. How she
ever stood up straight is beyond me. We always knew when
mom had gone shopping for new “brassieres” as she called
them. How? Imagine walking in the back door of your home
TOÚNDFOURORÚVEBRASSIERESSTRAPPEDAROUNDTHECHAIRSOF
the kitchen table. Yep! Mom strapped them there to stretch
them out before wearing them, and they stayed there for
DAYSØ4HOSEBRASANDTHOSECHAIRSFUELEDOURÚRE ANDOUR
mom was such a good sport laughing right along with us.
Allow me to recount the afternoon she enlightened
us on the exact poundage of her mammary glands. I
remember my sister, brother, nieces and I were sitting at
the kitchen table likely discussing what to have for dinner.
Around the corner came my mother with an air of authority. She looked at all of us and announced, “In case any of
you, smart alecks, were wondering, I just put the bathroom
scale up next to the bathroom sink and weighed my breasts.
They each weigh eight pounds, and if you ever tell anyone
) DID THIS  )mLL SHOOT YOUo 4HESE WORDS ÛOWED EFFORTLESSLY
from the mouth of our mother, the queen of good manners,
gracious behavior, and proper social etiquette.
“What?! You did what?!” We all howled and roared ‘til
we cried. Nothing had prepared us for this momentous
occasion, and when she told us we couldn’t tell anyone,
we went nuts. “I mean, are you kidding us, Mom? You are,
right? This is the funniest thing you’ve ever done, and you
really think we’re not going to tell anyone? Oh no, this is
going straight into the Lima News (our local paper) this
afternoon. No way we’re keeping this quiet.” We were out of
control. Here’s the kicker. She was in her 80s when she did

that. An 82-year-old woman picked up the bathroom scale,
put it on the counter and leaned over it one boob at a time
to read the numbers. We insisted she demo the process for
us, which sent us to the moon all over again.
In retrospect, I do believe the joy of a childhood replete
WITHTHOSEMOMENTSSOÚLLEDMEUPTHAT)LEARNEDTOCARRY
the idea of humor forward as I grew. During my darker
hours, when humor was not readily available, I prayed that
some small detail would strike my funny bone and pull me
from my depths. I remember sitting with my head in my
hands, tears pouring. I sat up on the couch, determined
to make my memory pull something amusing from my
family’s past, only to be engulfed in anger and guilt at the
thought of ever having had a family at all. What I had done
to them. What they had done to me. It would take years before
I could recall those many joyful episodes without storm
clouds dropping rain to wash them away in a nanosecond.
It would take even longer for me to tell those stories with
the essence of delight they held for all involved. Eventually,
)WOULDÚNDTHATDELIGHT)KNEWTHEENERGYOFITWASTHERE
for me to touch, but only if I got beyond myself and my own
perceptions.
Combing through my past in search of joy, I remembered my father was also a jokester. I wondered at times if
his growing up in a family of funeral directors, as well as
being one himself, were the reasons he chose to dally with
the lighter side of life. A sort of coping mechanism. Since
so much of his time was spent consoling and guiding the
bereaved, I believe he sought merry-making in the spaces of
time he spent away from the funeral home.
Occupying one of those precious spaces was our beloved
cleaning lady, Gladys. She was a frequent recipient of one
of my father’s favorite pranks. Looking through my young
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EYES ) IMAGINE 'LADYS WAS IN HER ÚFTIES WHEN SHE BECAME
part of our family. Walking up the street from school on
Fridays I would see her big green car sitting in our parking
lot, and the site of it made me smile. Her bright spirit and
love for all of us were precious beyond measure. For most of
my childhood, Gladys shined her light on our family, and
her presence was a sweet icing on our cake. The sound of
her voice and the formation of her words landed in my ears
ASLOVEÛOWING3HEWASWHO)CALLEDIF)COULDNmTÚNDMY
dance tights, and who I called when I needed straight forward down-home advice.
Before running the vacuum cleaner downstairs Gladys
would plug the sweeper into the electrical socket in the
bathroom then sweep the surrounding rooms. Of course,
the sound of the motor running overtook the house.
Perfect conditions for a sneak attack. My father — planning ahead — would come into the house through the
back door, slip into that same bathroom unbeknownst to
Gladys, unplug her sweeper and walk out the front door.
She never saw him coming or going, but she knew who the
culprit was. Her voice, raised in frustration and humor,
rang through the house. “Bob Hogenkamp, you leave my
sweeper alone!”
On the days he wasn’t unplugging the sweeper my dad
would get into Gladys’ 1955 two-toned green Plymouth
sitting in the funeral home parking lot. He couldn’t just
walk past it on his way to the funeral home. The temptation was too great. He quietly opened the driver’s door and
ÛIPPEDEVERYSWITCHHECOULD KNOWING'LADYSWOULDTURN
the key at the end of the day. He knew full well she would
jump in fright at the sound of her radio up full blast, windSHIELD WIPERS ÛAPPING  AND HEAT BLOWING FULL BORE 4HIS
trick was one of his favorites.

My dad also loved to “surprise” my mom with bouquets
OFÛOWERSLEFTBEHINDINTHEFUNERALHOME9OUKNOW THOSE
ÛOWER ARRANGEMENTS INVARIABLY ÚLLED WITH RED OR ORANGE
gladiolas? They just scream “funeral home.” I can’t even
count the number of times he would present them to her
in any number of ways, knowing full well she was going
to reject them on sight. I can still hear her say, “You take
THOSEÛOWERSRIGHTBACKTOWHEREYOUFOUNDTHEM4HEYmRE
not staying here.” At this point they would both laugh at
his joke. She wanted absolutely nothing to do with these
leftovers, and would make it more than clear to him, but he
never gave up trying. Their love for each other and for us
was sweet as honey. Warm the milk and pour some in. The
perfect recipe for a good night’s sleep.
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ave you ever known somethin’ just ain’t right, but everyone and everything around you was telling you it was?
Yep? That was me at age seven. There I sat in my desk, the
little towhead with her crooked bangs (my dad felt it his duty
to control the length of my bangs), navy blue skirt, white
blouse, white ankle socks, black shoes on my feet swinging
above the linoleum floor. Sister Mary Evelyn stood in front of
the room, wearing her black habit with rosary beads always
visible, explaining to us the concept of “pagan babies.”
Now I knew Sister Mary Evelyn cared for her second and
third graders (we were a mixed class), but this thing she was
telling us was just not hitting home with me. The Church
wants us to do what? It was Lent, and I had already decided
what I was going to give up for the next 40 days. It was not
something I shared with anyone since, after all, I was seven
years old. I mean, who still sucks their thumb at age seven?
It was embarrassing, but my decision, though short-lived,
had been made. Final.
That was when I learned about the Catholic missionaries in Africa. Missionaries in Africa? Why in heaven’s name

were we all the way over in Africa? And doing what? My
child’s mind was trying to wrap itself around the idea that
we were trying to get the Africans to believe as we did. I
kept thinking, “Don’t they have their own ideas about God?
!RENmT THEY DOING JUST ÚNE THE WAY THEY AREo 3ISTER -ARY
Evelyn explained to us that the Diocese of Toledo had given
EACHOFUSAMILKCARTONTOTAKEHOME ÚLLWITHCOINSAND
send to Africa for a “pagan baby.” We had the option of
naming our baby, if we wanted, as that might help bring us
a sense of closeness to those we were helping.
!TTHEENDOF,ENT WEWERETORETURNTHEÚLLEDCARTONS 
and the Church would use the funds to help the African
babies who needed us. Our collections would help buy
food and clothing for our “babies,” even though I had yet
to determine what exactly “Pagan” meant. I learned years
later that the kids at another Catholic elementary school
in town received statues of the Blessed Virgin Mary for this
same purpose. Their statues had a coin slot in the back for
donations. At our school, it was milk cartons.
Now I’d like to mention here that I was all in for the
“giving and helping people with food and clothing” part.
And the Catholic Church was all about giving. What I just
could not get a grip on was the “Our missionaries will teach
them about the Catholic faith” part. Why? Why don’t we just
call it a day after distributing the food and stuff? I glanced
at my friends sitting around me, and it looked like they were
swallowing this idea hook, line, and sinker. I’m fairly certain
that for the remainder of that day I was not paying attention
in class because when I got home I pretty much ran through
THEHOUSETOÚNDMYMOMINTHEKITCHEN
“Mom! Look what they gave us in school today,” handing her the milk carton. “Sister Mary Evelyn says we’re supposed to put our quarters and stuff in it during Lent so that
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we can send the money to the missionaries in Africa. For
the pagan babies.” I’m sure my mother nodded her head in
agreement, so I kept on.
“What’s a pagan baby anyway?”
No doubt she smiled and explained to me that a pagan
was someone who worshipped false gods, not because they
were bad people, they just hadn’t had the opportunity to
know our one true God, so that’s why our priests were there
to tell them about Him.
“Mom, that’s stupid!” at which point she would have
given me a look because “stupid” was a bad word in our
house.
“OK, not stupid. But I don’t get it. Why don’t we just
send money for stuff like food and medicine? Why do we
gotta send priests over there to talk to them about being
Catholic? Why don’t we just leave that part out and help
them with the other stuff? I mean, they can believe what
they want, right? Why do we gotta do that?! I don’t like it,
and I’m not putting any of my change in that dumb carton!”
My mom told me then and every Lent for the next six
years the same thing. Basically, it was some version of, “As
#ATHOLICSWETHINKITmSBENEÚCIALFORPEOPLETOHEARWHATWE
believe since they probably have not had the chance to know
our God.” Every Lent thereafter I argued my anti-missionary point, even into adulthood. “So, if we collect quarters in
milk cartons, they get to go to heaven?”
This was an occasion when I felt a tear in the fabric of
my perfect little world, and it was not to be the last. My little
seven-year-old brain and heart just said, “no,” to that milk
carton, and with that one word I believe I planted a seed of
curiosity and challenge that would stay with me for a long
time. No one was ever going to convince me that it was good
for everyone to believe the same thing. Even at seven I had

learned just enough about other exciting people and places
that it seemed there was room for more than one perspective. I wanted to know all of them, just to know them, for
myself, to soak in their ways of living in the world. If everyone had the same ideas, there would be nothing new to
experience. How completely boring!

Fortunately, being the youngest in the family, I was the
BENEÚCIARY OF MY PARENTmS IMPROVING ÚNANCIAL SITUATION
My older siblings never failed to remind me that their vacations were spent at nearby Indian Lake, while I got to go to
Paris. My eternal response? “I can’t help it you were born
ten years too soon.” My parents had a compassion and curiosity of their own. My dad eventually convinced my mom
to travel in an airplane, so at ten I went with them to NYC.
I thought I was looking pretty sharp in my olive-green skirt
and sweater vest. No one would ever know I was just a country mouse in the big city. I was agog as we walked the streets
of the Bowery in Manhattan. I had never seen men sleeping
and eating on the sidewalks. I wasn’t frightened, but I was
curious. I wanted answers to my questions. Thank God, my
parents were accepting of my boundless energy and need
for explanations.
At thirteen I found myself in Guatemala. My brother,
who had joined the Peace Corps, had proposed to his
Guatemalan girlfriend, so mom and dad decided to go meet
our new family. I, of course, was allowed to go too. Stepping
off that plane in Latin America was a steroid shot to my
desire to experience all things different. I took it all in with
every breath. The soldiers standing on the street corners
with their machine guns ready were probably the biggest
shock along with the children begging in the streets.
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There had been political unrest at that time, so for those
soldiers to see us while we traveled, it was mandatory for us
to keep the dome lights on inside our car. Unlike the shock
of seeing homeless people sleeping on the streets in NYC,
this was a bodily-felt shock that danger was afoot. Why the
need for such protection? I wanted to know more. The children in the streets? Through my young eyes it appeared as
if no one even noticed them. They were invisible. The explanations I was given failed to satisfy my need to understand
how the local adults could pretend those kids weren’t there
tugging on their shirts. My parents were ready to give at
every turn.
Despite the challenges there, if you ever get the chance
to experience Christmas or Easter in Latin America, take
it! That culture puts us to shame when it comes to celebrations! Firecrackers were laid along the city streets on
Christmas Eve, and at midnight the explosions were both
DEAFENINGANDEXHILARATING4HECITYWASAÚREWITHLIGHT
and sound. My world burst free, and I was in love with
life. Never had I witnessed such collective, unharnessed
glee. Everyone everywhere was celebrating. If an “engageMENTMETERoHADBEENPLACEDONEACHOFMYÚVESENSES 
the readings would have been off the charts. The lights,
sounds, smells, textures, and tastes of Latin America
entered my system that night and stayed a lifetime. What
had previously been a passing interest in all things “different” was blown wide open as the water rushing down
a mountain after the melting of winter snow. I wanted to
experience more. To see more. To understand more. To
live more. I believe in that moment the idea of my following the road of a picket fence and paneled station wagon
went right out the window. Who were these people? What
WAS THEIR HISTORY 7HAT INÛUENCES AFFECTED THEIR WAY OF

LIFE(OWCOULDSOMANYBESOPOORANDYETSOÚLLEDWITH
joy? The trajectory of my life was set then and there. I
didn’t recognize it at the time, of course. Years later, peering back, I would appreciate the impact of that trip. As
Steve Jobs once said, “We can’t connect the dots (of our
lives) looking forward. We can only connect them looking
back.” My trips to Guatemala were, at that point, the largest of dots in my life.
The next day we went to the Mayan market at
Chichicastenango. What a world of color! The vendors we
saw there wrapped in their beautifully woven shawls and
shirts so struck me that I’m sure I stood staring and smiling at them, unaware that I had stopped walking. My heart
instantly opened to all things indigenous. Delighted. That’s
the word. I was delighted at every turn. Who were these
people? What were they thinking? How did they live when
they weren’t in the market? What did their houses look like?
What did they believe? The colors and music spun around
me. Their dark eyes shone with intensity, and I was hypnotized. The questions in my head were endless, and the idea
OFÚNDINGANSWERSINVIGORATING/H WAIT(OLDUP,ETmSNOT
forget the meat market. Not so “delighted” there. Whoa,
Nelly, my olfactory nerve got a jolt, the extent of which I will
NEVERFORGET)TMIGHTHAVEBEENTHEÚRSTTIME)EVERCONSIDered becoming vegetarian, if I even knew that word then.
I began to feel perhaps I really did grow up in a bubble, that my Norman Rockwell picture of reality was being
INÚLTRATED BY THE OTHER REALITIES OF THE WORLD !ND THEN
more questions began to arise. Why so many poor people
everywhere? Why the soldiers and their guns? Why the servants in the house when the wife didn’t even have a job?
Remember, I had a mother who worked outside the home
as teacher, inside the home as wife and mother, and in the
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The Defiance-Guilt Loop

family business as business partner, makeup artist and hair
stylist. My paradigms were clashing, but the collision was
invigorating.
That trip still affects me today. It was there that I made
the decision to learn to speak Spanish. Admiring my brother’s
ability to communicate with our new friends, I determined,
then and there, that I would master their language someday.
Visiting Latin America quite literally set me on my life’s path.
My parents agreed with my decision to study Spanish in high
school and study abroad in college. As a result, I became a
high school Spanish teacher and led multiple student tours
to Europe and Latin America. I wanted my “kids” to feel the
same wonder I had felt upon witnessing other approaches to
life. Exposing others to new ways of seeing the world became
a passion I’ve not outgrown. It was there I learned to not
judge a book by its cover. It was later in my study abroad I
learned stereotypes are nothing more than convenient boxes
to contain what we refuse to understand. They may occasionally be amusing, but they are formed of ignorance.
2ETURNINGFROM'UATEMALA WEÛEWBACKTO/HIOLANDing in Cincinnati. As we touched down the airplane skidded
on ice and slid off the runway, landing in the grass. It was
unsettling, to say the least. I have sometimes wondered if that
incident was a metaphor for my attempts at staying between
the rails of “normal” societal rules. I’ve always landed, but
it hasn’t always been according to the books. For more reasons than I can delineate here, and despite the lack of luster
in some spots, I was head over heels enchanted with life. For
the most part that feeling stayed with me through the next
twenty years of ups and downs, until one day it packed its
bags and took a lengthy sabbatical. I had hints along the
way that something might be amiss, but I was ill-prepared
for the near-fatal tidal wave headed my way.

4HEÚRSTLAYEROFGLITTERFELLFROMMYGILDEDWORLDWITHMY
being matriculated into the world of guilt and patriarchy.
Guilt is the gift that keeps on giving, and the bestowers,
either wittingly or unwittingly, are many; parents, religious institutions, judicial systems, and the beat goes on.
Patriarchy? Wow. The source of that thinking is ancient and
broad. For centuries this concept was both theological and
social. Remember Henry VIII? Now there’s some patriarchy
for you! Somewhere along the way, listening and observing,
I picked up an attitude that went something like, “If you’re
not female, don’t tell me what to do! About anything! Don’t
tell me how to start the grill. Don’t tell me what I should
think. And you’d better not tell me what you think I did
wrong. Just stay in your business, and out of my mine.”
No anger there, right? Where did all the heat behind
those little gems come from? My best explanations to myself
have gone something like, “Well, the Catholic Church held
all the cards during my childhood.” Remember here, I’m
not blaming. I’m excavating. See my shovel? It was, after all,
the Sixties. Women were not on the altar, behind the screen
in the confessional or named “Pastor” of any church. The
news broadcasts were all about men in power. Misogyny as a
result of outspoken females was like a dark thriller. Nervewracking and spellbinding. We had all read about Henry’s
six powerless wives, and only occasionally would a woman
roll through our textbooks as a heroine, only to die as a
martyr for some cause. Of the hundreds of images looking
up from those pages, few were women.
At that time in my life the concept of power with had not
occurred to me. Women were shouting across the nation for
recognition, and power over men seemed the only way to get
it. It was everywhere, except in our little town. As I recall,
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nothing much changed. The most I saw the women do at
the time was raise their eyebrows at the news broadcasts and
continue cooking dinner. Most of that time my potential
BALLOFÚREWASCONTAINEDATROOMTEMPERATUREINAWELL VENtilated area. When the air got stuffy or the temp went up,
it was ignition and blast off. I later gave that particular patTERNOFANGERALABEL)CALLEDITTHEn$EÚANCE 'UILT,OOPo
$EÚANCE BECAUSE IT WAS THE ONLY WAY ) KNEW TO SHAPE MY
disagreement with someone, and guilt because invariably,
after the detonation I would slink back to my “Good Girl”
chair and carry on as ever. Get ready for a classic example.
Our school was a couple of miles from home, and on
warm days my friends and I walked home from school,
stopping at the nearby pharmacy for something to eat and
drink. Standing behind the glass on a raised dais was an
always happy pharmacist who would greet us by name and
make jokes with us as we grazed the candy aisle. We knew
he liked us, and of course, we liked him right back. He let us
CALLHIMBYHISÚRSTNAME WHICHMADEUSFEELEXTRAIMPORtant. Little did I suspect, that same jovial man would someday be my loving father-in-law. With what I knew of him over
the years, the following came as a bit of a shock.
“The women in our family don’t sit down at the dinner table until the men have been given their plates of
FOOD ÚRST o ) HEARD MY FUTURE FATHER IN LAW SAY TO ME (E 
THE FATHER OF FOUR BOYS AND ÚVE GIRLS  A ÚRST GENERATION
American of Hungarian heritage, was seated at the head
of the large empty dining room table. His wife, my future
mother-in-law, was busy getting the Sunday supper ready for
the 14 members of this glorious family. She had just shooed
me out of the kitchen to go get my piece of chicken from
THEGRILL4HEIROLDESTSON MYÚANCÁ WASINCHARGEOFTHE
cooking outside.

They were his words, his tradition, and I was stunned.
(E HAD STOPPED ME IN MY TRACKS !NOTHER MALE ÚGURE IN
my life giving me a directive. He wasn’t the local priest or
teacher, or my own brother. I went silent like a scolded child.
The air conditioner humming was the only sound. Twentysix years old, and having known this affable man from a
distance my entire life, I was struck dumb. I knew he had
certain expectations of his wife and children, but nothing
so blatantly chauvinistic as this. He was dead serious, and
inside I began feeling a not-so-very-slow boil rising to the
occasion.
-YFAMILYHOUSEHOLDWASVERYNEARLYTHEÛIPSIDEOFTHIS
My grandmother, the 23-year-old widowed mother of three,
came from a family of strong equitable men and women,
HERMOTHER IN LAWHAVINGBEENTHEÚRSTFEMALEBANKOWNER
INTHESTATEOF/HIO!LTHOUGHTHEPATERNALISTICINÛUENCES
of mid-century society were felt in my home, servitude was
not one of them. If anything, my father was protective, and
slightly resentful of my mother’s education and authority.
Nobody ever told her what to do. Theirs was an egalitarian,
maybe somewhat female-leaning, relationship.
My eyes stared at the grilled chicken breast on my plate,
and this is what fell out of my ungracious mouth; “Well, in
my family the men have arms and legs just like the women,
SOTHEYCANGOGETTHEIROWNFOODo-YDEÚANCECHOMPING
at the bit. The air was thick and silent between us. Eating
out of the question. A few minutes of that and I slid my chair
back, stood, strode from the room, and left my full plate
next to the lone man sitting in the dining room.
"Y THE TIME ) REACHED MY ÚANCÁ STANDING AT THE GRILL
in the back yard I was blurting expletives that did not help
my case any. “Your dad is …. and you better never act like
that toward me! I am not his …. servant or yours! What your
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mom allows is her shit, but I will not bow down to either one
of you.” I was clearly having a moment.
In all honesty, I have no recollection of his reaction to
my tirade. All I remember is eventually, we went back into
the house. This time I sat at the kitchen table instead (there
were always two tables-full due to the number of family
members), my future father-in-law patting my shoulder as
he passed behind me. I think now that he understood me
more than I did him. By that time, I was beginning the fall
into guilt. Guilt for having disrespected him and guilt for
using my juiciest foul language to describe him. Oh, and
LETmSNOTFORGETGUILTFORMAKINGDEMANDSONMYÚANCÁ-Y
AS OF YET UNRECOGNIZED PATTERN OF DEÚANCE AND GUILT  PARticularly with men, had reared its head. It would take me
another twenty years to recognize this repeated pattern and
give it its very own name.
)F)HADDRAWNAÛOWCHART THEOVERARCHINGTITLEWOULD
have been “Accept What I’m Being Fed For the Sake of
Peace,” followed by “Tamp Down My Own Views,” “Live
in Compliance,” “Enjoy the Good Times,” “Recognize the
Rise of Resentment,” “Choose to Rock the Boat or Remain
Silent,” “Begin Countdown to Ignition,” “Lift off,” “Drop
Rocket Booster,” “Lick My Wounds,” “Return to Home
Base,” “Maintain Holding Pattern ‘til Next Time.”
As I look back at myself and watch others in the same
LOOP)WONDERWHERETHEPATTERNBEGAN3IMPLIÚED )BELIEVE
I heard, “God loves you more than anything, but even He
has his limits. This game of ‘free will’ you’re playing, mixed
with a dash of ‘It’s God’s will’ is all a big crap shoot. In
the end He, because we know ‘She’ was not appropriate,
will decide your fate, so if you mess it up, you’d better be
contrite enough to gain His mercy before you leave this
planet. Otherwise your feet are gonna get mighty hot.”

These attempts to control were couched in the cloak of
love and obedience. “The Lord decrees,” or “The Church
requires.” It felt as if there was a rule for everything. Do
this. Don’t do that. You have a mind, but be sure to use it for
the right things. You have the power to decide, but be sure
to decide according to what we’re telling you. You have free
will, but here’s the guidebook. Where in heaven’s name was
there room for trial and error? The rumblings of “women’s
lib” were just getting noticed, adding fuel to a smoldering
ÚRE)TSEEMEDTHATTOBEHEARD WEHADTOBEANGRY4HEN
when we appeared angry, we were perceived as being disrespectful. Then to atone for our disrespect, we had to be
repentant (guilty). There had to be a better way to move
toward strength and self-determination without having to
SHOUT4HISROADWASÚLLEDWITHLANDMINES JUSTWAITINGTO
be stepped on.

The one male voice I was willing to hear was that of my
father. Of his love, I had no doubt. Should any other male
suggest or recommend I do something, I would rear up, feeling manipulated and tamped down. It was as if I could
see a whip being used to control me. Any directive from
my older brother or from the parish priest caused my little
eyes to squint. At times I felt confusion that God actually
punished people. I had heard He was all-loving. How did
those two ideas go together? I wondered how I could feel
right about something and yet judged as wrong by God. It
can be crazy-making when you judge your own feelings in
an attempt to succumb to a belief from outside of yourself.
Simple example? A hamburger sounded mighty good after
a Friday night football game, but no meat on Fridays for us
Catholics. Who made up that rule?
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The nuns, of course, were our teachers, but it was clear
where the power lay. The priests were the pastors of the
church. They heard our confessions and dispensed our penance. They were on the altar saying Mass, and when they
stepped into our classrooms, it was a special event. Once
again, many of these men were honorable, kind, and caring. We felt “chosen” when given their attention. It just felt
imbalanced, even then, patronizing, controlling, in the
name of tradition. To me it was most apparent when the
Bishop of the diocese showed up. Lots of men in fancy robes
and the bishop wearing his miter. The irony for me was that
I dearly loved the orthodox rituals. Loved the music, the
ceremony, the garb. I felt entranced by the pageantry, and
when I witness this now, it gives me goosebumps so high you
could hang shirts on them.
Those traditions are an enigma to me. Part of me wants
to shout, “Give a woman your tall hat! Allow some feminine
energy on that altar and see what happens!” The other part
of me wants to sit in awe and wonder, as I did in my childhood, soaking up centuries of liturgy and ceremony, quizzing myself on the correct terminology for each ceremonial
piece.
Childhood and young adulthood had passed. Being
told what to do and doing just that was both a survival
mechanism and a gift to myself, feeling the warmth of
approval shower over me from my parents, teachers, and
parish priests. The choices I made felt like the right things
to do, and I think they were. As an observer, I could see
myself making many “right” and traditionally expected
choices, but in my head, I was occasionally dreaming of the
freedom felt by those who marched to the beat of their own
drummer. The dream was uncomfortable and more like
THATGUESTORTHATÚSHTHATSMELLSAFTERTHREEDAYS ITMADE

me squirm. I felt compromised somehow. I sloughed it off,
wanting it to leave me alone.
Some of those whom I secretly admired were local
and others widely known. I admired people that lived
their truth. That didn’t wait for everyone’s approval. They
appeared to be fearless, although I’m sure they weren’t. The
founder of our local high school was one of those. He was
a small man with a huge impact on the world around him.
Msgr. E. C. Herr was a force of nature, and most held strong
opinions about him. The word “waver” did not exist for
him. Some loudly disagreed with him. I adored him for his
independent spirit and determination to guide those who
were aimless. He was both tough and soft-hearted, direct
and compassionate. He was at once a task master and a safe
haven. He lived his life full out.
Others were names and stories that crossed my path and
left me wondering how they managed to do what they did.
Mother Teresa, Karen Blixen (Out of Africa), Rigoberto
Menchu (Nobel laureate). None of these humans were perfect, yet their fortitude and indomitability were, in my eyes,
exemplary. They had an impact on the world. They spent
their time on this earth living passionately, foregoing what
might have been an easier existence.
In the middle of basking in my beautiful life I longed
for that kind of freedom, but felt loyalty and the need for
approval simultaneously. I suspect I was not alone in this
compromise. As I grew into myself the demand for certain
behaviors began to grate on me just a bit, and although I
OUTWARDLY CONCEDED  MY INNER DEÚANT VOICE WAS SECRETLY
sharpening its tone, readying for the perfect opportunity
for rebuttal.
Once voiced, that rebuttal, was either accepted and
allowed or squashed as an example of disrespect and lack
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of gratitude. If squashed, was this where self-doubt entered?
I recall asking myself the question, “Is this all there is? Will
the rest of my days be spent playing this same record over
and over?” I’m not saying it was a bad record, and therein lay
THECONÛICT)HADSOMUCHYETCOULDNmTSEEMYFUTURESELF 
living out my days where I was. I had forced myself to look
ahead to my future me, and although I wasn’t sure where I
did see myself, I was sure where I didn’t. All the love and tradition from the outside could not hold me, and the internal
CLAMORINGWASDEAFENING7AS)BEINGUNGRATEFUL3ELÚSH!
complete and total brat? Who the hell thinks like this? Why
CANmT)JUSTBESATISÚED7HYTHENEEDFORSOMETHINGDIFFERent? I’m choking on all the damned rules. I think I might
be losing it. Anybody in my shoes would stick it out and keep
their mouth shut. If I don’t know what it is I do want, then
how in the heck can I say I don’t want what I already have?
Maybe if I pray more. Go to Mass more. Maybe God will
give me an answer. I know I shouldn’t be thinking like this.
I’m not being appreciative enough. Mom says, God says, the
#HURCHSAYS(OWCAN)EVENGETPASTALLTHOSEVOICESTOÚND
my own? The ping-pong match inside my head was exhausting, and the crowd was getting agitated.
What happens the moment we begin to believe that
someone else’s opinion is more valuable than our own?
That they’re right, and we’re wrong? I’m talking about that
nagging voice that keeps telling us one thing or another. It
seemed at the time that many women tolerated male dominance. Quietly. Even now we live in societies where women
with a voice are viewed as a threat and are then labeled.
Yes, the balance is evening out, but a universal recognition
of each individual’s value still eludes many of our cultures.
Gender may or may not be the determining factor, and
I believe some men feel an equal, but opposing sense of

pressure that has been passed down through the years to
them. I wonder if some men would prefer to not be the holders of the crown.
This societal acceptance is subtle at times. Women in
relationship may still seek permission to buy this, go here,
make a change, and if that permission is not freely granted
MAYFALLINTODEÚANCE)TmSAÚNELINEBETWEENRESPECTINGOUR
partners and feeling the need to ask for their approval. One
is voluntary and life giving. The other is a result of feeling
“not good enough.” The never-ending search for approval
can bind our gifts and suppress our spirits.
Does repeated self-doubt lead us to more episodes of
DEÚANT BEHAVIOR 4HOSE MOMENTS WHEN WE SIMPLY REFUSE
TO ALLOW ANOTHER TO HAVE ANY INÛUENCE OVER OUR THOUGHTS
or actions? Are we fed up with being told what to think or
do, so we burst like a balloon with too much air? I am cerTAIN THAT HAD ) BEEN BORN ÚFTY YEARS EARLIER  ) WOULD HAVE
been a street-marching suffragette. As it was I held onto the
“good girl” image while secretly entertaining the visions of
a “Libber.” It was not a conscious plotting to overthrow. I’m
pretty sure I wasn’t even aware of what was burning until the
ÛAMESGOTOUTOFCONTROL
7HEREDOESGUILTÚNDITSELFINTHIS3TANDINGBEHINDUS
whispering in our ear, “Who do you think you are anyway?”
Once disobedient or disrespectful we — girls in particular
—must seek forgiveness in order to ease our way back into
a peaceful existence. Forgiveness requires a guilty party in
conventional thought. That’s us. Once forgiven we can tiptoe our way back into our previous lives until the next time,
guilt following us like an autumn shadow. We can look the
other way, but it’s still stuck to our shoes.
How to stop the loop? Or at least slow its frequency?
I believe we begin by being gentle with ourselves. Taking
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the time to acknowledge our strengths and vulnerabilities.
Witnessing our own emotional responses. Acknowledging
our intrinsic value as a spiritual being. Really spending the
mental and emotional energy to examine why we feel the
need to get angry when another imposes his/her opinion on
us. For me, I believe the “why” was the heavy hand of a paternalistic church. It was a place in time where that approach
made sense to most. I believed that to be heard I, as a female,
HADTOBEOUTWARDLYDEÚANT THENRECOILTOSAVEMYSELFFROM
MYSELF FROMMYOWNHOTÛARE/NCE)RECOGNIZEDMYOWN
THOUGHTPROCESS YEARSLATER OFCOURSE MOSTOFTHEÚZZWENT
out of that bottle of soda. Over time I learned to notice me
when emotions rose to the surface. I now get caught in the
loop less frequently and with far less intensity.
7HEN ) DO ÚND MYSELF IN THE DEÚANCE GUILT LOOP  )
remember now to stop and look inside. If I can hear my
own voice I can stop playing victim to another who may not
be hearing me. As long as I believe my own emotions are
dependent on someone else’s response to me, I can never
live my life in full expression. Recognition is one thing.
Blame quite another. It does nothing for me to blame the
players in my story. Nothing can change the past, yet the
recognition of how I interpreted the behavior of others can
open the door to a more satisfying future. I now choose to
believe those early voices of control came from sincerity, not
malice, in most cases. There may have been, of course, those
who enjoyed pounding the gavel in judgement. Humans are
a funny lot. The relief of recognizing “that was then, and
this is now” is life giving. I can only live now.

)KNOWASANADULT)FOUNDITDIFÚCULTTOBEKINDTOMYSELF
I thought I could have/should have done something

differently in the past. I thought I ought to have known better, been smarter, payed more attention, chosen more wisely,
and on and on. And it can still show up during my days at
work and at home, if I’m not vigilant. I could have done
this or that. Maybe I’m not smart enough, young enough or
assertive enough. Why am I so nice to others and so mean
to me?”
I have a theory, and although my particular version
belongs to me, I think you may see some of you in it. Ok, so
here we go. Swirled through the layers of my ever-so-delectable childhood was the practice of going to confession. If
you’re familiar with this idea, you may/may not agree with
my take on it. Life is all about perception, right? If you’ve no
idea what confession is all about, then allow me to give you
my brief, exclusive version.
Remember the little girl listening to the “pagan baby”
explanation? The one whose feet did not yet reach the linoleum beneath her chair? Well, that was grade two. Take it
all back a year to grade one. At that point, uneven bangs
were not an issue. Keeping my hair combed at all was. Our
teacher was Sister Mary Judith, a small tender-hearted young
WOMAN)DONmTTHINKHERFEETREACHEDTHEÛOOREITHER BY
the way. She was the one who laid the groundwork for our
&IRST#ONFESSION2ECALLINGTHATTERMMAKESMYEYESÛUTTER
&IRST#ONFESSION,IKETHEÚRSTOFMULTITUDES
)DONmTRECALLTHEJUSTIÚCATIONEXACTLY BUTTHEIDEAWAS
clear. We were all born sinners, and although our Original
Sin had been erased at baptism, humans still sinned on a
regular basis. In our belief system, going to confession was
the reprieve from punishment we would get from God if
our sins were not confessed. Talking to God directly about
our wrongdoings was not enough to “clean our slates.” We
had to speak to a priest. Not a nun. No reprieves.
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Well, let me tell you, I didn’t like the idea one bit, but
somehow that sweet nun convinced me — as I’m sure she
was convinced — that we were born with sin, lived our lives
as sinners, and needed a priest to confess to. My little ears
heard it and absorbed it like a beach towel in the pool. Yep!
That was me! The six-year-old sinner! Up ‘til now the worst
part of my sunny life had been a scabbed knee. Now this!
Me, born with Original Sin, that black mark on my tiny soul
that I didn’t even put there! Eve! What the heck were you
thinking? And I had been having so much fun climbing
trees and playing kick-the-can. Wow … the glitter fell like
rain. So, ok, what now? Confession comes to the rescue.
%VERY&RIDAYWEFORMEDASINGLE ÚLELINEANDMARCHED
our mini-selves from the school building across the blacktop to the church for our turn in the confessional. We
were trained to listen for our teacher’s clicker. One click,
GENUÛECT  TWO CLICKS  ÚLE INTO THE APPROPRIATE PEW AND
kneel. Classmates and I still laugh at that whole concept!
The confessional itself was a dark box with a mysterious
screen between me and the priest. Dark enough so he
wouldn’t know who I was. Or so I thought. In the pews we
kneeled beforehand, contemplating our own behavior over
the previous week. Hands folded in prayer, heads bowed,
MINEWITHAWHITELACECHAPELCAPBOBBY PINNEDÚRMLYTO
my hair. A head covering in church was required for females
only, not males.
As much as I believed all of what I was taught, here I
felt challenged most of the time. The option of going in
to that box with nothing to confess was very simply not an
option at all. I couldn’t go in there and say, “Father, this
past week I was perfect. No sins to report here. I’ll catch
you next time.” I just had to think of something to say. I’m
quite sure I wasn’t perfect, but this process of daily analysis

of my sinful behavior was the birth of a lifelong habit, one
I have spent the past decades attempting to unlearn. So,
the answer? What else? I invented sins to confess, so I could
BELIKEEVERYONEELSE)LIEDASIN TOTHEPRIESTTOFULÚLLMY
weekly quota of confessable sins. Is that jacked up or what?!
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Let me give you my top 3:
A. “I talked back to my parents.” Trust me, talking back
to my parents was not something that I did. Are
you kidding me? As loving as my parents were, I’m
relatively certain the consequences of “back talking”
would not have been pleasant. I shiver at the thought.
B. “I lied.” Now this one may have had a tinge of potentiality. It was quite possible that when asked about
the origin of the beautiful lilacs I presented for the
Blessed Virgin’s May altar, I may have said, “My yard.”
Anyone who lived in my neighborhood knew there
was not a lilac bush in our yard, but I was sure the lady
down the street wouldn’t miss a few blooms, right?”
C. “I was unkind to my neighbor.” Another potentially
true statement. No doubt, with the number of kids in
our neighborhood, and the roughhousing we did, I
could have said or done something “un-Christ like.”
Maybe.
Beth and I, to this day, can still recall discussing which
sins to confess in a given week. There we were with Becky,
standing on the playground in our boots and mittens, deciding which sins would get the least amount of penance. If we
said we disobeyed our parents, that was sure to get a load of
Apostle Creeds. That prayer took way too long to say, so we
tried to steer clear when possible by saying, “I disrespected
my teacher” or “I was mean to a friend.” That got us a Lord’s
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Prayer and an Act of Contrition. Yep! Let’s go that route! We
could knock those prayers out in a jiffy, be out the door and
back on the playground in no time! Deal!
There’s a certain humor in the telling of that story, but
I believe it was the beginning of a grey area in my mind. We
were being taught right from wrong, but was I manipulating
the system to satisfy my judges, and as a result giving away
my own power to appear acceptable in their eyes? I still had
this nagging feeling. Where was the truth and where was
the lie? And whose truth was it anyway? Maybe this is where
I began to betray myself and depend on the truth of others
to determine my own value. I was good as long as others saw
me that way. If I perceived you’re wrong or bad from those
around me I recoiled into myself and went to guilt for not
being more of what they expected. What did I know anyway? They seemed to know a sin or a wrong turn when they
saw one, so their opinion mattered most.
This dynamic was particularly apparent between my
mother and me. Let me relate to you a couple of examples, but
ÚRSTKNOWTHIS4HEINCREDIBLEPOWEROFMYMOTHERmSWORDSTO
sway my behavior was unknown, even to her. In her later years
she said to me, “I never recognized my power over you. If I
had, I would have been more careful with what I said to you.”
I so adored and respected her, I held onto her every word,
facial expression, and opinion. The last thing in the world I
wanted to do was, in any way, disappoint her or my dad.
I was a good student in school, and I learned early on
how much I loved people of all kinds. I loved their stories,
their ideas, their jokes. It’s still true today, and I’m proud
of that personal characteristic, but as a result I talked a lot
in class. The combination of good grades and lots of talk
produced report cards with low scores in conduct. Invariably
I’d bring home a grade card with As and Bs in everything

but conduct, one teacher commenting, “No matter where I
put her in the room, she makes friends.” I had obviously not
YETLEARNEDTOÛIPOFFMYchat switch. My mom was NOT one
bit happy with that comment. I remember her standing over
me, grade card in hand, as I sat on the edge of the couch. My
dad had just given me a hug and walked out the back doorhis great escape. My mother started in with, “This is not my
report card. This is yours, and it will follow you for the rest
of your academic career. It’s on your permanent record, and
)DOUBTTHATANYCOLLEGEADMISSIONSOFÚCERWILLAPPRECIATE
your lack of respect. To say that I am disappointed would be
an understatement.”
Years later my mother found an essay I had written shortly
after her conduct speech that day. In it, I declared I would
rather have been slapped in the face than “guilted” into
behaving. That way I could have been angry at her instead of
at me. We both laughed at the discovery of that essay, but I
meant what I wrote. The guilt I felt ate at me for a long time.
My conduct grades improved, at least for the time being.
The fear of feeling guilty plagued me for most of my life.
That horrible sensation deep in my solar plexus could lead
me to despair, and I did everything in my power to avoid any
behavior that might result in my feeling guilty. If I sensed
that what I was doing might result in someone else, particularly my mother, perceiving me as being bad, I ran as fast as
I could the other way. Rarely did I allow myself to go too far
down any road if I sniffed potential repercussions in the air.
I was scared to death of what others might think about me
because then I would have to agree with them. The guilt for
not living up to their standards would kill me.
Allow me to recount one of my more profound exceptions — a classic case of what some might view as good girl
falls for bad boy.
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Paul sat behind me in Sister Marilyn’s English class, and
although I had heard he had some interesting extra-curricular activities, I thought he was so damned cute! We wore
uniforms to school every day, but I would see him occasionally at some weekend event with his long hair (remember
1970?), tie dyed shirts, cut-off jeans, and dog chain around
his neck — not exactly what my parents had in mind for me.
Being the talker I was, we eventually became friends and
then more. The problem was that before more, me and my
big mouth had already been spilling the beans about him
to my parents, telling them about all of his weed-smoking,
rock-band-groupie experiences. When I later delicately laid
OUT THE IDEA OF DATING HIM  THE ANSWER WAS A ÚRM  n.Oo
What’s a girl to do?
Let’s see, if I added just a few miles to my trip to the grocery store I could stop by his house on my way home. The
Friday night ball games were another great opportunity
for a meetup, not to mention the school dances afterward.
We weren’t doing anything wrong, and my parents would
never know the difference, right? Gotta love a close-knit
community like ours. Our little rendezvous went on for a
few months until a “concerned friend” felt the need to send
an anonymous, cut-out-creepy-text-ransom-like letter, to my
parents. Oh boy!
I was unaware of the impending onslaught of guilt as
I bounced in the back door that day after school, expectING TO ÚND MY MOM IN THE KITCHEN LIKE USUAL 3HE WASNmT
there. I shouted for her, but no answer. As I headed for the
stairs my eyes landed on her sorrowful face. She was sitting
alone in the rarely-used living room with a piece of paper in
her hand. As I approached her asking what was wrong, she
handed me the letter. I read the letter, and can’t begin to
describe to you the pain that shot through my body.

“Read this and weep.”
“We trusted you.”
“We believed in you.”
“We loved you.”
“We counted on you, and you betrayed us. How
could you?”
The scar from that experience took years to heal. I had
MADEMYBED AND)GOTTOLIEINIT4HEGUILTWASINÚNITE)T
swallowed me up. Of course, once again, I turned it inward
and found every reason in the world to hate myself for causing my parents pain. Outwardly my anger was pointed at the
one who sent the letter, but in my heart, I blamed myself.
The sorrow of that experience lasted a few months until
one day Paul decided to make an appointment with my dad.
(EASKEDTOMEETWITHHIMINHISFUNERALHOMEOFÚCE(E
explained his intentions and promised to take good care
of me, to not put me in harm’s way. My dad trusted Paul’s
heart, and today, decades later, Paul and I are the dearest
of friends. He still tells me of the profound effect my father
had on his life. The trust my dad had in him and the generosity my dad showed others still deeply impact Paul’s own
choices as an adult.
Incidents like that, along with learning the skill of
tabulating my personal transgressions on a weekly basis for
confession, I believe, laid the groundwork for a life of selfjudgment and guilt. I became adept at giving others a “pass”
on their behavior, but rarely allowed myself the same privilege. The bar I set for myself was perpetually just beyond
reach, and my grasping and missing resulted in more than
a few episodes of self-denigration. I learned to expect nothing less than general perfection from myself. Yes, it was
motivating, but I could exhaust myself as well. I suspect that
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those around me suffered as much as I did during my periods of not feeling good enough. Have you ever noticed that
when you’re upset with yourself you aren’t quite as “cuddly”
to those around you? I have. Poor babies.
Looking back now as if I were an observer, I see that
there was a strong element of “Don’t tell me what to do!”
running in my veins. I’ve tried to determine why, but have
not come up with an answer. I just really didn’t like being
told what to do or not do. I suppose nobody does. As I got
older, it seemed to get worse. Don’t tell me what to think.
Don’t tell me how to feel. Don’t tell me that I was born a sinner, and an all-loving God would choose to send me to Hell
because I decide to use the free will He supposedly gave me
INTHEÚRSTPLACE*USTDONmTØ)mMPRETTYSURETHATPARTICULAR
sentiment showed itself early on, and I’m pretty sure the
LOGSFORTHATÚREWERELAIDINSIDETHECONFESSIONAL

“I should have done that differently. You should have called
me! She should know better. We should have paid more
attention. He should have done better on that test.” I was
living on a heap of stinking should. If at least one of those
sentences doesn’t ring a bell with you, I’ll be shocked. I
spent more than a few moments a day “shoulding” the world
and everyone in it, particularly myself. Feel free to interchange “should” with “need to.” It’s the same thing. Just for
the heck of it, I tried counting the number of times I used
“should” or “need to” in a given day. Unless I waited until
bedtime to start counting I had double digits before lunch!
I had to stay wide awake all day to do this, and was stunned
at myself in the end.
I recognized I hadn’t been hearing myself because I
was so convinced that my own perspective was right. I just

couldn’t imagine there being another way. I mean, don’t you
agree that Aunt Edna “should” have given her favorite niece
more than $50 for a wedding gift? Talk about cheap! And
on and on it goes. I was rarely without an opinion about
what someone else should or should not have done, including myself. I also realized that many of the “shoulds” were
inaudible, playing inside my head.
For a case in point I’m going to give you my own most
recent dalliance into the world of “shoulds.” Although
this topic has been on my mind for quite a while, and
I am usually aware of my own usage, it was only two
days ago that I decided it was time to get it off my chest
and write about it. I very intentionally sat down on my
favorite chair on the back porch and began the first
sentence.
Let’s do a little “aside” here to set the scene. Ok, I’ve
been writing ideas like this for years, thinking that one day
these ideas might amount to something that could potentially help others who are looking for a different perspective.
Little things here and there that just might turn into big
ways of handling the passages of life differently. My beloved
coworkers hear me day in and day out spouting what they
have now termed “MaryBobisms,” and I’ve dreamed of a
broader audience. A book! Of course! I could see if one day
BEFORE)TAKETHEn"IG4RIPo)COULDÚNDSOMEONEWHOLIKED
my stuff and would publish it. Yes! What a great darned
idea! Let’s do that.
/K  HERE WE GO 9EARS HAVE PASSED  RIGHT .OW ) ÚND
myself in the thrilling position of having a conversation with
a potential editor. Am I jazzed or what? I have been checking my email 40 times a day for the past week and nothing.
I’m not discouraged, just eager. Maybe it was the hurricane
that caused the delay. Maybe the editor is just really busy.
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Keep dreaming the dream, MaryBob. It will come when the
time is right.
"ACKTOMYFAVORITECHAIR)WRITETHEÚRSTCOUPLEOFSENtences and something tells me to check my email again on
my phone. Only this time I used the little search box to
search the editor’s name. Voilà! There he is! Yes! He wrote
me an email! Then I read the date of his email and see
that he had sent it a week ago. A week ago!? What!?!?! I
missed it? How can that be? I’ve been staring at this inbox
for days! There is no way! Ugh!! He probably thinks I just
don’t care and is on to the next person. Get ready, ‘cuz here
it comes …. I “should” have been checking that search box
all along. Damn! My self-judgement kicks in, and off I go!
As I mentioned earlier, I’ve been aware of the word
“should” for many years now, and as soon as I heard myself
say it to myself I pressed my two lips together to shut myself
up, and here’s why:
Any way you twist it, “shoulding” someone, including
ourselves, is a form of judgment. A former teacher of mine
used to say that “ judgment causes at least one of three
THINGSPAIN CONÛICT ORABUSEo)BELIEVEDHIMTHEN AND)
believe him now.
Think on that one for a minute because it matters to you
and to everyone in your life. Think of one time you did or
didn’t do something you thought you “should” have. Maybe
you could have been more understanding with someone.
Maybe you didn’t speak up in defense of someone else.
Maybe you lied or cheated or laughed. There are thousands
of ways we can disappoint ourselves. The kicker is that our
disappointment in ourselves may come across as anger or
judgement of another. Right? I get angry at myself and to
MAKE MYSELF FEEL BETTER )mM GONNA ÚND SOMETHING ABOUT
youTHATREALLYPISSESMEOFFØ)mMGOINGTOPOINTMYÚNGER

at someone else. That takes the heat off me … supposedly.
And that, my dear friends, is a habit that can be unlearned.
Pick up the glitter that has fallen off you and sprinkle it
all over yourself again! The more you seek a profound love
of you, the better this world will be for not only you. Those
around you will feel the difference too.
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ou know one of the best parts of living in a tight Catholic
community? Friday and Saturday night sports! There
is nothing like it anywhere. It’s a virtual lovefest filled with
good people laughing and carrying on as if they don’t have
a worry in the world. It’s a reprieve from the world of work,
an opportunity to sit and visit, scream and shout, all for the
home team. It’s slaps on the back, tears on the cheeks, and
camaraderie like no other. The smell of popcorn, hot dogs,
and hot chocolate. Simply stated, it’s home, and our teams
were worth watching.
/NEYEARWEMADEITTOTHESTATEBASKETBALLÚNALS AND
we had weeks of pep rallies, decorating cars for the cavalcade to Columbus, staying together in hotels, and adorning
our bodies with all things red and blue. We had with each
other the time of our lives. Those boys on the court had to
have felt the love of a lifetime coming from the bleachers.
We were family, happy to be together, with smiles frozen on
our faces. We were loud and proud, competitive and united
under the umbrella of basketball. There was nowhere else

we’d rather be than together as a force of nature — enthusiasm running rampant. We marched in lockstep.
Was it possible that our community was so tight that
aberrations were threatening? Or was it possible that backlash might trump compassion if one of us stepped too far
out of line? I think back to that time in history when unmarried pregnant girls were not allowed in class, but their
boyfriends were, when interracial dating was absolutely verboten, when divorce still carried a stigma, particularly if you
were the female. Loving hands around each member of the
Church were a strong support providing one didn’t rattle
the cage too much. Too much, and the scaffolding might
begin to waver.
I believe our glass houses were built simultaneously with
THEDUALITYOFLOVEANDFEAR3TRUCTURESSTRONGANDCONÛICTing, towering and fragile. The spires on a cathedral of contradictions. I mean, a bracelet with “WWJD?” just left me
bewildered at times. If you’re unfamiliar with the WWJD
movement, let me explain. It’s simple really. In the early
90s there were these bracelets with “WWJD” on them. The
“WWJD” stood for “What Would Jesus Do?” It was an attempt
at making us think about how Jesus might have responded
to a given situation before we made our own choice of a
response. It was an attempt to be more like him. We were
TAUGHTTOLOVEOTHERS GIVEUNSELÚSHLY ANDSHOWKINDNESSTO
all, particularly the less fortunate. This foundation of compassion and aid was and is, in my mind, the glory of the
Catholic Church.
The reverse side was the fear of judgment instilled if
one fell short of the goal. Fall reallySHORT ANDTHEÚRESOF
Hell awaited you. Fall moderately short, and your sentence
was reduced to a yet-to-be-determined stint in Purgatory. I
was never able to reconcile this with an “all-Loving God”
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who promoted forgiveness of others. If He wanted me to
forgive others, wouldn’t it make sense that He would model
that same behavior? I mean, if we’re going to anthropomorphize God, then let’s be consistent. I decided to begin
arguing that point early on as I learned the strategy of
confession. This was another ongoing conversation with
MYMOTHERWHONEVERÛOUNDEREDINHERCONVICTIONANDMY
“being on the other side” lasted a lifetime. Hell, Purgatory,
and the Final Judgment produced indecipherable static
in my mind. Add Limbo to the mix, and my receiver just
clicked off.
I’m going to assume that the concept of Hell is a familiar
one. Depending on the religious belief, a person may land
in Hell for committing a mortal sin (worse than a venial sin)
and not confessing it before death. Or another may pass
THROUGHTHEÚERYGATESIFSHEHASNmTYETACCEPTED*ESUSASHER
Lord and Savior. The dogma differs according to religious
persuasion. From Hell, there is no escape.
Purgatory, on the other hand, has an escape clause.
After death, I could be sent to Purgatory to do time. The
length of my sentence depends on my transgressions and on
the quantity of prayers, indulgences, and repentance I have
done, or someone has done in my name. At least, this is how
I heard it. I’m pretty sure this is also how most of us heard
it at the time. So, if I were to be sent to Purgatory, it would
be only a matter of time before the gates of Heaven would
open for me. I just had to tough it out ‘til then.
Limbo, the holding cell for any soul not baptized before
DEATH  WAS OFÚCIALLY RETRACTED IN  BY THE #ATHOLIC
Church. According to the 800-year-old teaching, Limbo was
THE DESTINATION FOR UNBAPTIZED BABIES 4HE ÚRST -ARY"OB
(my parents had a stillborn girl with my same name before I
was born) is in Limbo because she never had the chance to

be baptized. Is she to stay there forever? Who made up that
rule? This particular belief haunted my mother throughout her life, and it angered me that someone had told her
this. I was angered because my mom would get tears in her
eyes whenever anyone made a reference to MaryBob, the
stillborn, not-baptized-before-gone baby. Occasionally, my
mother would wonder out loud about what she might do
to get her out of Limbo and into Heaven. Or better yet,
what she could have done before the birth to guarantee the
baby’s survival. Why would anyone ever invent such a horror story and then promote it in the name of “God’s love”?
Something was terribly wrong in my mind.
So, what would Jesus do? I was pretty sure from what
I had learned of Jesus, he would have gone another route
entirely in dealing with personal transgressions. I felt that
even the worst offenders had to have previously experienced something dreadful to end up doing whatever it was
they did. Whatever that thing was it lead them to the awful
choices they made. Jesus would love them, even in their
“horribleness.” My mother used to say, “It’s the ones you’re
least inclined to love who need your love the most.” That
sounded more like Jesus to me than the idea of condemnINGANYONETOTHEÚRESOF(ELL
What I began to consciously struggle with were teachings I believed to be exclusionary. Love everyone, but beware
of those who push the framework. Holy Communion, you
know, the body and blood of Christ? My lack of understanding or acceptance did not devalue the privilege, yet a priest’s
DECISIONTODENYITTOADIVORCÁE ANON #ATHOLIC APERSON
“not in a state of grace” perplexed me beyond measure.
Those denials felt like stones of judgment no matter how I
sliced it. Love, but only under pre-described conditions. Not
the unconditional love espoused by Jesus.
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In elementary school my classmates and I all brought
our breakfast to school on the mornings we went to Mass.
Since we had to fast for three hours before receiving Holy
Communion, and Mass was said at 8:30, there was no chance
to eat before school. My mom’s fried egg sandwiches with
mustard were a hit. I occasionally brought two in case someone else wanted one. Sometimes, when one of us forgot and
accidentally ate before school, we had to stay seated in the
pew while everyone else went up to communion. I always
felt sorry for whoever that was, especially if it was me. It felt
MEANTOMAKEONEOFUSSTAYBACKWHENTHERESTÚLEDUPTO
the communion railing just because we had eaten breakfast. Our teachers made such a big deal out of our having
the privilege of experiencing the body and blood of Christ
that being denied it was maddening at best. Who made up
that edict anyway? Pretty sure it wasn’t Jesus. And add to
that my friend’s dad and mom who weren’t permitted to
go to communion because he had been divorced, and she
wasn’t a Catholic. Once again, I’m thinking that wasn’t a
Jesus call.
I heard what I perceived to be mixed messages for
years that disquieted me, and any explanations only
FUELEDMYÚREOFDISTRUST&ORMETHEANSWERSWERENOTIN
the faith I had been given as a child. You might ask, “Why
not try the Bible, MaryBob?” Well, I did, and all I could
hear were the interpretations I had been taught. I tried
praying more, going to Mass with more intention, giving
myself lectures, asking my mother for guidance, reciting
the rosary more, everything I knew to talk myself out of
my growing unease. What are we to do with the fear of
disappointing or infuriating the Church, our families or
friends? Fear of making a move when we know our souls
are crying for change. Fear of going to hell after we die

and fear of lying on our death bed wondering what might
have been, if only we had had the courage to step out. So,
what does one do? Take the risks and pray that everything
will be ok, or stay put in the name of peace, all the while
dying a quiet death that is socially acceptable?
On the canvas of my life are painted the faces of my
beloved family and friends. I hold them dear like buried
treasure. A young coworker once said to me, “It seems to
me that everyone you care about has their own compartment in your heart.” She was right. And there is no limit to
the number of rooms there. I learned in my early 20s that
my insatiable desire to experience the unfamiliar might
send mixed signals to those whom I cherished most. I could
unwittingly confound them in the living of my own life.
Remember that during our trip to Guatemala I decided
TOLEARN3PANISH)HELDTHATINTENTIONSOÚERCELYTHEREWAS
not a snowball’s chance in hell that I was going to be denied
the opportunity. That baby was going to be born. All I had
TODOWASÚGUREOUTTHEHOW,ETTHEPLANNINGBEGINØ)NMY
excitement, I now wonder if I inadvertently sent out a signal
of, “I’ll catch you later, on my way back through” to my family and friends. If so, it was never my intention. I just knew I
had to go and get this thing done.

My parents and I had chosen the Technological Institute in
Monterrey, Mexico after a couple of false starts. From my
university student body of approximately 3,400 students I
was one of two who had their minds set on studying abroad.
It was not such a popular thing to do in those days. My other
adventurer had decided on Ireland for her sojourn. Wanting
to study where I didn’t know the language left some of my
friends scratching their heads. I’ll bet they thought I had
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lost my marbles, and those marbles were loose rolling down
the street. The student body I was set to adopt had thirteen
thousand, and only eleven of us were English-speaking.
I landed in Monterrey, and I cried for weeks until I was
ÚNALLYABLETOUNDERSTANDATLEASTSOMEOFWHATWASBEING
said around me. My roommate spoke no English. I had
determined that if I was to learn Spanish I had to spend
more time with my Mexican classmates and little to no
time with my fellow English-speakers. After about week six
I realized I understood most of what people were saying.
My frustration leveled off, and the learning and adventuring began. I had the time of my life and fell in love with all
things Mexican.
The markets were vibrant, the city loud, and as hard as I
tried I couldn’t get myself lost on the city buses. Jumping on
any city bus that pulled into campus, I would ride it until I
felt like getting off, wander around that part of town for an
HOURORSO ANDGETBACKONANOTHERBUSTHEREUNTIL)ÚNALLY
found my way back to campus. I did it alone to force myself
to speak Spanish. It was, after all, 1974. A different time
and place. My friends and I rode horses in the mountains,
climbed onto the roof of the university library to watch the
stars, ate doughnuts across the street late at night, and practiced all the bad words I could learn in one sitting. I clawed
my way through French class in Mexico. A foreign language
being taught in a different foreign language. I learned to
“bargain” in the market and with taxi drivers. This particular skill was not one my mother appreciated when my
parents visited. She felt sorry for the vendors I was haggling
with. I remember haggling with a taxi driver who was transporting me and a group of Japanese students. They couldn’t
speak English. I couldn’t speak Japanese, and none of us
were very good at Spanish. It was a moment.

One night our dorm was awakened by loud music. A girl
down the hall was being serenaded by a mariachi band paid
for by an admirer. They were out on the sidewalk, outside her
window, and since our dorms had no glass in the windows,
we all decided to join in. It felt like heaven on earth to me.
Little was I aware the glass house I had left on my home
campus was getting its windows fogged up. The friends with
whom I had spent the last two years of my life somehow
interpreted my semester away as “I don’t care about you anymore.” They decided to all get a house off campus … without me. They gave me the news one day when I called them
from Mexico. I recall their words, hanging up the phone
and sitting down inside the public phone booth in tears.
How could they do that? Did they forget I was coming back
or did they just not care anymore? Outta sight outta mind?
I was devastated. Did they reject me because they felt I had
rejected them? I didn’t have the emotional wherewithal to
develop that idea at the time, but I think there must have
been some truth in it. I had made a decision to go long
before I met them. Had I made a mistake in leaving? Who
was I going to be with when I got back home? Would they
even be around anymore? Why didn’t they ask me about
it before they decided? Maybe you’re just not as smart as
you think, MaryBob. Maybe they’re the ones who have it all
together. You just messed up the works with your big ideas.
You deserve this. After all, you’re the one who left, not them.
At that moment I withdrew into myself, and those friendSHIPS WOULD NEVER BE THE SAME ) BELIEVE IT WAS THE ÚRST
time in my life that my insatiable curiosity cost me dearly.
It would not be the last. I had rattled the scaffolding too
much. There was nothing to be done. Their decision had
been made, and it was clear I was not the same person who
HADLEFTÚVEMONTHSEARLIER
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Living another way of life has a profound effect on any
psyche. The obvious change, upon my return, was my speaking a different language. What wasn’t so obvious was my
new outlook on life, and it had nowhere to express itself. My
experiences in Mexico caused me to understand the joy of
that culture, and the importance of celebration. What I had
found entertaining before going was no longer entertaining. Back on my home campus it was the same old same old.
I was combatting a serious case of reverse culture shock and
didn’t know it. I had not known such a thing existed before
living it, and I wish I had understood more. Being only
one of two students on campus who chose to “exchange”
explains why there was little attention paid to the emotional
impact of going away, staying away, and returning to one’s
HOMECULTURE7HEN)ARRIVEDIN-EXICO)DIDNmTÚTIN UNTIL
)ÚNALLYDID7HEN)CAMEHOME)DIDNmTÚTIT ANDSINCETHE
old me was gone, I felt adrift. I recognized my friends were
only politely interested in my previous endeavors, nor was I
interested in theirs. It wasn’t anyone’s fault. My mother was
right. She used to say, “You can’t recreate what used to be. It
will not be the same.”
) HAD SET OUT TO ACHIEVE A GOAL  HAD CROSSED THE ÚNISH
line, and found myself running the victory lap alone. Even
then, would I have changed any of it? Absolutely not! I knew
I had lost some of what was dear to me, but I also knew I
had gained a belief in myself that no one could take away.
The seeker in me was just getting warmed up. I was simultaneously proud of myself and wondering what the hell had
GONEWRONG)WANTEDTOÚTINANDSTANDAPARTATTHESAME
time. I had chosen a different route, and the trail was only
beginning to get bumpy.
Before I get too far down this road, let me make something clear, and I mean clear. My response to what I was

being shown was my response. I am not blaming anybody
or anything. I made choices, and the results gave me ample
opportunity to decide who I wanted to be in this world.
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Learn by Example
My loving parents were devoted to the Catholic Church,
and my dad was one of the co-founders of the St. Vincent
de Paul society in town. The other was his friend Joe, who
owned the neighborhood grocery. Together they shared
the responsibility of feeding those in need. Joe was one of
my dad’s best friends, and the two of them were a force of
nature when it came to helping the less fortunate. I don’t
know how he and dad came to their decision, but Joe lives
in so many of my memories. Our families knew each other
since day one, and his son and I were in the same class at
school. His market was where we sent people who called or
KNOCKED ON OUR DOOR ASKING FOR HELP (E AND DAD ÚSHED
together, bowled together, and played horse shoes together.
Since his grocery was just down the street from our house,
I loved making excuses to go there once I got my driver’s
license. I also remember that he let me call him “Joe” when
I was a little girl. That was the best thing ever! These men
were two powerful examples of the Church at its best.
I mentioned earlier that in our house, we had two telephones. One for personal use and the other for funeral
home business and calls from “Saint V’s.” The callers asking
for food or shelter were a high priority for my parents. I can’t
count the number of times I heard my dad say to the person
on the other end of the line, “Go to O’Brien’s market and
get what you need. Just tell Joe it’s for Saint Vincent’s.”
My parents sold tickets, bought candy, sponsored sports
teams, attended every ice cream social and spaghetti supper
known to man. They clothed families and rented trucks at
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Christmas to deliver baskets of food and toys. My parents
simply loved people, and looking up at them I never wanted
to see disappointment in their eyes. Their goodness was
palpable to me. It seemed to me the pull to do more was a
constant tug for them.
Their example was not lost on any of us, and my all-time
favorite memory is of one particular winter evening. It was
ALREADYDARKOUTSIDE ANDWEHADJUSTÚNISHEDCLEANINGUP
the dinner dishes. I glanced out the window overlooking
the parking lot and saw a dilapidated white station wagon
WITHAGIGANTIC AND)MEANGIGANTIC WHITECRUCIÚXTIEDWITH
rope to the top. This wagon had pulled into our parking lot
and was just sitting there, so my dad went out to see what
they wanted. It wasn’t long before he came in the back door
followed by a family of ten, two parents and eight kids. They
had been driving to I-don’t-know-where and had run out of
money and food.
Somehow, they had found their way to our house, so my
mom welcomed them in, opened the refrigerator and pulled
out every chicken leg, cheese wedge and loaf of bread available to feed that family. While we prepared the food the
eight kids tore through our house, up and down the stairs,
INANDOUTOFTHEDOORS JUMPEDONTHEBEDS UNTILÚNALLY
their parents corralled them at our dining room table. They
ate, and as they left that evening my dad gave them money
for gas and directed them to a place to stay for the night.
The minute the door closed my self-righteous self and I
started in about how disrespectful the kids had been. About
how they had shouted and grabbed everything they saw,
ANDHOWTHEPARENTSHADNOCONTROL4HEYHADLEFTÚNGERprints on the walls and jumped up and down on our beds. I
went on for about one minute. I was silenced by my dad saying, “You don’t know what it’s like to walk in someone else’s

shoes, so hush.” Bam! There it was again. He had made that
statement time and again, only on this occasion he looked
me in the eye. We stood for more than a second or two, eyes
locked. He had not raised his voice, but he was not kidding.
I had better get the message and fast. Another game-changing moment for me. The power of his belief in that single
concept poured into me like new concrete on a driveway,
made to form, still drying, but set to last a lifetime. “You
don’t know what it’s like to walk in someone else’s shoes.”
His look told me everything I’d ever need to know about
someone else’s behavior or attitude. It was clear. Their life
experiences were not mine, so overlaying my observations
OFTHEMWITHTHEÚLTEROFMYOWNUPBRINGINGWASNOTONLY
ineffective, it was unkind in every way imaginable.
I’d like to say that I’ve held steadily to that tenet, and,
no doubt, it has guided me many times. The truth is, when
I was most in pain after divorcing my second husband, I was
so deep in the well, my dad’s voice was out of reach. At that
juncture, my “blame game” was a tough match between how
horrible I had been versus how horrible everyone else had
been in response. It’s only now that I recognize the reaction
of everyone around me and including me, to that series of
events. Slowly, over time, my father’s words found their way
back to me.
Their return began by my unconsciously citing my dad’s
wisdom to my children and friends. I heard myself telling
them they didn’t know what it was like to walk in someone
else’s shoes. I told them it was painful to judge others. I could
see what they were doing, but had excluded myself from my
own directive. I was sweeping around everyone else’s doorstep, not yet seeing the potential application of this idea to
the players in my past. My new view of life allowed me to see
how we judge others when they are being judgmental. You
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know, like when we decide we don’t like someone because
they are not being nice to another someone? We do that,
right? I think my dad’s spirit was tapping me on the shoulder all along until one day, DING! A thought ran through
my head that went something like, “Every person in that
drama reacted exactly as they were supposed to according
to what they believed, including you. If even one of them
had done something other than what they did, you might
not have had the courage to do the exploring you’ve done.
They were walking in their shoes, and you were walking in
yours. That’s all that was going on. Now, what will bring you
the most peace, continued self-righteousness and anger or
delving into the belief that we are all doing the best we can
with the skills we have in any given moment?”
Ok, I hear you, Dad. The implications and applications
of that philosophy are endless in my mind. Religion, politics, race, gender, age, nationalism. Holding fast to the need
to be right is a roadblock to our own expansion. How can
I become the greatest expression of myself in this life, if I
insist on seeing the world through my eyes only? I admit, I
don’t think I can.

) HAVE HEARD IT SAID THAT ONEmS 3PIRIT WILL AT ÚRST WHISPER
a suggestion to you. If unheeded, it will try again with a
feather, then a stick, then a brick, until eventually, a Mack
truck comes rolling down the center of your life to get your
ATTENTION!TÚRST )COULDSLOUGHOFFANYTHOUGHTSOFSOMEthing other than my life as it was. I taught school, mothERED CHILDREN  nWIVEDo TWO HUSBANDS 9EP  ) HAD MY ÚRST
brief marriage annulled (another theme all together) by
the Church so I could marry again, should I choose. I did.
-YÚRSTHUSBANDWASANUNKNOWNENTITYTOMYHOMETOWN

friends. I believe my divorcing him was considered simply
“unfortunate.” Not so when I chose to divorce my second
husband of sixteen years. At that point, the wrath of God
came down on me like a mountain rock slide.
I had really done it this time! All acceptance I had
enjoyed during my life was blasted by a tornado of disapproval. In one fell swoop I became a pariah to those who
had laughed with me only days before my decision became
public fodder. My family included. At the time, I couldn’t
see their point. Again. Why would a decision for my life
CAUSETHEMTOREACTSOÚERCELY-YGLASSHOUSECAMECRASHing down around me. What happened to the glass houses of
my friends and family I’m not able to say.
On another note, let’s look at my concept of marriage,
if I even had a concept. Again, love and fear. I believe I
loved, but I feared even more. I feared failure and disappointment. I had come from a long line of strong women.
I mentioned earlier that my great-grandmother had been
THEÚRSTFEMALEBANKPRESIDENTINTHESTATEOF/HIO4HEN
my grandmother raised her three children after being widOWEDATTHEAGEOF MYGRANDFATHERHAVINGDIEDINTHEÛU
epidemic. My mother was the valedictorian of her class and
THEÚRSTFEMALEINTHEFAMILYTOGETACOLLEGEDEGREE)WAS
not going to be the woman in that lineup who crashed and
burned. No way. I’ll eat all my vegetables! You just watch!
Once I hit my teens I received strong input from my
sweet mother about who was in control of the sex thing
before marriage. It was the late sixties and early seventies, so the signals I received were mixed. According to my
MOTHER  AND REÛECTING HER OWN UPBRINGING  THE GIRL WAS
the one in charge of keeping her cool. Males could not be
expected to do so. Any hanky-panky, and the gauntlet fell
ONME!S)APPROACHEDMARRIAGE ONCEAGAINREÛECTINGTHE
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then acceptable obligations as wife, she made it clear that
the roles were about to be reversed. It then became the husband who rightfully determined the sex-life, once the vows
were said. Excuse me? Did I hear her correctly? I was sure
the signal she was sending had gotten scrambled somehow,
and I was not prepared for that! I remember exactly where I
was standing in the house, when she made that morsel clear
to me. Surely, she was not serious.
She told me that once married it would be my duty to be
available to my husband. If she were alive today, she may say
I heard that wrong, and maybe I did, but I took it to heart.
) WAS STUNNED AND ANGRY  MY DEÚANCE SURGING FORWARD AS
my respect for her held me back. What I heard was, “Once
you’re married, your life is no longer yours.” Slam the prison
doors shut! The term “wedlock” took on a whole new meaning in that instant. Emphasis on the second syllable.
-YMOTHERmSLOVEFORMEWASÚERCE AND)KNEWTHAT(ER
word held sway over many choices I had made for most of
my life. My parents had a loving, mutually respectful relationship, and now she throws this out? The inconsistency
in her directive left me speechless. Although my Catholic
education was mostly conservative, the impact of the feminist movement was not lost on me. Was I expected to pretend I had never heard the words of Gloria Steinem or Bella
Abzug? Was the seeker and adventurer in me destined to
remain locked up in the prison cell of wifedom in honor
of what had always been? Whoa, Nelly! That’s what I call
TRYINGTORIDETWOHORSESTOTHEÚNISHLINE/NLYONEOFUS
can succeed, and I have a feeling that victory is gonna be
painful for both.
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STOP THE WORLD
“I said, ‘Pain and sorrow?’ He (God) said, “Stay with
it. The wound is the place where the Light enters
you.” – Rumi

My Life in the Rearview Mirror

I

’m not sure as a young woman I ever had a clear picture
of what my future life would look like. Some girls dream
of their wedding day, the white dress, the church and eventual motherhood. Some girls dream of successful careers,
breaking glass ceilings and traveling the world. Not me. I
just took it as it came — assuming everything would work
out fine, and there was some kind of peace in that. It was a
good thing nobody ever asked me where I saw myself in five
years as some interviewers do. I think my face would have
gone blank with “I dunno” rolling off my tongue.
Looking in my rearview mirror, it seems 1988 was the
beginning of some things, the end of others, and the beginning-of-the-end of still more. That year, my husband and I
were blessed with a beautiful baby girl. We had been hoping for years, and there she was with her shiny dark eyes,
looking up at us from her baby carrier. The wonder and joy
of her arrival was unlike any other experience in our life.
3URREAL)TWASLOVEATÚRSTSIGHT-AGICALPIXIEDUSTFELLFROM
the sky onto our little family. Our son was 11 at the time,
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AND ALTHOUGH IT WASNmT LOVE AT ÚRST SIGHT FOR HIM  WE KNEW
they would grow to care for each other, and they did.
1988: My brother and his wife decided to move out of
the country, 3,000 miles from home. He had spent most of
his adult life living just 2 hours away, so his departure was
major. In the fall my sister — who had lived next door to my
parents for over 20 years — and her new husband decided
to move out of state as well. In both cases I understood why
they had made their choices, and didn’t blame them for
taking advantage of the opportunities. For me their timing
couldn’t have been worse, but I wanted to be the strong one.
My mother, struggling within herself on how to best care
for my failing father, was sad at both departures, but would
never have let either of them know. She was, after all, the
matriarch. I remember saying goodbye to both of them and
watching their cars drive out of the funeral home parking
lot. I’m not sure what I was feeling, but “responsible” and
“alone” probably topped the list. Little did I know it would
be only a few weeks, and our father would be gone. I was
thunderstruck by his death.
1988-At the same time my father’s body succumbed to
THEDEMENTIAHEHADBEENBATTLINGFORÚVEYEARS)THADÚRST
shown itself while my parents were on vacation. He had lost
his keys and some cash and had accused one of the workers
of stealing it from their room. My mother instantly knew
something was going terribly wrong. Upon their return
home she related the incident to only me, not wanting to
ALARM MY SIBLINGS -Y DAD HAD NEVER POINTED A ÚNGER AT
ANYONEFORANYTHINGINHISLIFE'IVINGOTHERSTHEBENEÚTOF
the doubt was his MO. His recent accusation was a screamINGREDÛAG7EBOTHKNEWIT
As time passed he forgot more details until it became
necessary for him to leave his own business for someone

else to run. He knew he was no longer able to handle the
particulars, but that funeral home was so much of his life.
He and my mother had raised it up from birth. Not being
able to tend to it tore at his heart. He would stand in the
house, staring across the driveway at his lifelong work,
and say to me, “I should be over there, but they won’t let
me.” “They” being the Social Security Administration and
us. We knew he could no longer care for those families in
his exceptional way, and encouraging him to keep his distance was gut-wrenching.
The anger he occasionally showed was, for me, the most
heartbreaking. I had yet to learn the varied manifestations
of dementia, and to see him travel the emotional track
from calm to sad to angry both shocked and paralyzed me.
Where had my dad gone? Who was this man? Living in a
town where most knew him was a blessing for our family.
Before we could wrangle away his car keys, dad would drive
and invariably get lost. He would forget his hat and coat
somewhere, walk through the snow to his car and keep driving until he had to stop, sometimes in the next town over.
The gas station manager or shop owner made the call to
our house. Either they recognized him immediately, he had
momentarily recalled his address and phone number, or
THEYÚGUREDITOUTFROMHISDRIVERmSLICENSE
His presence had been such a powerful force in our family, that his decline into another world left me grasping for
something to hold on to. The rock I had spent my life standing on was slipping beneath the water with no chance of
retrieval. My mother, insisting she could handle it all, chose
to keep him at home until it became glaringly obvious that
she could not. He never had the chance to know our daughter. She arrived in the spring. In the fall my mother reluctantly admitted my father to a care facility, and a week later
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he left his body. The evening before he left he momentarily
recognized me as I stood next to him. Sitting in a chair he
reached out, wrapped his arms around my legs, and said, “I
love you, honey.” I wrapped my arms around his head, and
replied, “I love you too, dad.” That was it.
He was my forever hero, and his passing left me with one
of the wheels falling off my wagon. In the beginning his illness led me to dig more deeply into my faith, but to no avail.
I prayed rosary after rosary. I spoke to priest friends about
the draft I felt in my chest. I lit candles, knelt in church and
begged God for guidance. Nothing. I felt nothing for all my
efforts. No answers. No relief. No destination calling me to
move forward. My dad’s laughter was gone, and no prayer or
belief could ease that.
Dementia is not something to laugh at, but let me give
you a little playback here to lighten it up a bit. Being born to
parents who were 20 years older than those of my friends, I
was forever fearful they would die when I was young. As my
father fell into dementia in his later years, my mother told
me I was taking it harder than my much older brother and
sister. This was true, but even in his craziest moments my
FAMILYWASSOMEHOWABLETOÚNDHUMOR!GAIN ITWASAGIFT
for which I will always be grateful.
“I’ve got a pain in my chest,” I heard him say somewhere
around his 73rd birthday. Ten years earlier he had undergone bypass surgery, leaving us all watchful of his health.
The snow was pouring out of the dark sky that December
night. “But it only hurts when I lean back. It’s ok when I lean
forward.”
Trying to swallow the fear and grasping for the humor
my family so often employed, I replied, “Then just stay
leaning forward, Dad.” He chuckled. “Since you’re not the
ambulance driver anymore, you want me to call the hospital

to have one come get you? “No,” he replied, “Just let me sit
out here in my chair.”
My cherished mother, who had a bit of a love affair with
hypochondria, decided she was having a dizzy spell, so lay
down on the couch to see if it would pass, placing her arm
over her eyes and breathing deeply. My dad in his recliner
kept switching forward and back to see if the sharp pain
continued its pattern … forward, no pain … back, stinging
PAIN ANDMYMOMONTHECOUCHTELLINGMESHEWASÚNE
Lately my dad had become lethargic and forgetful, a sad
turn for a man who had more friends than he could count
and a smile to match his contagious laugh. I had begun
mourning his passing long before his breath ever left his
body. Only occasionally would my dad’s spirit return now
with his shiny eyes and that broad smile. This was not one
of those occasions, but I decided to invoke the humor that
was the family cornerstone.
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Ambulances Now and Then
There I stood looking at both of them, wondering what in
God’s name I was going to do if I had to call two ambulances
that night at the same time. This was going to be my call. I
began, “Ok, I’m standing here staring at the two of you and
wondering what the heck to do. This could be a scene from
a dark comedy. I mean really. You’ve always been concerned
about what the neighbors might think. Can you imagine
what they’re going to be saying tomorrow, if two ambulances
roll in here and tote you two out of this house at the same
time? The telephone wires are literally going to light up with
EVERYONECALLINGEVERYONEELSETRYINGTOÚGUREOUTWHATWENT
on in here tonight.” That got a smile out of both of them.
This was before the implementation of 911. It would be
years before our little corner of the world had that luxury.
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My dad was used to driving the ambulance, not lying in the
back as a passenger. Until recently dropping everything
when the phone rang with an “ambulance call” was as normal to us as going to church on Sundays.
Much like a television newsman my dad was on the scene
of local car accidents, suicides, and other sudden traumas.
Only he did not report back to anyone. As he aged, more
frequently the person requesting his services was a friend. I
remember one of his friends calling for him. The friend was
asking for dad to come quickly because something was terribly wrong with his wife. She died that afternoon. Later when
dad walked in through the back door he was quiet. He put
on his painting clothes and went outside to paint the side of
the garage, never saying a word. We knew he was grieving.
Somehow, I never thought that I would ride in the back
of my dad’s ambulance. Then one day, in the 4th grade, my
friends and I were having a contest in the cafeteria to see
how long we could hold our breath. Never wanting to concede defeat, I held mine ‘til I passed out, hitting my chin on
THECORNEROFTHENEARBYMETALTABLEONMYWAYTOTHEÛOOR
Sister Gerard, the tough Irish cookie who was on duty at
that moment, retrieved me from the linoleum and walked
METOTHEOFÚCE!FTEROBSERVINGTHEBLOODPOURINGFROM
my chin, she looked at me over the top of her rimless spectacles and asked, “Should we call your father’s ambulance,
Miss Hogenkamp?” Of course, I said, “No.” That was the
closest I ever came to having that experience. Thank God.
The seven stitches the doctor put in my chin after school
that day led my occasionally feisty mother to “clarify” some
things with that nun later.
Back to the story …
Maybe an hour passed with the three of us staring at
each other, and my dad eventually decided to go back to

bed. My mom then felt well enough to go fry an egg. That’s
what she always did when she was working through some
emotional event. Bacon and eggs were comfort food for
mom, and I knew she was thinking about something whenever I found her standing in front of the stove with an egg
ready to crack.
They had both convinced me that it was not necessary
to call any ambulances. As my mom and I sat at the kitchen
table reviewing the situation we heard my dad’s laughter
from his bedroom. He met us in the hall in his boxer shorts
and t-shirt. It was one of his lucid moments. Chuckling, he
opened his hand to show us what was inside. Therein lay a
9-volt battery and a quarter. We didn’t get it. My mom and I
looked at each other, then at him, questioning.
“It’s no wonder my chest stung when I leaned back.
These were both in my shirt pocket,” he explained. We still
didn’t get it. “Every time I leaned back they touched each
other and created an arc.”
“An arc? What?! You mean an electrical arc?! Are you
kidding? You mean that pain was coming from that damned
battery? And we thought it might be a heart attack? Where’d
you get that battery, Dad?”
“I don’t know. It must have been lying around somewhere, but that explains the chest pain,” he said with a
smile. The relief burst from my throat and we three laughed
‘til we cried.
“You can’t make this stuff up!” I heard myself crying to
my mom.
As my father’s dementia deepened over the next few
months I would recall this moment at those times when I
missed him the most. Remembering it now, so many years
later, still makes me smile. I suspect he’s smiling too.
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Several years after my father’s death my mother allowed
herself to be convinced to sell their funeral home to a large
international company. It was a sad day. I remember her
saying to me the morning she was to sign the documents,
“I wish I had never gotten myself into this.” I told her she
didn’t have to sign the papers, but she felt it was too late.
Several years later that same company declared bankruptcy,
leaving my mother with nothing. After 50 years of dreaming
and dedication, my parent’s hard work went up in a puff of
smoke. Gone with nothing to show for it.

Around that same time our son seemed to slide further and
further away from what we had envisioned his life to be as a
young man. He became disobedient, surly. We tried everything we knew, but there was no getting him to conform.
The initial disappointment eventually led to frustration and
anger. We tried everything from encouragement to bribery,
punishment, and counseling. Still his grades fell along with
his willingness to cooperate. He seemed angry at someone
or something, and so were we at him and at each other.
Both my husband and I had been raised in the same
small community, and both families ran local businesses.
Being concerned about what the neighbors might think was
deeply ingrained in our psyches. I was, after all, a teacher,
and my own son was failing his classes in the same high
school where we had both attended and taught. As his
REPUTATIONFORÚNDINGTROUBLEGREW)BECAMEEMBARRASSED
Again, what would everyone think of me? Of our family?
This worry about the opinion of others was not a new thing.
Friends offered suggestions, guidance, and criticisms. The
criticisms landed on fertile soil in my mind. I was already
questioning my own parenting skills. My husband and I

had different ideas on how to approach the situation, and
the rift between the three of us began to grow long and
WIDE/URSONmSSCHOOLWORKREMAINEDUNÚNISHED ANDHIS
tremendous talent in sports began falling to waste. He was
eventually declared ineligible to participate in baseball and
WRESTLING LEAVINGHIMMOREFREETIMETOÚNDTROUBLE
As he grew into his teens the concerns became more
serious. What started as failures in school slid into scrapes
with the local police. There were times we didn’t know
where he was, who he was with, or what he might be doing.
I continued to believe we could rescue him if we could
just love him enough, spend hours talking it out, working
through the tribulations. I held fast to the concept that our
son had a good heart, and would someday correct his own
path, which he eventually did. Others thought punishment
was the answer.
!SSORROWFULASTHATTIMEWASFORUS WEDOÚNDHUMOR
now in some of his antics. I mean, how many kids teach themselves to drive in the 7th grade ? Except for kids who grow up
in rural communities, not many. We did not live on a farm,
yet our son took it upon himself to get behind the wheel
at twelve years of age. He and one of his friends thought it
a good idea to take our two cars out cruising one evening
when we had gone to the movies with another couple. Only
mistake? They drove in front of a friend’s house who happened to be looking out her window at the time. Oops!
We returned home unsuspecting, both cars sitting
where we had left them. Moments later the phone rang, and
my friend started asking questions. Well, after the inquisition, the proverbial shit hit the fan, and off we went on yet
one more trip to “discipline paradise.” It was not pretty.
We can laugh about it now, and today I thank my son for
what he taught me. He taught me that we all have our own
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path. He taught me that we are all doing the best we can
with the skills we have. The opinions of others are just that,
opinions. They do not determine who we are in this world,
nor can they quantify our worth or contribution to society.
His actions forced me to look inside myself for answers, and
for that I am eternally grateful. It wasn’t apparent for many
years, but I see now that my response to his behavior was
the impetus for my own growth. He is a blessing to me in
more ways than I can name here. Today we can laugh and
appreciate some of what went on then.
Today we are friends both making our way through this
life the best we know how. My son and I speak openly of those
years, and recognize the part each of us played in the drama.
It was not something I would wish on anyone, and still we’re
proud of ourselves for holding tightly to our relationship. He
calls and asks my input on any variety of subjects, and we
HAVELEARNEDTOÚNDHUMORINEACHOTHERAGAIN)TTOOKTIME 
intention, and trust. We chose to each live our truth and let
love guide us. That one choice has proven invaluable.
Prior to my decision to divorce, what wasn’t so funny was
the growing animosity between my husband and our son,
and my deepening unease with the entire situation. The
shoes I was wearing were not those of my husband, and we
saw the world differently. Neither of us were wrong, and neither of us were right. We were just standing at opposite ends
of the discipline spectrum, and could not make our way to
the middle. He thought I was too forgiving, and I thought
he was too heavy-handed. We had been raised under different circumstances, and either approach might have been
effective if we hadn’t spent most of our time arguing about
which one to apply. My playing “good cop” and his insisting
on what I considered to be harsh discipline resulted in the
formation of a bottomless chasm between my son and his

father. I probably could have played my cards differently,
but I don’t think I would have. I clung to the idea of my son’s
inherent goodness.
I never knew where it started between them. Was
IT BECAUSE HE WAS MY SON FROM MY ÚRST MARRIAGE 7AS IT
because my husband and I had differing ideas on what was
effective correction? Or was it simply life happening as we
went along? Regardless, the hateful feelings between them
INTENSIÚED 7HAT WE EARLIER CONSIDERED TO BE FRUSTRATING
yet harmless pranks escalated to being potentially dangerous, and our house grew thick with a silent resentment others couldn’t see. Not only between my son and his father,
but between his father and me. We had spent years trying
TO ÚND A SOLUTION 4HERE WAS NONE ) FELT HELPLESS AND OUT
of options. Our son was not going to graduate from high
school with his classmates. What next?
By that time, my husband and I were at odds about
almost everything. Our differing approaches had spilled
over into other areas of our life. We kept up a good front,
and even maybe thought to ourselves that things were going
to be ok, but in the end, they just weren’t. It felt to me like
we were growing in different directions.
)HADEXPECTATIONSTHATMARRIAGEWOULDÚLLINTHEGAPS
where loneliness was holed up. This wasn’t a conscious
awareness at the time, but I can see it now. He and I were
great together when we were in a social circle. We had the
most wonderful experiences with our families and friends!
We bicycled thousands of miles with a pack of friends over
several summers. We vacationed at the beach with family.
We both had good jobs, yet at home the tension grew. It was
inside our home that I felt most alone.
5NCONSCIOUSLY )TRIEDTOÚLLTHATHOLEWITHEVERYTHING)
could think of — leading student groups to Latin America
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and Europe, roller blading, taking Jazzercise classes with
my sister, inviting students to our house to cook, going to
grad school, learning to be an AP teacher. In retrospect I
kept myself busy, not only because I loved all of the activities
I had chosen, but also because I didn’t know how to save my
relationship with my husband. What I wanted more than
anything was for both of us to be able to say what we were
thinking without the other going into defense mode. Our
RELATIONSHIPHADCONTRACTEDINTOACHOICEBETWEENSUPERÚCIalities or vitriol. My desire to keep talking about all of it was
about as effective as his desire to not talk at all. Eventually,
I convinced him to go with me to speak to a counselor. I,
apparently, was the one with the concern, so it became my
problem to solve. That was his only visit. In my mind we
were simply, profoundly, irrevocably mismatched. It wasn’t
anyone’s fault. We just were.
My husband was a good man from a good family, and
our families were friends. We were both raised under the
Catholic umbrella, so our values were similar. Our communities intersected on a regular basis. We had similar interests, and enjoyed each other’s company at social events. My
husband had initially been in business with his father. We
later decided it would be a good idea for him to go into business with my brother’s company running my father’s former
funeral home. That decision tightened the bond between
them, and they became even closer friends.
My family adored this man. He had been a part of us
for sixteen years, and only my mother knew of my growing
angst. In my eyes ours was no longer a marriage. It was a dead
ZONE4HEDAYSWEREÚLLEDWITHANGERORSILENCEEXCEPTWHEN
we put on our social faces for the general public. I sought
the help of a psychologist, hoping maybe he could talk me
out of what I was thinking. As time passed he became one

OFTHEFEWPEOPLEINWHICH)COULDCONÚDEMYFEELINGS-Y
world was crumbling in front of my eyes. My father and his
business were things of the past. My son was ruining his life.
I was walking through my marriage as an actor on a stage.
All of my praying and pleading with God was fruitless. I had
nowhere to go with my roiling discomfort.
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The Inner Battle
Have you ever been in the battle of your life, and the one
YOUAREÚGHTINGIS you? There were two parts of me having
it out with each other. “I gotta get outta here.” “You have
everything.” “Sit down and hush.” “I can’t live like this.”
“Like what? You got it all.” What started out as a harmless
CATÚGHTEVENTUALLYTURNEDINTOAMATCHTOTHEDEATH%VERY
waking hour, and even in my sleep, the match played out.
This was serious, and one of these players was going down.
Me #1:
Is this it? Am I expected to replay this same scene over and
over again until I die? Wake up every morning wondering
what could go sideways today? What piece of shit is going to
hit the fan before we go to sleep tonight? Am I to forever
pretend that everything is alright, when it sure as hell is not?
Put on my veneer and make sure the glue job is tight? Our
house is less than happy once the door is closed. There is
never going to be peace here. It’s all gone to shit. Is this how
love feels? I’ve tried everything I know to make this work,
and it’s still not working. There must be more to life than
this. We’ve spent so much of our time in drama, we don’t
even know each other anymore. I don’t think we even like
each other anymore. I’d rather be alone than be here in
this tension. I’m so damned lonely, and I live in a house with
people in it. I can’t do this. Stop the world, I want to get off!
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Me #2:
What the hell is the matter with you? Stop talking nonsense. Are you nuts? You have it all. The good husband, the
beautiful home, the two children, the great job, the loving
families and friends on both sides, and even the minivan!
Your family loves your husband, and you love his family. He
works with your brother, and both families have owned wellknown businesses and been active members of the Catholic
Church in this town for decades. There is no getting out of
this, and you know it. This is a knot that cannot be untied,
GIRL 9OUmRE BEING SELÚSH 9OUmRE BEING STUPID 9OUmRE JUST
plain crazy. You want a second divorce? How you gonna
explain that ? Most people would give anything for what you
have. Sit down and just shut up! It’s not that bad.

Me #2:
/H EVERYONEHASCONÛICT'ETOVERIT,ONELY7HATAREYOU
talking about? You spend all day every day with dozens of different people including your family. How can you possibly
BELONELY)TWILLPASS9OUTHINKYOURLITTLEHISSY ÚTISGOING
to change all of that? Maybe this is just a mid-life crisis. You

think you feel guilty now for thinking all this stuff? Imagine
how guilty you’re going to feel if you act on these thoughts?
That’s the kind of guilt that might kill a person. You’ll break
your mother’s heart and your husband’s heart. It’s a good
thing your dad is not here to see this. He’s probably rolling
over in his grave right now. Maybe you should be in your
grave instead of him.
)TOLDYOUEARLIER)DIDNOTHAVEAÚVE YEARPLANFORMY
life, but I was pretty sure this was not what I had in mind.
And some members of that close community of ours felt it
their duty to tell us how we could have handled things differently with our son and our marriage. Really? They simply
didn’t know what they didn’t know. All the love and religion in the world couldn’t restore the gilded steeples of my
psyche. There was nothing that could catch the gold falling
from the life I had built.
There simply had to be another way! I searched my soul
for longer than anyone knew for an answer to my angst and
found nothing. I felt I had washed out to sea without any
chance of return, hoping I might drown. Any possible solution looked like emotional and social suicide. Which casket
would I choose if my parent’s funeral home still existed?
I would never be able to explain myself so my family and
friends might understand. Of that I was certain. My husband and I could not have looked more like Barbie and Ken
if we had been made by Mattel. I make that joke, but it felt
too true. I’m pretty sure from the outside looking in, that
things looked rather perfect.
As time passed my despair deepened. I hadn’t allowed
anyone into my world. I was on auto-pilot, and my body was
beginning to feel the effects. Although I had discussed my
growing unease with my husband on more than one occasion, I believe he thought it would pass eventually. It didn’t.
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Me #1:
And the Church! I’ve had enough of its million rules, regulations, and sins. It’s all bullshit. There is nothing there for
me. How can any priest tell me what to do or not do? Who
the hell died and left them in charge anyway? Obey the
Church and its commandments?
Everyone thinks there is a perfectly happy couple living
in this beautiful house. They haven’t heard the raised voices
or the deafening silence when something goes wrong. I feel
like I’m suffocating. I fake it every day hoping it will get better, but it doesn’t
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The web of our family and social connections was so tightly
woven, my stepping away would, without a doubt, unravel
THE SILK AND SEND IT CRASHING TO THE ÛOOR 4HAT IS EXACTLY
what happened.
In retrospect, I realize now that my inevitable choice
resulted from my spirit telling me that if I was to survive,
I had better make a move. I was beyond being lonely for
someone else. I was lonely for me. If someone had said that
to me at the time, I’m not sure I could have heard them.
I just didn’t know who I was anymore, and I didn’t know
WHERETOLOOKTOÚNDME!SOURCEGREATERTHANANY)HAD
previously known held me when I couldn’t hold myself. The
response from family and friends, upon hearing of my decision to divorce my husband, was swift and furious. Only two
people ever asked me why I had made the decision to leave,
and at the time I couldn’t put it into words. Knowing what I
KNOWNOW ITmSNOTDIFÚCULTTOSEEWHYTHEJUDGMENTSÛEWLIKE
rocks as I exited that glass cathedral. Once again love and
fear were hand in hand. The same family and friends who
had lovingly hugged me the day before suddenly spewed
righteousness and anger. I was shut out. I didn’t exist. It was
as if I were never born. The cold was bitter.
I had expected people would be shocked and saddened.
I hadn’t expected to be ostracized. Totally and completely.
For life. My sister, her husband, one life-long friend and several friends from work the only ones willing to even look me
in the eye. For a full six months my mother, who had been
my life-long best friend, would not speak to me. Swallowed
in guilt, I withdrew. In my mind, I had destroyed any years
she had left in this life. Once again, to say I had disappointed
her would be an understatement. Only this time it was lifethreatening to both of us. Stepping now into her shoes I
feel her utter disbelief and confusion, but at the time I was

HERDAUGHTER)WASÛABBERGASTED ASTONISHED MUTEDBYHER
treatment of me. My disbelief and hurt were volcanic, boiling lava rolling just under the crust of my everyday appearance. I thought blood ran thicker than water. Apparently
not. That curve ball was thrown with deadly force.
Eventually, she and I would be able to carry on a stilted
conversation, but it was never the same. She passed away
three and half years later, still befuddled by my choices.
I would have been too, I suppose. My brother who could
make me laugh til I cried, and whom I had adored for fortytwo years turned away along with the rest of my family and
friends. If, at the time, I could have chosen to possess a
super power, it would have been to be invisible. As it turned
out I didn’t have to choose. I was.
After reeling from the intensity of their fury I continued to awaken each morning hoping that on that day one
of them would call me to say hi — that they would want to
return to the family harmony that was the hallmark of my
childhood and young adulthood. That they would apologize
for cutting my limb from the family tree. I still clung to the
hope they would adhere to the one of the primary tenets of
Jesus’s teachings – forgiveness! But the phone never rang.
-YFAMILYWASGONE4HEIRDECISIONWASÚNAL
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Disconnected
No, let me correct that previous statement. I did receive one
call. It was made to inform me that I was not being invited to
the celebration of my sister-in-law becoming a U.S. citizen.
“We had to make a choice, and we’ve all decided it would be
better for your ex-husband to be there instead of you.”
How does one respond to that, coming from the family
with whom I had spent every holiday, birthday and vacation
FORMYWHOLELIFE!TÚRST )DIDNmTSAYANYTHING)REMEMBER
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LYINGONTHEÛOOROFMYLIVINGROOMAS)WASLISTENINGTOTHE
words being spoken, tears rolling back into my ears.
“OK.” I hung up. I couldn’t move. Was this real? How
long could my family continue this freeze out? Did they
really think this was a good idea? If my dad were here, he
would not stand for this. Dad! Please! I need you! At that
point, I believe it had been over a year since making my
DECISIONTOLEAVE%LISABETH+ÔBLER2OSSONCEIDENTIÚEDTHE
ÚVESTAGESOFGRIEFASDENIAL ANGER BARGAINING DEPRESSION
and acceptance. She made clear they were not necessarily
to be experienced in a linear fashion, but might manifest
themselves concurrently or out of order. During that time
denial and anger were raging in me. How could people who
had previously declared such love exhibit such viciousness?
I then recognized I was on an island staring across an endLESSSEA!LONE4HISWASMYNEWLIFE AND)HADBETTERÚGURE
out what the hell I was going to do with it. My guilt for having caused it all was epic.
)LAYINMYSINGLEBEDATNIGHTTRYINGTOÚGUREOUTWHY
I was so damned needy, why I had felt alone for so many
years. I wanted to undo all of it and not undo any of it simultaneously. I wanted to talk to my family and feel that they
could hear what I was saying, but I was so ridden with guilt
and blame I couldn’t even think of asking them to listen.
At the same time, I knew they wouldn’t understand, so why
even try.
Beginning then, I could no longer “walk in someone
else’s shoes.” Mine were the only shoes I could walk in, and
) HAD NO IDEA IN WHICH DIRECTION TO STEP 4HERE WAS ÚRE
at every turn. Even the grocery store was not safe. I recall
turning down an isle in our local grocery and seeing an old
friend at the other end. We made eye contact, and without
hesitation she turned her cart around to avoid meeting me.

There I stood staring at her back. Did she really just do that ?
Am I that evil? I picked my purse out of the cart, leaving it in
THEAISLEANDÛEDTOMYCAR UNABLETOHOLDMYTEARS3IMPLY
incredulous. Eventually, I would allow myself to see through
her eyes, but not at that moment. I didn’t need to step into
ANOTHERÚRE-YOWNFURYENVELOPEDME(OWCOULDTHEY
Curtain drops and up to the microphone step two men;
Deepak Chopra and Eknath Easwaran.
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o how did I get from the confessional to Deepak
Chopra? How or where I found him is beyond me, but
thank heavens I did. You believe in angels? Spirit Guides?
Messengers? He was one for me. Almost a year before I left
my marriage his book The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success
had found its way into my hands, in cassette form. After all,
it was 1996. I had become more than desperate for relief
from my own thinking. Imploring the God of my childhood
left me exhausted and hopeless, and talking to anyone —
family, friends, priests, was not an option. I knew what their
solutions would be. “Be grateful for what you have and
endure. God never gives you more than you can handle.”
I had already been given more than I could handle, and it
wasn’t going well. The grit of my Midwestern upbringing
was falling to pieces.
&ORTHEÚRSTTIMEINMYLIFE)WASLOOKINGAHEAD ANDALL
I could see was more distance and silence. The moments of
joy were few and far between. I felt backed into a corner I
could not escape. Deepak’s voice on a strip of magnetic tape
was my lifeline. I recall sitting in the car in the garage not

wanting to turn off the engine as I listened to his calm voice
TELL OF OUR ENERGY ÚELDS OF PURE POTENTIALITY ) HEARD HIM
explain that our consciousness is one of all possibilities and
unlimited creativity. We are limited by our own thinking,
and if we can see our world differently we can change it. I did
not really understand intellectually what he was saying but
my soul knew it was what I needed. The idea of there being
more to understand, more to explore, more to life than
what we thought we knew was oxygen to my soul. And science was beginning to have a relationship with spirituality?
Deepak discussed reincarnation, using his grandmother›s
explanation of a worn-out car as an analogy. He explained
how he spent his days in Catholic school and after school
his grandmother and he spent time together. To help him
understand the concept she used an old car that just didn’t
run well anymore. As I heard it she told him the time would
come for her to put her body down in favor of her next
incarnation. She wouldn’t really leave him. She would just
get a newer model to run around in. Whether that’s how he
meant it or not, that’s how I heard it, and the concept rang
true for me in that moment. It was such a relief to know that
this experience would not be my only experience.
One rather large problem, in my world reincarnation
was a concept we referenced only in ridicule. “Be careful
with that New Age material,” my mother warned. “The
Church sees it as evil.” Although my mother was educated,
independent, and worked outside the home, disagreeing
with Church teachings was not in her repertoire. Nope. Not
happening. No need to spend time wondering about that
reincarnation thing. The Church says it ain’t so, so it ain’t so.
My mother is cringing now at my usage of the word “ain’t.”
Before I moved out, and as I was thinking the unthinkable, I continued to teach high school, and those hours in
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“Hard times arouse an instinctive desire for authenticity.” – Coco Chanel
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the classroom with my students were my lifeblood. Their
energy, curiosity, and general love of life kept me sane. I
will be forever indebted to them, and they didn’t even know
of the medicine they were dispensing. My personal world
lay in ruin, so going to work was my reprieve from all that.
Standing in front of 25 different kids every hour or so does
not offer the option of being distracted. I was forced to focus
on the task at hand. I now recall saying to myself on some
days just before the bell rang for class, “Shows on! Bring up
the curtain!” As that curtain lifted, so did my spirit. Thank
God I had no choice but to be “on.” In the midst of it all
we laughed our way through scuba diving lessons and went
to Mexico for credit in PE and Spanish. It was shortly after
this adventure that my body began to show signs of my emotional upheaval.
I was forty-two years old, in the prime of life. After
returning from Mexico I went for a routine checkup at my
/"'9.mSOFÚCE4HISDOCTORHADBEENAFRIENDOFOURSFOR
years. His kids were my students in school, and our families knew each other. My visit was going as always until he
started asking me unusual questions.
“Do you feel ok? Have you been under unusual stress?
When’s the last time you saw your family doctor? Finally, he
GAVE ME INSTRUCTIONS TO GET A PRESCRIPTION ÚLLED  GO HOME
immediately, take three days off work, and don’t move until
I could see my GP. Why? My blood pressure was 195/130, or
some crazy number like that. What?! I just came back from
being ninety feet under water in the Gulf of Mexico not knowing I was dangerously hypertensive. What was going on?
I knew. Immediately. My anger, uncertainty, and frustration were eating me alive. Literally. Little did I know then
how our bodies communicate with us, giving us insight into
our own journey through this life. I began the regimen

of medicine needed to control my blood pressure, and at
the same time delved into other avenues of controlling my
hypertension on my own. No way was I going to be taking
medicine for the rest of my life! I felt old and crumbling,
totally freaked out. There had to be an answer somewhere
besides in a bottle of pills.
I had always been active, so it wasn’t a question of adding exercise. I stopped eating salt, and if you know me, you
know that was a challenge. You can have your cupcakes,
just give me a bag of chips! Remember, this was before the
internet was so accessible, so I was holed up in the library at
SCHOOLÛIPPINGTHROUGHPERIODICALS)SEARCHEDEVERYWHERE
I knew for alternative approaches to healing myself, even
though I knew convention said it was going to be medicine.
) WAS TERRIÚED OF LIVING AND AT THE SAME TIME PETRIÚED )
might die. Either the guilt I was feeling for the disappointment I was about to cause everyone would kill me or my
failing health would.
What jumped out at me was meditation. Meditation was
a word I had heard used repeatedly by Deepak Chopra and
Eknath Easwaran, and here it was again. The word even
sounded “otherworldly” to me. I placed an order for meditation cassettes and hoped they would arrive wrapped in
plain brown paper, so the mailman and neighbors wouldn’t
KNOWWHATWASINSIDE4HEÚRSTTIME)HITnPLAYoONMYCASsette player, I considered the possibility that I was about to
take leave of my senses. The words and sounds emanating
from that machine were more foreign than any language I
had ever studied. Nobody I knew was doing this, and I was
sure I wasn’t ever going to be telling anyone about it. Wrong
again.
Every day I set my alarm for 4:30 a.m. to give myself
thirty minutes each morning to meditate before arriving at
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school at 7:00. Thus, began my odyssey into a realm of belief
I never knew and never anticipated. A thin ray of light squeezing through a hairline fracture in my understanding of this
UNIVERSE&ORTHEÚRSTFEWWEEKSITTOOKEVERYTHING)HADNOT
to throw in the towel on this new idea. My mind was on overload, and it felt like a runaway train. I squirmed and rocked
in that chair. I began, quit, and then began again I don’t
know how many times. I decided to calm myself, and I was
not giving up, even though I really wanted to. I got a drink
of water. I made coffee. I talked to myself. I went to the bathroom. Weeks passed before I could sit, breathe, and listen
to what my spirit had to say to me. I was in scary, uncharted
TERRITORY AND)DIDNmTMUCHLIKEITATÚRST7HAT)WANTEDWAS
to take a trip somewhere. Anywhere. Create a school project,
make lesson plans. Do anything but sit and look at myself.
I pasted myself into my chair and ultimately allowed my
meditation to sink in, giving me the strength to clear the
path to greater experiences than I had ever known. I took
it one step at a time, some days bushwhacking, some days
weed-eating and others resting in the sun or rain. It was
never the same two days in a row. I got comfortable with
slipping and falling, and I was still a beginner, but the brief,
sweet feeling of peace kept urging me on.
Several months later, celebrating New Year’s Eve at the
beach with my family, I found myself sitting in a chair in the
sand reading Eknath Easwaran’s Conquest of Mind. I was
scrambling like a mad dog to get a grip on my own thoughts
and feelings, and I felt sure that book would help. It did,
but not in any way I expected. Part of me wanted to just
PARTY ON  IGNORING THE FEELINGS ) WAS ÚGHTING 4HAT BOOK
taught me to recognize the power of my own thoughts and
how to dip below the tumultuous surface to a deeper place
within me. The thoughts and feelings didn’t go away, but I

was slowly becoming able to sort out some of them – some,
not all.
There I sat, the former merrymaker with her nose in
a book about changing her thoughts through meditation.
4ALKABOUTASCREAMINGREDÛAGTHATSOMETHINGWASAMISSØ
If any of the group asked me why I was reading that kind of
book, I don’t remember. Probably a good thing. What could
I have possibly said? “Well, I’ve been feeling lonely here with
all of you around me in this beautiful setting, so I thought
)mD TRY TO ÚGURE OUT WHYo /H  BROTHER 4ALK ABOUT BEING
loosely woven.
It was in those moments that I initiated the construction of a different sort of relationship with myself and with
powers beyond my then understanding. Over time my constant seeking stopped feeling so “sinful.” The “God” I used
to fear took the form of everything around me, not the man
who had an opinion about my every move. The judgement I
IMAGINED)DESERVEDSHOWEDITSELFASMYOWNREÛECTIONINA
mirror. The exhilaration of knowing there were options in
WHAT)CHOSETOBELIEVESENTMEÛYING4HEÛIGHTWASBOTH
invigorating and harrowing, mostly harrowing for quite a
while. I unearthed deep roots of belief knowing there was
buried treasure in there somewhere. Kinda like that story
of the optimistic twin brother. You know that one?
Twin brothers, and their parents were concerned they
had developed extreme personality characteristics. One an
extreme pessimist and the other an extreme optimist. The
PSYCHOLOGISTTHEYCHOSEDECIDEDTOTREATTHEPESSIMISTÚRST
(ESHOWEDTHECHILDTOAROOMÚLLEDÛOORTOCEILINGWITH
toys, hoping the kid would jump for joy. Nope. He immediately began to cry, complaining that soon the batteries in
the toys would die, and he would surely break them if he
played with them.
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The psychologist then took the optimistic child to a
ROOMÚLLEDÛOORTOCEILINGWITHHORSEMANURE4HATCHILD
leaped gleefully onto the pile. He slugged his way to the
top and began to dig into it with his bare hands, shouting,
“With this much poop, there’s sure to be a pony in here
somewhere!”
I would love to tell you that it all happened overnight.
4HATAFEWWEEKSORMONTHSÚXEDITALL BUTTHATWOULDBE
stretching the truth beyond recognition. Over twenty years
later, and meditation still feels sweet to me. It has taken
many forms, depending on the day, and on the best days
feels like I’ve dropped my butt down on a dirt path in the
MIDDLEOFAGARDENOFWILDÛOWERS(EAVENONEARTHFORME
I now have Christian friends who snicker when I use
the words “Universe” or “Source” and New Thought friends
who do the same when I say “God” or “Jesus.” Why does it
have to be “either or?” Can’t it be “both and?” Is there only
ONEWAYTOÚNDINNERPEACE4HEKEYWORDISnPEACEo.OT
righteousness, or whatever. Neither of those words is based
in love. I’m proposing a personal tranquility that underlies
the agitations of our universal culture. A serenity that may
GETÛUFFEDUPATTIMES BUTCANWITHSTANDTHELOUDERVOICES
of those determined to convince otherwise. For me, daily
meditation allowed for deep mining.
The words I chose for my foray into meditation included
the line on my father’s gravestone, “It is in dying that we are
born to eternal life.” The Prayer of Saint Francis was one of
my dad’s favorites, and the words brought me a modicum
of peace.
Make me a channel of your peace.
Where there is hatred let me sow love.
Where there is injury, pardon.
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Where there is doubt, faith.
Where there is despair, hope.
Where there is darkness, light.
Where there is sadness, joy.
Oh, Master grant that I may never seek
So much to be consoled as to console,
To be understood as to understand,
To be loved as to love with all my soul.
For it is in giving that we receive.
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned.
And it’s in dying that we’re born to eternal life.
I repeated those verses over and over as my universe
spun out of control. I still believe today that those words
held my spirit to my body. I somehow knew there was life
yet to be lived, although I also felt within a hair’s breadth of
choosing to leave my body behind.
If you know of Louise Hay, you know of her study of the
body and how it is impacted by our thoughts, leading to
our emotions. Her book You Can Heal Your Life, came to
me through a dear friend who had also taken a divergent
path. I had only begun to understand the implications of
my own thinking when I broke my foot playing volleyball
and was told my bones were thinning. Well, ain’t that somethin’ ? I smile now when I look at the emotional foundation
for those two events! Louise’s book, which I have now carried in my purse for over 20 years, states, in the column
next to “Broken bones”, “Rebelling against authority and
mental pressures, loss of mental mobility.” Yep! That was
me! I had decided nobody was ever again going to tell me
what to do, and the mental stress of isolation was deadly.
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What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger, right? Apparently,
but the strength may not be perceivable in the moment.

As I continued to make overtures to my family in an
attempt to open a slammed door, I also attempted to “play
normal.” My daughter and I went to ball games and built
forts in the living room. She and I occasionally slept outside on the deck with our dog Nelly, dragging our mattresses out the back door along with the bedding. I was
conscious enough to know that I wanted to soak up the joy
of every moment with her.
$URING THE HOLIDAYS OF THE ÚRST YEAR AFTER DIVORCING  )
purchased a Christmas tree and spent all night decorating it to surprise my daughter in the morning. I fell into
bed around 2:30 a.m., awoke later in the morning, made my
way down the hall to the living room, and found the tree
lying on the carpet, bulbs and lights everywhere. Unable to
lift it by myself, I called for help, but was refused.
“Nope. You can handle it yourself.” Click. Again, I crumbled in a heap to the carpet. I wished there were a hatch in
THEÛOORTHAT)COULDFALLTHROUGHANDNEVERBESEENAGAIN
My skin barely contained the emotions that were exploding inside. Why did I keep being surprised at the responses
I received? Was it simply the shock of having gone from
cherished to despised ? I recalled my childhood memories of
those families left behind as they walked out of the funeral
home to continue living and wondered at that moment,
“Why bother?”
Tearfully, I removed all the decorations from the tree
and somehow lifted it back into its stand. By the time my
daughter awoke the tree was shining beautifully in the front
window. They were right. I could handle it myself — without

THEM.OTMYÚRSTCHOICE BUTONETHATHADBEENMADEFOR
me. Or so I believed at the time.
My need to understand those who held my heart in their
hands was equal to my need to understand myself. What the
hell was wrong with me? Why couldn’t I hold on to what I
had been taught? How did I ever become so self-centered
and unwilling to accept things as they were? Who was I to
throw everyone else into a tailspin? If their intention was
to punish me to death, they came mighty close to just that.
I was lambasted by their retaliation, and at the same time
felt I deserved every bit of it. There was nowhere to turn but
inside, and the guilt and shame I found there was colossal.
What had happened to that lighthearted yet sensible
and fun-loving girl who was once the life of the party? These
words were written in a letter from my niece some 3 years
after my divorce. She and I had been more like sisters, and
by the time her words reached me I was barely breathing,
incapable of revisiting what had happened in that life. The
torch that had lit the pyre of my previous existence could
not have burned hotter than my own self-judgment. I was
pretty convinced that I wasn’t worthy of the life I had been
granted. Would I ever recover from the guilt I felt for causing such family sorrow? I had known I was uneasy inside
the life I had, but hadn’t foreseen the upheaval my choices
would induce.
)HADÛASHBACKSOFTIMESPENTWITHFAMILYANDFRIENDS
Some of my favorite times were spent on my bicycle with
our rider group. We cycled hundreds of miles preparing for
weeklong rides alongside thousands of others through Ohio
and Iowa. I wore a big yellow helmet and was the slowest one
in the pack … always last to come in. The husbands in our
group rode ahead of us at their own pace. One day, after
covering 100 miles, I crawled in through the fairground
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gate, barely upright in my seat. My husband was standing
there waiting. He had been worried since it had begun to
get dark. He said to me, “If I rode as slowly as you do, I’d fall
off my bike! There’s barely enough forward momentum to
keep you going!” I was so darned tired, and I took offense
to his comment. Looking back, it makes me laugh. He was
right. I was a snail.
The next day we started out again, and eventually, we
GIRLSHADTOMAKEAPITSTOPINONEOFTHELOCALCORNÚELDS
7EEACHPICKEDOURROWINTHEÚELDANDWENTIN CARRYING
OUR ROLLS OF TOILET PAPER WITH US !FTER WE ÚNISHED WE ALL
got back on our bikes to continue on, focused on our goal.
Pulling up the rear gave me the advantage that day. We had
not gone 50 feet before I saw it, and I nearly fell over when I
did. One of my companions was riding along unaware that
ACORNSTALKFROMTHEÚELDWASRIDINGWITHHER)TWASSTUCK
IN THE BACK OF HER SPANDEX SHORTS AND ÛYING HIGH IN THE
breeze over her back wheel. I shouted, and we all had to stop
before we hurt ourselves laughing.
I missed them all, and years went by. While participating in a 60-mile 3-day walk a new friend handed me several CDs with presentations by someone named Abraham
(ICKS 4HIS PRECIOUS FRIEND HAD SOMEHOW ÚGURED THAT )
would appreciate the content. Those CDs landed like spring
rain on dry soil. Yep! I was living proof that what I choose
to think about and put my attention on gets me more of
just that. I had spent the previous several years focusing
intently on my victimhood, guilt and anger and all the time
wondering why my life still felt like the ruins of an ancient
castle. I hadn’t comprehended how my own thoughts and
emotions were primary contributors to my sense of isolation. If I could have abandoned my own ship, I would have.
No wonder everyone else had. In my own mind I was pitiful

and undeserving as a result of what I had chosen to do. Who
wants to hang out with that person?
Grief held me like a baby in its arms. Why live, if those
I loved had decided to quit the game? The mornings were
the worst. I just wanted to stay asleep so I didn’t have to
think. The minute my eyes opened I began to cry. Classic
signs of depression, right? The bottom had fallen out. How
would I ever be able to move forward? Who would love me?
$ID)HAVEANYPURPOSEATALL7HEREWASMYCONÚDENCE
Would I ever be close to my family again? Could we laugh
together again? Would the fucking elephant that was sitting
on my chest ever stand the hell up so I could breathe? I
didn’t know. I needed to look ahead, but I couldn’t see past
whatever day it was.
Explaining myself to me was nearly impossible, and it
would be years before I recognized the strength that was
growing from all my unanswered prayers. I read and listened to dozens of philosophies. If an idea resonated, I held
onto it. If it sounded like bullshit, I threw it out. Some of
my favorites were approaches I really wanted to believe, but
they still sounded like potential bullshit. Take the idea of
God being non-judgmental. Yup! Loved that idea, but I just
couldn’t get the picture of the man with the beard out of
my head.
What did I do with that one? I hung a poster in my
MINDABOUTIT READALLKINDSOFWRITINGSONTHEDEÚNITIONOF
“God,” checked in with my own feeling about the concept,
LISTENEDTOPREACHERS GURUS FORMERPRIESTS ANDÚNALLYLET
it take up residence inside. The joy of the process began
to intrigue me. The new thoughts, invited to complete an
internship with me, slowly edged out the old. Over time I
laid a new foundation one belief at a time, and I know completing the structure will be a lifelong endeavor.
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I sometimes wonder, looking back, how it took me so
DARNED LONG TO ÚGURE OUT THAT SOME OF WHAT ) CLAIMED TO
believe as a young person really wasn’t what I believed at
all. I guess I had never thought about it. I had sat at family
dinners listening to the conversation and had felt a twinge
of disagreement with what’s being said, but decided to keep
MYMOUTHSHUTBECAUSE)DIDNmTWANTTORUFÛEFEATHERSOR
appear to be disrespectful.
I did everything I knew to mask my growing desperation. Remember high school pep rallies? Everyone’s screaming and shouting for the home team. No one can know you
have a secret crush on one of the players on the other side.
“Go defense!!” Maybe cheering louder will throw others off
your scent.
I executed that game plan by using my Catholic beliefs.
Feeling despondent led me to dive into my faith. I prayed
hundreds of rosaries, attended Mass at every opportunity,
lit candles. I even made the traditional pilgrimage on my
knees with hundreds of others from the church plaza to
Mary’s altar at a cathedral high in the mountains of Latin
America. I didn’t know what to do with my life, and so as a
symbolic gesture I left my rosary on that altar, praying that
God would handle things for me, since I felt I couldn’t.
Most of the people around me claimed to believe the
same stuff I was taught to believe, so there was no doubt
that had something to do with my reticence. I guess timing
is everything, as they say.

Several months after abandoning my marriage, a dear friend
and I were browsing the shelves of a local bookstore. This
particular friend had spent years studying Catholicism, the
history of the Mystics, and had a Master’s degree in Creation

Spirituality. Once upon a time she had been a student in
MYCLASSROOMANDHADGROWNINTOANINÛUENTIAL HEART CENtered woman. I respected her journey and sought her input.
My world had just crumbled around me, and I was asking
for guidance. Little did I know it would come that day. As
I was scanning an upper stack, my friend reached to pull a
book from a shelf at my knees, waved it up behind her so I
could see it, and said, “Straub, read this book. It will change
your life.”
That moment and that book rocked my world. The contents were so apart from what I had ever considered possible that I clearly remember reading one section at a time,
laying it face down on the coffee table, and saying out loud
to myself, “Oh, shit. Really?” I’d stand up, wander the same
pattern throughout the house and then return to my seat
attempting to steady my nervous system as it absorbed the
implications of the information that book held for me.
All I could hear was “Heard It Through the Grapevine”
by Marvin Gaye. “People say believe half of what you see,
Son, and none of what you hear.” What I saw on those pages
had me swinging through the trees in my mind. It was a wild
ride that thrilled me to the core. Do I believe everything I
read? Of course not. Yet you and I can both recognize, if we
choose to, that feeling we get in our solar plexus the minute
a piece of information rings true for us. The contents of that
book rang true for me. I circled that coffee table and wore
APATHINTHECARPETDOWNMYHALLTRYINGTOÚNDAPLACETO
settle my mind and heart. I’m now grateful there were no
cameras to record my up-down-around-straight-then back
again to the couch trail. There might have been room for
some misinterpretation standing on the outside looking in.
The book I was reading was Many Lives, Many Masters, by
Dr. Brian Weiss.
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Dr. Weiss is a psychiatrist who in 1980 was Chief of
Psychiatry at Mount Sinai Medical Center in Miami. At
the time, he was challenged in treating one of his patients,
“Catherine.” Eventually, this patient began relating her
experiences from other lifetimes, but at the time Dr. Weiss
did not buy the notion of past lives or reincarnation. His
VIEW BEGAN TO CHANGE AFTER HE CONÚRMED DETAILS FROM
Catherine’s accounts through historical records. After
more sessions he also noticed that the experience of past
life regression had a positive effect on Catherine’s health, as
well as the health of his other patients. Eventually, he chose
TOGOPUBLICWITHHISÚNDINGS ANDNOWHETRAVELSTHEWORLD
doing workshops and seminars explaining his approach.
His workshops are both mind-bending and fascinating.
What? I might have been here before, and may come
again as someone else later (assuming one believes in linear
time)? That’s just ridiculous. There is no way! Oh no! The
Church is clearly not in favor of that concept! This is the
second time I’ve come across this idea, and both sources are
well-educated, highly-accomplished physicians. The tug-ofwar between the thrill of possibilities and the need to hold
onto my old beliefs made my mind and body ache. I was
sure my parents, priests, and nuns would not have agreed
with that twisted notion, and I had only recently begun
to consider it myself. I’d like to say I would have quoted
the Bible here for evidence against reincarnation, but the
truth was, after sixteen years of Catholic school education I
couldn’t have quoted a single scripture from the Bible.
My wonderful religion teachers did their best with me
on this, and I was a good student. I passed all their tests. I
recited the Ten Commandments, answered the questions
posed by the Baltimore Catechism, and told short stories
from the Bible like a pro. As I write this I realize that I can

still recite many of the answers we memorized. Past conditioning can be like riding a bike. Wow. A lot of what they
taught me I learned to believe, and there are pieces I still
do. I even continued to get all puffed up, after having left the
Church, when someone challenged a Catholic stance. How
could anyone believe otherwise? Most of me was so darned
sure. And now, here I was, standing at a crossroads, challenging myself. Of course, in the beginning of this journey I
didn’t say much because that would have been disrespectful
or outright heretical. To pose that God was something or
someone other than what we saw on our holy cards could
get me after school detention at the very least. I never tested
that supposition. I just kind of knew it. I think the voice of
nMAYBENOToWASATÚRSTLITTLELIKETHELITTLEGIRL)WAS AND
grew with me as I grew up.
My mother was the only one who ever heard me argue
against any of the Church’s dogma, and she made it clear my
voicing it was only asking for trouble. Church doctrine had
an answer to every challenging question. Why fast before
receiving Holy Communion? So, your body was pure to
receive the body of Christ. Why did the bishop have to give
USALITTLESLAPWHENWEWERECONÚRMED4OPROVETHATWE
were “soldiers for Christ.” Why did we have to give up something for Lent every year? To practice the art of self-denial.
Looking back, I now believe I might have made her a little
crazy with all of my questions, and she did her best to keep
me on the straight and narrow for my own good, fearing
one day I might break loose and really mess up the works.
Eventually, I did and I did. And I will be forever grateful to
myself that I did.
Know this. Once a long-held belief gets a hair thin crack
in it, your system may become wobbly. You may want to run
FOR THE HILLS AND NEVER COME BACK 9OU MAY ÚND YOURSELF
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stuttering as you try to explain your thoughts out loud to
yourself. Fear not! Those are the rickety feelings of growth
happening. It may be uncomfortable, but you’ll most likely
live through it. And when you come out the other end, you
might feel the power of your own spirit. Why? Because what
you traversed was the pathway to your own belief system.
Yea you!
I recognized I had deeply held beliefs. I later came to
recognize I had never questioned the foundation of those
beliefs. What I’m discussing here are concepts we adopt as
children, live with through the decades of our lives and never
investigate. Could the investigation become uncomfortable?
Yep. Eventually, after continuing to challenge my own foundation, I alighted much like a helicopter, on a landing pad
with a big red “X” meant just for me. Touching down on my
“X” I felt much like I did stepping across the threshold of
my brand-new home. I knew it was where I belonged. I took
my time. It was not possible to rush the process anyway. I
rested for a bit, enjoyed and appreciated the gift I had given
myself. Once I opened the door of possibility, that “X” was
only one of many I learned to appreciate. I landed, got comfortable, delighted in my new discoveries, and then began
again. Being a creative creature, as we all are, I am loving
my new home and still ready for more. There’s always more.
4HATÛEXIBILITYALLOWSMESPACETOBREATHEINTHENUANCES
of this life.

I outlined the picture of my blessed and beautiful childhood. Somewhere in there I learned to believe that if I had
too much, then someone else must be doing without. That
was my interpretation, and I’m pretty certain my parents had
the same unconscious guilt. There was some sort of sanctity

in not having too many material goods. I have always felt
grateful for what I had, and have wanted to give wherever I
could, yet there was a certain amount of guilt wrapped up
in my giving. As if my giving could make up for the fact that
someone else had less than I did. Kinda like that cherry pie
that has only a certain number of pieces, and if I take more
than my share, then you’re outta luck.
The concept of our compassionately caring for one
another with the understanding that our good fortune is
not taking away from someone else’s came to me much
later. As I learned more about the limitless universe and
my place in it, I slowly released the chains that had bound
my sense of deserving. My certainty that I deserved to be
punished held fast. I didn’t want to have too much for fear
that the other shoe would drop. All of it would probably get
ripped out from under me again. As I studied the ideas of
a boundless world and a god that held no judgement, the
links in those chains loosened. I recognized that my having
joy did not take away from another person having the same.
In fact, my having more joy might very well bring more joy
to those around me. Now there’s a concept! I had to really
run that one through the wringer before I could shake it
out. My earning a good income and living in a lovely home
did not reduce the chances for someone else. Remember
guilt? The gift that keeps on giving!
Anything we tell ourselves enough times eventually
becomes a belief. We can get frozen in our beliefs, never
VENTURINGOUTTOSEEIFTHEWORLDREALLYISÛAT7HATIF4HAT
question can clear pathways in our mind we never imagined existed. Pathways to awareness and joy, acceptance and
love. Asking ourselves “what if” in an effort to broaden our
experience will keep our childlike curiosity forever wanting
more. The thrill of self-discovery is unlike any other. One
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word of caution; Using that same question to terrorize ourselves is harrowing and self-defeating in every way imaginable. I do my best to stay conscious of the direction in which
I’m pointing my “what if” arrow. A poor aim can easily lead
to my “catastrophizing.” Example: What if Chicken Little
was right about the sky falling?
The following “what ifs” and resulting conclusions still
lift my heart. You may agree with my conclusions or not. It’s
ok either way. Remember, this “choosing” what to believe is
exactly that. A choice.
What if … my gods have no opinion or judgement at all
about what we do or say, and are simply the power of love
ÛOWINGINANDTHROUGHEVERYTHINGANDEVERYONE!NYTHING
deemed “evil” is more an indication of our conscious disCONNECTIONFROM)NÚNITE3PIRITTHANANENTITYOUTTOGETUS
What if heaven and hell are both here in our earthly experience, and not destinations determined by the man on the
bench? Is it possible we are simply here to experience life
in this form and any heaven or hell we live is of our own
making right here? Could we be in this form now, and when
we die, there’s really no place to go because we are always
everywhere? We simply put down our current body in favor
OFLIVINGANEXPERIENCEOFPURELOVE!NDANYÚNALJUDGEment story was something made-up centuries ago by men
wanting to control the masses?
If God truly is omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent, then why do we shy away from the less formal interpretations of those three words — all-knowing, all-powerful,
and present everywhere? It seems to me that as believers,
we are comfortable with the all-knowing and all-powerful
concepts, but cherry-pick the idea of present everywhere in
everything. “Surely, God is not present in the terrorist or in
the concrete sidewalk outside my house.” If I believe God

to embody those three traits, then God is not only out there
somewhere but in me as me. For me, Source, God, Universal
Energy is a life force present in every human, tree, rock,
animal, no matter what their earth suit looks like, sounds
like, or does. If we believe that, then where did we learn to
anthropomorphize that love force, and why would it ever
condemn itselfTOTHEEVERLASTINGÚRESOF(ELL)F'ODISIN
me, and I go to Hell, doesn’t God go with me? Or is there
a God-stop, where God gets off the bus before reaching the
ÚNALDESTINATION&ORME THEIDEATHAT'ODJUDGESUSISAN
egocentric construct conceived by humans living in fear of
losing control. My choices create my own heaven or hell as I
walk through my day.
Those concepts can really mess with my mind and my
studying their possibilities removed more fear and anxiety
than I realized I had. Whoa! Talk about rattling the cage!
The releasing of certain foundational creeds allowed me to
breathe in as if standing on a mountain top, free from an
underlying energy or fear of “The Guy in the Sky.” If the
essence of God or Source is pure love, and I am powered
by that love, then I am the one who gets to decide how this
is going to play out, knowing that my conscious connection to that source energy is of quintessential importance.
I also recognized the potential challenges of holding these
beliefs. Previous conditioning and current cultural mores
WEREANDAREPOWERFULINÛUENCERS
What if … all of our experiences on the outside are
merely a result of what we have been thinking about and
feeling on the inside? Over and over again? In other words,
what if things don’t happen to us. What if they happen
through us, and our attitudes and ideas are what bring us
into line with what we live out every day? Not the random
hand of a sometimes benevolent, sometimes vengeful God?
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So, changing those ideas about our life’s happenings can
change the future happenings? Staying conscious of and
intentionally adjusting my perspective and attitude will
result in something other than what I have known in the
past? I say, “Yes.”
What if … we chose to believe that all of us can be healthy
up to our last breath? That we don’t need to get sick before
we die, we just step out of our bodies when the time is right
and go on to the next experience? I realize that would really
screw up the commercials we see during the nightly news,
but I’d be ok with that. Maybe our emotions have more to
do with our illnesses than any germ. Maybe we’ve watched
so many loved ones suffer through illnesses that we have
come to accept the inevitability of our experiencing it too.
Could we Baby Boomers have one more revolution left in
us? That of “Happy, Healthy, Dead?” I heard Ester Hicks say
that once, and it has always stuck with me. Who needs sick
ÚRST3CIENTISTSARENOWALLINONTHEIDEAOFTHEMINDBODY
connection and the power of the mind to heal the body.
Another component to that is the power of our emotions to
create/heal our illnesses.
As I mentioned earlier, my explorations led me to
Louise Hay, the author of You Can Heal Your Life. I just
referenced this barn burner of a book twice today. Because
of her experiences Louise connected the emotions we feel
to the sicknesses we experience, and for me that connecTIONHASPROVENFULLYRELIABLE7HEN)ÚNDMYSELFUNDERTHE
weather for any reason, I pull out the book and search for
what might be going on in my own head. I’d like to say that
I am fully conscious of my every thought, but that would be
grossly overestimating myself. I may not particularly appreciate what I read, but it’s likely the truth of the matter. I can
then address it.
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Believe It and See It
What if … we really could be, do, have all that we wanted to,
and all it took was our increasing our ability to believe that?
Now that could be a lot of fun!
If we have the courage and willingness to begin to challenge any of our previously held beliefs, where do we begin
TOÚNDTHOSETHATMAYNOTBESERVINGUS)mDLIKETOSAY n"E
observant,” but I can’t claim that I was. I was living my beautiful life, loving most of it, and ignoring the occasional tap
on the shoulder. It wasn’t until the taps became a freight
train blaring its whistle that I really considered making a
MOVE)ÚNALLYRECOGNIZEDTHAT)HADMOREDAYSOFFEELING
“off” than “on.” On my birthday I heard myself complaining about the gift my husband had given me. The feelings I
had were shocking me. What the hell was my problem? Who
complains about a gift? Although my anger and frustration
were not always outwardly expressed, those feelings buzzed
in my head like a neon sign with WTFÛASHINGTWENTY FOUR
seven.
I noticed I was just feeling cranky for no apparent reason. There was a reason alright. I was thinking something I
was not even aware of. I was so good at doing the immediate cover-up, I didn’t even know when one or more of my
thoughts had taken me hostage. I was just plain annoyed all
the time at every little thing. Examples? A co-worker made
a joke I didn’t like, or my husband shrank something in the
dryer, or one of my kids gave me a disapproving glance.
These weren’t war initiatives, just little pin pricks that I
wasn’t tuned in to. Next thing I knew I was snapping at the
dog for looking at me with his head cocked sideways.
The most insidious of these little dive bombers was
resentment. Every little aggravation became a story I held
onto for dear life. I’d rehearse the feelings of those stories
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over and over in my head, justifying myself all day long and
silently rehearsing the sermons I’d really like to deliver, once
given the chance. The days became weeks and then months.
Is there a story you’re still holding on to, and although it’s
A PERFECTLY BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD  YOU ÚND
yourself getting snarky with the girl in the drive-through
because she put too much cream in your coffee? You think
she and the cream are the culprits for your frustration, but
maybe not.
With me there’s always something under the current
agitation that is the true offender, and sometimes it pays to
ÚGUREOUTWHATTHATISBEFORE)GOANYFURTHERINMYDAY)T
can be a small irksome moment from this morning at breakfast. Maybe it’s the fear I felt when the school called to say
my child was sick. Maybe it’s the frustration I felt when my
boss corrected my report yesterday. Simply looking at it may
be enough to let it go right then and there. Sometimes it
takes longer. I say, sometimes, because I have since learned it
does me no good to relive the past. I am more likely to snap
out of it, if I recognize my current feelings and then choose
to focus on thoughts that lift my spirits. Thinking of my cute
dog or my good health can often do the trick. Sometimes it
takes longer. Here’s one of my observations of me that has
stayed with me for a long time. Maybe it will help you.
One evening my 10-year-old daughter and I were in the
kitchen. I asked her to empty the dishwasher, and she made
it clear to me that she didn’t want to. At that moment I got
angry, raised my voice, and sent her to her room (or something like that … it was 20 years ago). I now recognize that I
had a belief at the time that said, “If you are a good mother,
MaryBob, your child will do what you tell her. So, if your
children are not doing what you tell them, then you must
be a bad mother.” Add to that, “What will your friends and

neighbors think of you if your child does not behave? Both
you and I know that what others think of you is of paramount importance in determining your value as a human
being.” Keep in mind, her older brother had done more
than his share of not doing what we told him, so I may have
been a bit overly sensitive.
$ONmTGETÛUSTEREDHEREANDTHINKTHAT)mVEMASTEREDTHE
art of instantaneously recognizing my own digressions. My
logical brain did not come up with all of that on the spot.
None of that stuff even occurred to me until years later,
WHEN ) ÚRST VENTURED INTO THE REALM OF n7HAT DO ) REALLY
believe?” I have to say though, the recognition of that one
little thing has helped me ease into my own self more than
I can express here. After that realization, I felt much like
I suppose an archeologist feels upon the discovery of one
small shard of ancient pottery. Bring in more tools! This dig
has only just begun!
With the passing of time I have formed the habit of stepping back when I feel a negative emotion and asking myself
two questions; What am I afraid of? What am I believing
right now that’s giving me this crappy feeling? You may want
to try this too, the next time you catch yourself feeling off
or outright ballistic about something. I began asking myself
where I had learned my beliefs, since I’m certain I wasn’t
born with them. How does that belief make me feel? Selfrighteous? Compassionate? Does that belief open my heart
to the world around me, or does it feel constricting? Let
me say here, that this has been, and still is, a process. I suspect the process will continue until I take my last breath.
I’m happy about that. This is a prime example of, “It’s not
about being perfect. It’s about making progress.” As my husband says, “Perfection precludes evolution. I am perfect in
MY$IVINEESSENCEANDTHEREFORE EVENWITHMYÛAWS AND
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in my human-ness I am always growing, evolving.” Maybe
there are other beliefs that you’ve been curious about, but
up ‘til now seemed too far out to consider viable. Here are a
couple of my own that I unearthed along the way;
At one time, I thought arranged marriages were borderline ridiculous. Then, once again, my curiosity got me
going, so I decided, for graduate school research, to interview couples whose marriages had originated in exactly
that manner. My eyes, brain and heart were thrown open
by the beauty of what I learned. Yes, their marriages were
arranged, but with the couples I interviewed, the arrangement had both of their consents in advance. They had
grown in love for each other over time, much like Tevye
and Golde in “Fiddler on the Roof.” The divorce rate for
arranged marriages? Six percent in the most recent study I
found. I am obviously not anti-divorce, but six percent beats
the hell out of our current 55% for “Will you marry me?”
marriages. Yes, there are most likely some arranged couples
who would be better off divorced, but it’s a long hike from
6% to 55%. Think of the time, money and sorrow saved in
that cultural practice.
Here’s another one I thought was nonsense. Energy
healing. What the heck is that all about? You people are nut
cakes. Wouldn’t a capsule of medicine be an easier solution?
-Y PREVIOUS LIFE HAD BEEN ÚLLED TO THE BRIM WITH CONVENtional Western medicine, and it, no doubt, has its place in
healing. Yet, over the years I’ve seen more than my share of
friends and family feel so much better after a consultation
with focused energy. Maybe it simply depends on what we
believe to be true. There is so much we don’t know. What
have I learned? There is some truth in every approach,
every religion, every philosophy. It’s my job to put together
my own house.

For me, the concepts of my truth are mine and mine
alone. If I choose to appropriate a “universal” truth as my
own, that is my option. As Henry Ford once said, “Whether
you think you can or think you can’t, you’re right.” So why
not think I can be, do, have the dreams of this lifetime?
More importantly, once examined and appropriated by me,
I feel no need to defend it. Since I’ve taken the time to look
closely at it, I am peaceful in the midst of others who may
disagree. They have their options, and I have mine. When
I observe another defending his/her beliefs with anger
and harshness, I tend to think they are feeling the need to
convince themselves more than anyone else. For me, a belief
held in love does not require defense, particularly when
the defense mechanism results in attacking another for her
truth. Expressions such as, “Ye shall not enter the kingdom
of heaven” or “Hell awaits those who sin,” do not, in my
opinion, come from the love of God. They are judgement.
And why the need to shout? If those statements are true
for the speaker, wouldn’t it be enough to state them in an
“indoor voice?” I thought shouting was best used outdoors.
At least that’s what my mother used to tell me.
#ANYOUIMAGINEAWORLDÚLLEDWITHVARYINGBELIEFSJOYfully expanding and accepted? In this world there would be
no need to argue. If someone else’s belief does not resonate
with me, then I simply “turn the other cheek.” I can appreciate the walk they’re taking, acknowledge their expression,
if I sense they need to feel heard, and then choose to lay
my focus on what feels peaceful to me. If each belief were
deeply excavated and found to be based in love not fear,
would we not live in peace? I often wonder if we would need
prisons if each person took the time to explore and come
to peace with themselves. For me it’s the inner battle that
results in the outer altercation. I’m aware that sounds lofty,
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so no need to email me on that one. We can all start somewhere, right?
Back to the story ….
Over two years passed and no change. Family celebrations came and went. Eventually, I was invited back to my
seat at the table, but it was not the same. More often than
not the room went silent as I walked in the back door — the
air holding skeletal lines of conversation. “Anybody know
where the electric knife is?” The best person for me to talk
to was my ten-year-old daughter. The shoes I was wearing
were painful, but at that point I didn’t know how to shake
them off my feet.
A few people with whom I had communicated before
the big event came out of the woodwork, but the temperature of my former relationships never rose above freezing. I
was, honest to God, shocked beyond measure. I mean, if I’d
put a beef roast in the freezer and left it there that long, it
would have had a serious case of freezer burn. Inedible and
irretrievable, and that’s exactly what happened in my own
mind. Throw that sucker away ‘cuz there ain’t no point in
trying to revive a dead horse. Do your best to get your shit
together, and move on. I really did want to stop the world
and step off, but into what?
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OUTTA DODGE
“When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change ourselves.”
– Viktor Frankl

The Pathway that Opened for Me

K

icking the tumbleweeds down the dusty streets of my
previous life gave me lots of opportunities to evaluate.
I’m not saying I was clear in my thinking, but I am saying
I had made one definite decision. My gold mine had run
dry, and the sheriff was crooked. It was up to me to make a
change. This skeleton of a life was not going to push me into
my next incarnation. I was not ready to be a corpse like those
I had seen lying in caskets in my parent’s funeral home. My
two children were not going to grow up without me, so now,
after some serious considerations and having chosen to
continue to live, I found myself at a crossroads — not consciously, but I was definitely at a turning point. Something
beyond my comprehension was moving me while I was out
to lunch.
Here’s how it went …
About a year after my divorce I received an issue of my
favorite magazine Common Boundary. It was a periodical
that elaborated on the growing relationship between science
and spirituality. I soaked it up looking for answers to my own
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conundrum. Within the pages of this particular issue was a
post card advertising an organization in California called
The Empowerment Learning Institute. I was already making monthly pilgrimages to Oakland, CA to study at The
University of Creation Spirituality, so California made sense
to me. Matthew Fox had founded this school after being
excommunicated from the Catholic Church, which gave him
credibility for me at the time, and I found his teachings to
be another avenue for my ever-growing need for expansion.
ELI was looking for facilitators for its program in emotion education. I was a school teacher after all, and boy, did I
ever have emotions! I might even be an expert by now. Little
did I know. One more way to work on myself to maintain
my sanity. I signed up and began my distance learning with
them. I faltered and eventually got back in the saddle a year
later. Over that year nothing had improved in Dodge. My
lifeline was thinning, and I was witnessing my own demise.
Sharing the parenting of our daughter left me ample
opportunity to be alone with my thoughts – a dangerous
place. Friday afternoons were the pits. School over, my
daughter at her dad’s house, me sitting in the garage listening to the garage door drop, wondering how I was going
to make it through the night. I knew I had to get my thinking under control. I knew that passing the hours revisiting
visions of long-ago weekends spent with family and friends
was not helping my emotional state. Despite anti-depressants and therapy sessions, I was still trying to determine
how to get out of my body alive, but gone – anywhere where
this life wasn’t. My therapist along with the few family and
friends still standing knew I had fallen off my horse, been
trampled, and the buzzards were circling.
One particular Friday, the panic in my chest was rising
fast, so I called my sister, who then lived about an hour away.

She got in her car and showed up at my front door bearing gifts — 3 Xanax tablets. I resisted, but she insisted I
take half of one of those tablets, and thank God, I followed
her directive. Once I calmed down she sat beside me on
the couch and read out loud to me, forcing my mind to go
somewhere else, her hand covering mine. I breathed.
She listened to me cry, and simply took my face in her
hands to say, “I’m here, and I’m not leaving you.” My body
continued to show the wear of the upheaval. It seemed that
every few weeks I was taking a new medication for some
ailment I had never before experienced. I think I was the
poster child for depression.
Even teaching could not hold my attention. I loved my
“kids” so, but the personal fog was too thick to see through.
My mother-in-law, as confused as the rest of the world, confronted me as I got out of my car at school one morning.
She wanted to know why I was making the choice I was. The
principal saw us standing in the parking lot, and held my
class until I could gather myself enough to stand in front
of the room. Twenty years earlier I had made a pact with
myself. I had noticed a few teachers in the teacher’s lounge
counting down their years to retirement, and I decided I
was not going to do that. I told myself then that if I ever
stopped loving my life in the classroom, I would quit because
it wasn’t fair for the kids to be learning from someone who
no longer held the passion to teach. The pain I was experiencing was affecting my teaching, so after twenty years in
the classroom, I submitted my resignation without any idea
what to do next.
At that point it had been two years since my divorce,
and my relationship with my mother was cordial at best. I
announced to her that I had resigned from teaching, and
no wonder she thought I was nuts. She was eighty-four years
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OLD ANDHERYOUNGESTCHILDmSMINDHADJUSTÛOWNTHECOOP
How was I going to support myself and my daughter? I didn’t
know, and I didn’t much care. I just knew I could not go on
as I had.
Fortunately, ELI had a weeklong workshop that summer
in Chicago, and I was still receiving a paycheck from the
school system, so I decided to attend. Bill, who is now my
husband, then worked for ELI. He arranged for me to room
with his former wife since she was a high school counselor,
AND)WASATEACHER(EÚGUREDWEmDHAVEALOTINCOMMON
Little did Bill know he would be the biggest part of what
we had in common. More on that later. For me there was
nothing to lose. Literally nothing. I drove there in tears,
praying that I would once again feel blood running in my
veins. It had been too long since the door had been locked
on the cooler. Someway, somehow, I was determined to taste
sweetness again. What I experienced there put me on a lifegiving course. That week led me to individuals who were
seekers like me, and they didn’t have any attachment to how
I showed up. The only baggage I had with them was what I
brought with me in my own mind. The founder was direct
and somewhat blunt, and I could have gotten my feelings
hurt, but he was exactly what the doctor ordered. He told
it like it was, and more than that he gave me inspiration for
the possibility of life renewed.
He and his beautiful wife talked to us about “Life
Scripts.” You know, those not-so-precious recordings that
constantly run in our heads about how we are “less than.”
The over-arching script is “There is something wrong with
me.” The variations on that theme are: “I am not good
enough,” “I don’t belong,” and my personal favorites, “I did
something wrong,” and “I deserve to be punished.” These
two gems were my constant companions at the time. I’m

thinking we’ve all had a conversation or two with these
lovelies at one time or another. The realization that these
thoughts had been scampering around in my brain was lifealtering. I learned how emotions and thoughts are all tied
up together, and that with focus and attention I can undo
those knots. We discussed different approaches to spirituality and how our beliefs impacted our current life situations.
4HEDAYSWEREÚLLEDWITHIDEASFORDISCUSSIONANDTOOLSTO
use on the path toward self-appreciation and acceptance.
For me it was veritable feast.
In the evenings we were asked to stay silent to assimilate what we had learned and begin to “know” our spiritual
selves. We each found a nook in the monastery and sat with
our workbooks, processing what we had absorbed that day.
It’s a darned good thing I had been on the meditation trail
at that point because that might have driven me to drink!
As it turned out I loved every minute of it. It was as if someONEHADTHROWNMEALIFELINE AND)HADÚNALLYBEENABLE
to grasp the end of it. I might have been gulping all sorts
of water at the time, but I had determined I wasn’t going to
DROWN4HISRESCUEEFFORTMAYNOTBEPRETTY BUT)HADÚNALLY
found some sense of direction.
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Do I Stay or Do I Go?
7EALLHAVEDIFÚCULTDECISIONSTOMAKEATTIMESNot making
a decision can make us crazy, and I was already that, so do I
go or do I stay? Do I leave what I’ve known my whole life for
a shot at something I felt might possibly be more expansive
or do I stay here and try for another “who-knows-how-many
years” to patch things up? Do I leave my young daughter or
do I stay for her sake, knowing I was barely hanging on to
the “good mother” medal as it was? What am I teaching her,
if I go? What am I teaching her, if I stay? Who really cares if
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I go or stay? A post-it note could hold the names in response
to that last question. What about my mom? What about my
house? What about my car? What about my declining health?
How am I going to support myself? Jesus, Mary, and Joseph,
the list of questions was endless, and the answers were preposterous. At the time, I believed I could be damned if I did
and damned if I didn’t. Yep, I was damned no matter what,
so I took a shot in the dark hoping to at least land on the
board alive somewhere.
There really wasn’t anyone to get input from, so I just
decided to go. You know how the cowboy just rides out of
the dusty town at the end of a western movie? I wasn’t much
good with horses, so a plane would have to do. There weren’t
a lot of arrangements to be made. Call the realtor, buy a
ticket, sell everything I owned, somehow tell my daughter
and mother (let’s not relive those moments), hand in my
car, get a ride to the airport and poof! I’m gone. There ya
go! Thank God for autopilot because the controller had lost
control, and the air inside my cabin was mighty thin. The
only available oxygen mask stretched to me from California.
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BEFORE

IT

GETS BETTER

“You may encounter many defeats, but you must not
be defeated. In fact, it may be necessary to encounter the defeats, so you can know who you are, what
you can rise from, how you can still come out of it.”
– Maya Angelou

Exodus from Pleasantville

M

aking the decision to exit stage left was one thing.
Executing that idea was something else. My onceprotective cocoon had grown dry and crusty, and I was
shriveling up inside. Somehow, I had to slide out one of the
fissures and make my way toward life. My lungs hadn’t felt a
deep intake of air in over two years. Something simply had
to give.
My only real concerns at that point were my 84-year-old
mother and my 11-year-old daughter. Although my mother
and I hadn’t really had much of a relationship since my
DIVORCE SHESTILLHADBEENMYBESTFRIENDANDCONÚDANTFOR
most of my life, and I adored her. I was yet to recognize
the depth of her confusion, so we both nested ourselves in
our anger and outrage. Part of me said, “What difference
does it make if I leave? We don’t talk anymore anyway. She
won’t even notice, and she has lots of support if she needs
something.” The other part of me said, “She’s 84 years old.
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I know she won’t understand if I go, and maybe things will
get better if I stay a little longer. It’s been over two years, but
maybe it would be better for me to die here, then everyone
can say, ‘Poor thing. She just went off the deep end for no
reason, and now this. Such a shame’.” Upon hearing of my
decision to leave, my mother, stunned, simply said she didn’t
understand. I’m sure she didn’t, and I was in no mental or
emotional state to try and explain. I just knew I had to go.
Equal to my concern about my mother was that for my
11-year-old daughter. She was the one who had kept me
grounded. We had tea parties, campouts, dress-up adventures together, and I couldn’t imagine living my life without
her. Still, something recognized what a train wreck I was,
and I felt incapable of guiding her toward anything positive in life. I asked her if she wanted to go with me, and at
ÚRST  SHE SAID  n9ESo 3HORTLY AFTER  SHE CHANGED HER MIND 
and I didn’t blame her. Both of our families were in that
town, all she had ever known. I think she sensed my lack of
clarity about what I was doing, and so decided to stay. The
thought of leaving her pierced my heart through. She was
the only one who could hold me in place. How could I even
consider leaving her? What kind of mother does that to her
child? I knew. Only the worst kind. And yet staying felt like
a self-imposed death sentence. That morning I watched as
she walked down the sidewalk to the bus stop in the dark
ONMYLASTMORNINGINTHETOWN)HADLOVEDSOÚERCELY AND
COULDBARELYÚNDMYWAYTHROUGHMYHYSTERIABACKINSIDE
the house after she turned to wave goodbye. The next four
years would be bumpy for both of us, but we learned and
grew closer than ever.
Beyond my children, my lifelong friend Debe, two or
three others, and some work friends, the rest of my former
crowd could all go to hell as far as I was concerned. At that

point I couldn’t yet see anything but through my own lens.
Both of my siblings were still living out of town, but had
moved closer than they were earlier, and my former husband was, of course, available to care for my mother, having
assumed the permanent role of “second son.”
My struggling 22-year-old son lived out of town.
Thankfully, I did not have to factor him into my goodbyes.
He and I had somehow remained close through his escapades. I can’t say I understood what was going on in his
head, but since I couldn’t understand what was going on
in my own head, that was not a shocker. He had recently
decided to follow one of his friends out of state, and I was
having a venture of my own, so we talked occasionally on
the phone. The communication thinned for a year or two
while we were both gathering up our “stuff.” His world consisted of “work to play,” as he says now, and I’m grateful I
wasn’t witness to all that entailed.
In desperation, I had put prices on yellow sticky notes
and pressed them on to every item I owned inside my home.
Time to go. My dear friend Maggie, had agreed to hold a
garage sale later that week for my possessions, and would
send the money to me in California. I locked the side door,
got into my Ford Escort, backed out of the driveway, and
glanced at the “For Sale” sign in my front yard. I had no
intention of taking my car with me, and still owed payments
on it, so I headed to the car dealership where I walked
through the front door, laid my keys and contact information on the receptionist’s counter, turned around and
walked out. My forever faithful friend Debe was waiting for
me there in her car. She drove my dog and me the seventysix miles to the Dayton airport where we gave each other a
tearful hug. An hour later I boarded a plane to California
leaving my so-called life behind. There was only one way
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MYLIFECOULDGO ANDTHATWASnUP oBOTHLITERALLYANDÚGUratively. I learned later that some people in town thought
I had joined a cult. After all, it was California, and we all
knew what went on there! One local even invented a story
about my having called him to request money and rescue
from that cult. I guess suspicion was natural for a spectator
left sitting in the stands.
I’d like to say I was “present and accounted for” during
that time in my life, but I’m certain I was not. The 120pound body that people addressed as “MaryBob” was the
sole remaining artifact of who I had been. I was much like
an abandoned house. The plumbing still worked, but my
TATTERED CURTAINS WERE ÛAPPING IN BREEZE  AND THE ÛOORS
WEREROTTING-YHANDSLOSTTHEIRÛEXIBILITYANDSTRENGTH-Y
feet tolerated only tennis shoes, and I was told that I habitually walked with my head down. My emotions were blowing
through me with such force I could barely stay vertical. My
mind-body connection was screaming, and I had only just
begun to hear.

My new friend Bill from ELI met me at the San Francisco
Airport and drove me to the headquarters of ELI. The owners had graciously agreed to my coming shortly after the
WORKSHOPIN#HICAGO9OUKNOWTHOSEBALLOON LIKEÚGURES
that car dealerships put at the street to get your attention?
I think I resembled one of those. Pulsating up when the
AIR WAS ÛOWING AND TOPPLING TO THE GROUND AT THE CUTOFF
I didn’t want to feel anything, but what I did feel was profound sorrow, guilt, hurt.
The owners of ELI must have had night vision and
through brief conversations determined my pilot light was
still lit. Shortly after arriving they both suggested I allow my

body the rest it craved and my emotions the outlet they were
clamoring for. They prepared a room for me and invited
me to stay for “as long as it took.” I walked into that room
ONE EVENING AND DIDNmT COME OUT FOR ÚVE DAYS ) ATE LITTLE
and spoke even less, unable to assimilate where I had come
from, who I was, and how I expected to move forward. I
wrote a complete journal in enormous angry, guilt-induced
cursive. I directed my volcanic feelings in every direction
UNTIL ATLAST THEÛOWEASED)FELTENTIRELYSPENT ANDSOMEwhat relieved. It would turn out to be the longest, most powerful eruption in my healing. Something had shifted while
in that room, and when I came out, I could inhale again.
Those kind souls in that house allowed me to break
down to enable the slow process of building up. They
fed me, loved me, and held me, a stranger in their midst,
because they knew the debilitating power of long held negative emotions and the spiritual connection needed for the
maintenance of the human body. They believed I could
reconnect, given the time and care, and they were right. My
reconstruction had just begun, and although the foundation felt anything but solid, it was a foundation.
It was holiday season. Thanksgiving and Christmas
were emotional, but I do have a wonderful memory of our
time during the holidays in California. Since we lived near
Yosemite National Park, the company owners, other workers, Bill and I decided to go ice skating there to celebrate.
The breathtaking view of Half Dome made the experience
picture-perfect. It was cold, and the sun shone brightly. The
new adventure was exhilarating, and the scenery out of this
world. Bill, having grown up on the Gulf of Mexico, had little
exposure to ice skating. His history of roller skating paid off
somewhat, but after spending more time on his butt than
on his feet, he decided to use the handrail for support. I’m
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not a world champion, but had spent many happy hours on
ice as a child. Equally exhausted and animated, we had dinner at the beautiful Ahwahnee Hotel nearby. It’s now called
the Majestic Yosemite Hotel. That experience brought back
to me the wonder and awe I had once felt as an adventurer.

Does it really have to get worse before it gets better, or do
we just say shit like that because that’s what we learned? I
mean, yes, in this particular phase of my life it did get worse
before it got better. I think it did so because I expected it
to. I believed I deserved to be punished for any number of
THINGS SOITWASKINDOFASELF FULÚLLINGPROPHECY
Why do we do that? By “that” I mean “assume the worst.”
There is no way we come out of the womb thinking that
stuff! We learn to be fearful, and then like birds of a feather
ÛOCKINGTOGETHER WEMARVELATITALLWHENITSHOWSUPEXACTLY
the way we were afraid it just might. That is some kind of
crazy right there! Proposition: If we learned it, why can’t we
unlearn it? Ok, maybe we can’t unlearn something, but I
have come to believe we can re learn our knee-jerk reactions
to what shows up in our lives. Does it take focus and intention day after day after day? Yep! I just kept believing there
was another way to live in my skin, and I knew if I searched
long enough it would present itself. It did, once piece at a
time. One of the most valuable pieces in the puzzle was my
learning to create a vision of what I did want and spending
less time mentally slushing around in what I did not want.
So, what if we assumed things would just get better withOUTITGETTINGWORSEÚRST)CANHEARITNOWc
“But MaryBob, you don’t know what has happened to
me in the past.”
“You don’t know what I’ve been through.”

9OUmRERIGHT)DONmT ANDITMAYHAVEBEENHORRIÚC"UT
what if all that has happened to me was just to show me
what I don’t want to help me decide what it is I do want? If
I’m going to use my imagination anyway, which we all do,
why not use it to imagine a life I would love to live? Again,
how many times have I said, “What if ….,” and then followed
it with a whole pile of junk I really hope doesn’t happen?
Remember my saying previously to be careful not to use
“What if …” to terrorize yourself? I somehow thought that
my imagining the worst could shore up my defenses against
it. Let’s look at a few pitfalls we might have heard ourselves
DISCUSSINGINOURHEADS4HEN LETmSÛIPTHOSEINTOAMORE
expansive possibility. You game?
What if I lose my job?
Well, ok, but what if I keep my job, get really good at
what I do, and make such an impression that the company
decides to promote me?
What if I get sick?
What if I take steps to maintain my health, enjoy the
BENEÚTSOFTHOSEGOODFEELINGS ANDLIVETOBEAHUNDRED
How will I feel with everyone clamoring around me wanting
to know how I did it?
What if I lose all my money?
7HAT IF ) CAN USE MY IMAGINATION TO FEEL THE ÛOW OF
money coming in, going out, and coming in to my life? How
does it feel to be in the position to help those who need
what I can offer?
What if they don’t like me?
Ok, well, what if they love me instead? What will I
DO WHEN ) RECEIVE MORE INVITATIONS THAN ) CAN ÚT INTO MY
schedule?
7HATIF?????4HEREITISAGAIN)CANÚLLINTHATBLANK
with all kinds of self-defeating verbiage, or I can turn it on its
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head and come at the situation from an entirely new angle.
The real question is, which one feels better? I kind of like
the better-feeling thoughts myself. My mother used to say
that some people “enjoy misery.” That expression used to
make me smile when she said it, until I became that person.
The ache felt familiar, so I held onto it. My story rolled over
and over in my head. I baked it there like it was a precious
family recipe handed down through the generations. What
I found myself cooking was a meal of discontent. Better yet,
I ate that meal over and over, thinking it was nourishing me.
We all have options, and my own experience has shown
me results going both ways. Personally, I got tired of myself.
After three full years of crying every day for any number of
“poor me” reasons, I had had enough. How my dear husband
tolerated my butt is beyond me. He says now he knew the real
me was in there somewhere waiting for the right moment.
Talk about the patience of Job! That moment arrived, and
I recognized that I needed to change my own thinking if I
was to ever have a life of joy and love again. There was still
mud on the path to that realization.

Six months after arriving in California my devoted sister
called to let me know our mother was near death. With the
CHOICES)HADMADEEARLIER )HADPUTMYSELFINAÚNANCIALLY
compromised position so I couldn’t afford to buy a ticket
home. There was no one to borrow the money from, so
there I sat two thousand miles from home fearing I would
never see my mother again. I know, I was the one who had
made the choice to leave my home town, but I had not bargained on my mother dying before I had a chance to sit with
HEREVERAGAIN-YLIFELONGBESTFRIEND AND)COULDNmTÚND
my way to her death bed.

You may or may not believe in the sudden apparition of
angels, spirit guides, or the idea of divine intervention, but
I experienced just that the very next day in the form of a
never-before-met neighbor. Her wings weren’t sticking out
of her shirt, but they were in there somewhere. Being so far
out in the foothills, and to make it easier on the mail carrier, our collective mailboxes were at the end of a long dirt
road. She found me there crying. After explaining to her
my need to get home in time to see my dying mother, she
asked if I would like to use a buddy pass she had been given
by a friend. I almost fell onto her shoulders in relief, so after
much rushing around, a long drive to the airport, and a
ÛIGHTDELAYOFOVEREIGHTHOURS)ARRIVEDIN/HIOINENOUGH
time to see my unconscious mother pass from this life to her
next. I was disconsolate. Numb.
Even the death of our mother did not change the temperature inside the local freezer. One of my most precious
memories of that event is of my former father-in-law. As I
walked away from my mother’s grave on my way to the car,
he touched my arm and said, “MaryBob, why don’t you stop
by the house sometime and see us? We’d love to see you.”
He’ll never know the power his kindness had for me in that
moment. Leaving my mother next to my father in the cemETERY )COULDDONOTHINGBUTSTAREATTHEÛOORBOARDSOFTHE
family car. Silence. Two days later I returned to California.
My friend Bill stood waiting for me at the gate and put his
arms around me as I wept. Little did I know then, he and I
would create an extraordinary partnership.
Bill and I had come from two different ends of the
country and somehow found our way to each other. I was
angry, hurt, and thrashing my way toward a new existence.
Thank God, he had already learned of his connection to
the Universe and of his ability to acknowledge and forgive
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his past. He radiated inner peace while I raged on. He recOGNIZEDTHEÛAMINGDARTS)HURLEDINHISDIRECTIONWERENOT
about him. They were my undeveloped skills of recognizing my own worth and true power. He had a dream of our
creating a life together. He envisioned it being like nothing
either of us had experienced to date. I couldn’t see it yet,
but went along anyway, hoping against hope that his pipe
dream would come true.

SILVER LINING
n4HEREAREALWAYSÛOWERSFORTHOSEWHOWANTTOSEE
them.” – Henri Matisse

When You Need a Friend

B

ill and I had met on the phone, while he was encouraging me to continue my studies with ELI. He talked to
me like we were old friends at the fair. His southern accent
threw me off a bit. It made me smile. We had come to a
common point in our lives, but from two entirely different
worlds. Neither of us was convinced we had anything more
than a friendship, but we had a strong shared goal — to
learn to see our worlds anew through study and practice. He
consistently listened as I poured out everything, allowing it
all to land safely, with no judgment.
I had spent my life trusting everyone and everything
around me. I had been light-hearted, easy going, and
CONÚDENT 3UDDENLY  ) COULD COUNT ON ONE HAND THOSE
whom I trusted at all, and it felt as if I were crawling on
my hands and knees, afraid to look up. I judged myself for
every move I made, but blamed it all on everyone outside
of me. The joie de vivre of my former me left me standing
in the middle of the road. I internalized the opinions of
others and felt sorry for myself all at the same time. Lovely
combination.
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Bill somehow saw through all of it, and after my best
tirades against some triviality I had blamed him for would
ask me in a calm voice, “Now, what are you really mad at?”
4HE ÚRST TIME HE DID THAT  OF COURSE  IT SENT ME TO WHOLE
other level of anger, but after digging deeper I saw there
actually was another truth underneath the one I was raging
so loudly against. Let me give you a real-life example.
For years, I tried to mend the relationships back home. I
called in on every holiday hoping for a breakthrough. It was
Thanksgiving, and I had made the call, imagining my loved
ones gathered around the dining room table, but the reception
was the same. It was another ghost call. Eventually, I stopped
knocking on that door and let it go. That day I hung up the
phone. Nothing. A day or two later, Bill suggested something
which I heard as an effort on his part to control me. He could
“have an idea,” and I’d go to town with it in my head. I was sure
he was trying to run my life, and off I’d go like a racehorse out
of a gate. “Don’t tell me what to do! You’re not the boss of me!
Stay out of my business! Oh lord, it could go on for hours. So,
there he sat listening to me rant like a crazy woman in heat.
After my steam ran out, he let the air be still for a moment
then asked, “Are you complete?” I said, “Yes.” He then asked
me again, “So, what are you really mad at?” Well, it took me a
MINUTE AND)ÚNALLYRECOGNIZEDTHAT)WASSTILLHOLDINGONTO
my failed phone call. I blubbered it all out and onto him, and
HEJUSTLISTENED!SSOONAS)WASÚNISHED HISIDEATOOKONA
new light. In short, he created a safe place for me to be who
I was, and over time he became “home” for me. I learned to
recognize my own patterns, and with that recognition came
the ability to choose differently. Ever so slowly my anger and
hurt ebbed and peace made its overture.
On our way from the airport after my return from my
mother’s funeral, Bill suggested it was time for us to leave

ELI. The business had evolved, and clearly, I was too far
from my daughter. I was determined to be more available
for her, and that meant moving east. That evening we pulled
out a map of the U.S. and asked each other, “Where do you
want to go?” I determined I had to be east of the Mississippi
River, and Bill, originating from the Gulf Coast, wanted to
be in the warmer weather of the South. Both of us wanted
an airport nearby, so Atlanta it was! We packed the car, put
my dog Nellie in the back seat, and set off for Atlanta, stopPINGÚRSTIN#HICAGOTOVISITMYDEARFRIEND0AUL ANDTHEN
in Ohio to attend my daughter’s annual dance recital.
Silver lining? I can’t begin to describe the relief and
warmth I felt upon entering the state of Georgia. I remember thinking that it felt like home. It was springtime, and
there is not a more beautiful place than this state in the
SPRING4HEMOUNTAINS TREES ÛOWERSANDMORETHANTHAT 
Billy’s family were a salve to my broken soul. We stayed for
a week or so with his aunt and uncle while we looked for
an apartment to rent. They did not know me from Adam’s
house cat (I’ve picked up a few southern sayings here). They
were kind and gracious, and I really didn’t know what to
say, or how to act. I felt grateful and fearful all at once, in a
state of observation and caution more than anything, keeping everyone at arm’s length, just in case. I had become
somewhat withdrawn, not my playful self, choosing to listen
more and speak less, while attempting to glue myself back
together silently, and Billy’s family took me in as their own.
They may not know the appreciation I felt for all of them
until they read this book, at which point I’ll agree to discuss
it. Why wait? I’m working on being less outwardly emotional
these days.
We found a place to live and began a new life in the big
city, one day, one breath at a time. What’s remarkable is I
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made great new friends and created a new “family.” How? Who
knows? They were and still are the sunshine behind my onceupon-a-time cloud. The new surroundings and new friends
gave me air to breathe. I studied new concepts, old concepts,
and mostly myself. I can’t count the hours, days, weeks and
months spent in the North Georgia Mountains, hiking and
sitting while working through some emotional or spiritual
possibility of what life could be. Walking the paths through
the trees I imagined how my life might look with peace as
the focal point. I began to consider the possibility of a life
consciously chosen. I reveled in our discussions of ideas and
concepts instead of people and circumstances. Silently making my way to waterfalls and overlooks gave me the space and
quiet to mold my thinking, which in turn birthed feelings of
appreciation. I have read studies of the powerful effects that
spending time in nature has on the human psyche, and I am
here to tell you, there is nothing like it. I hugged more trees
than I can count, thanking them for being there, a sedative to
an anxious spirit. My friends and family gave me the moniker,
nTREE HUGGERo)TmSLITERAL NOTÚGURATIVE
I examined old habits and beliefs and physically felt the
constrictions of some of them. I realized parts of what I had
learned were for me, and parts weren’t. I began taking yoga
CLASSESTOEXPANDMYMIND BODY ANDPSYCHE-YDEÚNITIONS
of ancient words like, “God,” and “heaven” were expanded
and became inclusive. I realized the power of my own mind
in determining the outcomes of my life. Living with a vision
in mind replaced living in response to my circumstances. I
learned to appreciate the writings of Siddhartha, the ideas
contained in the Upanishads, the potentialities within
Science of Mind. In all of it I fostered a growing appreciation for all forms of belief and with that a relaxation into
the experience of being human.
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Beautiful Mud Pies
Did you ever make mud pies when you were little? We made
them by the dozens, and when the mud and stones got too
thick we’d add water to loosen it all up before we sprinkled
dandelions on top as decoration. My childhood home was
SURROUNDED BY BEAUTIFUL ÛOWERS  BUT PICKING THEM FOR
mud pies was not a good idea, so a few dandelions had to
do. I remember pouring in the water before mixing, and
the stream would make a little hole in the middle. As I
poured, the water spread across the top leaving the goopy
mud below. The thicker the goop, the more water I added.
Eventually, I stirred it all together and carefully added the
ÛOWERSBEFOREPRESENTINGMYCREATIONTOMYALWAYS APPREciative mom or dad.
That’s what I think I did when we came to Atlanta.
I allowed my goop and stones to lay on the bottom long
enough to go looking for life-giving water in the form of
work and friends, and then stirred it in until it was just
right. I had been working on a new spiritual and emotional
approach to life. One that felt expansive and inviting, and
yet letting go of my former constricting beliefs was, and still
can be, a process. Just keep adding water, MaryBob. Keep
adding water. Seek that silver lining because you know it’s
THERE BUTONLYIFYOUREALLYWANTTOÚNDIT
I listened to a few others telling their stories of woe,
felt the energy of those tales, heard myself in their words,
so decided to become a teller of uplifting stories instead. I
wanted to begin choosing where I put my mental and emotional energy. I knew there was some tiny morsel of good
in whatever had happened in my life, and in that process, I
discovered that the morsel of good wasn’t so tiny after all.
Some people wear their “poor me” sagas like a badge of
honor, ever seeking to evoke pity from the person listening.
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I get that. I do. I know there are horrible, tragic stories everywhere. I know people suffer, and I recognize the power of
compassion. I also know I may choose to live in my sorrowful stories for a minute or for a lifetime. It’s a choice I can
make. I am clear now that my revisiting my contractive feelings only serves to perpetuate them in my own mind and
body. Once again, this was not an overnight, ÛIPTHESWITCH
kind of move. It still takes some effort to move myself away
from a really juicy story, but it gets easier every time I do. We
humans are some kind of wonderful , aren’t we?
)ALSOBELIEVEWECANÚNDTHEGOODIFWEONLYLOOKFORIT
It may not jump out at us, and the road to it may be relentlessly challenging. I still believe it’s there. If it’s not obvious,
I make something up. I’m serious. If I ask myself why something happened, and nothing comes to mind, I make up a
reason to get my brain working from a different angle. Let
me give you a couple examples:
Remember my losing the “Mother of the Year” competition by leaving my daughter in Ohio? Well, she and I spoke
on the phone frequently, and we saw each other every few
months. I tried to get comfortable with our being separated, but could not. Three more years passed. Eventually, I
stopped crying over it, and decided there must have been a
reason for our separation. I chose to believe that we would
EACHÚNDSTRENGTHDESPITETHEÚVEHUNDREDMILESBETWEEN
us. One glorious day she called and asked if she could come
live with us in Atlanta. Hallelujah! I had dreamed of that day,
not wanting to make the decision for her and choosing to
believe that any work I did on myself would pay off for both
of my children. It did, it has, and there’s still more.
My worldview was not what she had known it to be. I
believe her arrival precipitated an acceleration in my healing,
and over time she grew to love the South. Nothin’ like chicken

and biscuits for breakfast! Therein lies another fragment of
the silver lining. If I hadn’t made the move I did, slogged
through the mire of my own mind, much like the crawl to
freedom in “Shawshank Redemption,” her experience of life
would have been entirely different than it was. She found
friends here who love her dearly, and developed a comfort in
her new home. She is today delighted and happy here, thank
God, so that is the part of the story I choose to focus on. When
thoughts of those painful moments years ago cross my mind,
I intentionally shop the shelves of my mind for thoughts that
feel better. No point in reliving that which felt destructive.
Another practice I’ve learned came from Billy. Shortly
after arriving in California I received a speeding ticket while
driving his car one day. I was sure he was going to be upset at
my carelessness. Not so. After I tearfully related the details
(who cries over a speeding ticket?), he said, “Well, I’m grateful for that policeman. I think he may have saved you from
hurting yourself or someone else. This is a blessing, not a
problem.” I couldn’t believe my ears. Say what? Could you
please repeat that again for me? I was speechless. That one
incident was a screaming example to me of our option to
choose our perspective in any situation. Sometimes it’s easy.
Sometimes it’s not.
Was it all unicorns and rainbows here in the Bible Belt?
Not exactly. Recall that I had just abandoned my conservative Catholic upbringing in favor of that mind-bending
metaphysical/spirituality stuff. As much as I loved my newfound thinking, even I had to admit it sounded a little “woowoo.” The bookstore shelving devoted to such ideas was tiny
in those days. It was the early 2000s. Over time that space
grew as more seekers like me, found comfort there.
Shortly after divorcing and long before leaving my hometown, with the situation as it was, I developed a desire to
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“hear” from my long-deceased dad. I was sure his response
to my choices would have been different. I had been reading
about a spiritual medium, who was having success receiving
messages from the dead, so I told my mom I was going to
.EW9ORK#ITYTOSEEHER!TÚRSTMYMOMLOOKEDATMELIKE
I had three heads, asking me if I really believed that was
possible. I explained that I did believe it, and after more
explanation as to why I believed it, our conversation ended.
Get this. I went home after having spoken with my mom,
and my message light was blinking on my phone (remember
it was 1998). It was a message from my mom saying that she
was wanting to go with me to New York to see the medium
too. Are you kidding me?! She had somehow worked her
way past the admonitions in her own mind, and wanted to
go with me. I was astounded and thrilled. That conversation felt like the days we used to enjoy together. In the end
she couldn’t go, but it would have been great to explore the
many worlds of belief with her. It was rare for her to wander
so far from what she had believed her whole life. She was a
remarkable woman.
Wow, so here I was in Georgia, the perfect testing
ground for my newfound status as spiritual explorer, don’t
you think? Thank God for big cities where anything and
everything can have its place. I discovered that cultural
differences are not experienced only in foreign countries.
The language may have been the same, but the art of living
in the South came from an angle unbeknownst to me. Get
ready. Here we go!
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THE BABY WITH THE
BATHWATER
“Sometimes you will never know the value of a
moment until it becomes a memory.” – Dr. Seuss

My Spiritual Allergy

P

lease don’t mention or even indicate that you might
consider mentioning words like “church” or “sin” or
worse yet “priest! Please. Just don’t. I may very likely develop
an allergic reaction, the likes of which has never been witnessed. Does someone have an epi-pen handy?! For real.
And spare me the “Lord and savior” stuff. My system can’t
take it. You’re kidding, right? Boy, you have really drunk all
the Kool-aid! I can’t believe you did that, and I’m relatively
certain you and I are not going to be friends. No way.”
If you read all the way through that previous paragraph,
just know that that was me twenty years ago. My rough patch
had left some deep wounds, and I wasn’t sure the scabs were
ever going to fall off. The healing underneath was not quite
complete, particularly when it came to organized religion.
Those were some shoes I had already walked in, and no matter what my dad had said, I was done. Throw those damned
THINGSOFFANDÛINGTHEMINTOTHEDEEPESTOCEANNOMATTER
the cost! In fact, if possible, take aim, and throw them at
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someone who continued to believe all that dogma bullshit
handed down by those wanting control more than they
wanted to help people. That was my view. I was sick to death
of any and all mandates originating from that book of fairy
tales they called the Holy Bible. Do not quote scripture
to me! Although Catholics are not prone to quoting the
BIBLE )HADHADMYÚLLOFITALL)HADYETTOINVESTIGATETHE
commonalities sewn into the fabric of many ancient texts,
including those texts sourced by my newfound spiritual
teachers. I also had not yet encountered the concept of a
universal spirituality, which honors all religions and creeds.
Interpretation is everything. I had just recently begun to
study for my private Ph.D. in “Personal Belief Systems,” and
had completed only the intro and 101 classes. The prerequisites for advanced study came only through life experiences,
one at a time.
The irony is I bumped up against a group of strong believers, and made a choice to work with them. I was looking for
an occupation that would inspire me and push my skill set. I
MISSEDBEINGATEACHER)HADTOÚNDSOMETYPEOFWORKTHAT
gave me the chance to meet new people. Religiously I could
not have been more in disagreement with the dogma to
which this group adhered, but as human beings, they shed
a new light for me on the term “Christian.” They actually
practiced what they preached. If reference to one’s religious
beliefs had made me uncomfortable in the past, I was about
to grow some thick skin. Initially, I squirmed and ranted
(inside my own head) every time I heard the word “Lord”
or “Christian.” For those of you who have not lived in Dixie,
allow me to illustrate how common it is here to speak of
your religious orientation.
After moving to Atlanta, I reconsidered my decision
to not teach and took a position at a local high school. I

thought I’d give it one more shot. I had worked for a hospital, a university, and from home. In desperation, I had
become a barista at Starbucks and learned to create every
COMBINATIONOFCOFFEE MILK ANDÛAVORINGS-YPRIDEWAS
hurt, and I began wondering if I had resigned 4 years earlier because of my life circumstances at the time, or was I
really over the teaching gig? I discovered a pride I didn’t
know I carried when mentioning to someone that I had
been a teacher for twenty years. I missed the kids. The local
county school system was enormous compared to what I had
been used to, so I felt a little like a country mouse in the big
city. Oh, what the heck! Let’s give this a shot. Remember, I
came from the public schools in Ohio where Church and
State ran different directions on the educational highway.
Crossing the median strip could be fatal for teachers and
students alike. In my twenty years in Ohio classrooms I
could not recall one student making any kind of religious
pronouncement in front of the room. Not so in The South,
as I learned in my Spanish II class one day.
I had instructed my kids to give a brief presentation to
the class using the future tense in an explanation of his/
her upcoming plans. “I will …” was the scaffolding for their
practicing the sounds needed to master this concept. The
class was small, and all went along normally in my opinion,
until one of them commenced by saying, “I will become a
missionary, and I will bring the word of God to the world
to save their souls through the knowing and accepting of
Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior.” Her word selection
was impeccable and her pronunciation stellar. I thought, in
that moment, my own skills in Spanish must have been slipping. Did she just say what I think she said? This is a public
school I’m in, correct? I sat pasted to my seat, frozen in time
and space.
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In my mind’s eye, I can still see my blanched face and
feel the blood rush to my feet. I believe I decided to remain
in a paralytic state so as not to noticeably jerk any of my body
parts. How was I ever going to prepare myself to address the
CLASS WITH A COVER UP EXPLANATION SUFÚCIENT TO RESCUE THAT
POORCHILDFROMTHEONSLAUGHTOFABUSETHATWASnÚXINmTOo
get heaped on her? Well, no need to worry about that in
the land of cotton. Said ‘onslaught’ never materialized. She
ÚNISHED SATDOWN ANDTHECLASSCASUALLYTURNEDTHEIRHEADS
toward me to see who was up next. I was gobsmacked. Truly.
Not one kid rolled their eyes, and I never heard a single
snicker. I’m relatively certain I did a poor job of covering my
catatonic state, but nobody said a word. Yep! I was for sure
in the Bible Belt now, and at that time my recognition of it
rubbed my nerves raw. I was still in the throes of believing
THATTOBEnANTIoANYTHINGMIGHTPROVEBENEÚCIAL PARTICUlarly if it was “anti-organized religion.” It took everything I
had not to roll my own eyes and snicker in derision at that
precious girl. Clearly, I had more work to do. On myself.

I had been more than willing to allow the bath water containing my religious upbringing to circle the drain and fall
fast. Yes, it touched every aspect of my life. What was once
clear had become murky over time. I recalled learning to
scuba dive in the muddy water of a local quarry, eyes and
mouth protected by a mask. When I later dropped into the
Gulf of Mexico, the clarity allowed for a whole new world.
I was in some murky water, and I obviously needed clarity.
I had to be careful here. In the few moments following my
student’s presentation I had an argument within myself. The
ANGRY ÛAILINGMEWANTEDTOWALKDIRECTLYTOTHEFRONTOFÚCE
and submit my resignation. I then recalled the “babies” in

the bath water of my former training. The love, compassion,
and desire to help, which were such strong components of
my upbringing.
7AS)WILLINGTOSACRIÚCETHOSEBEAUTIESWHILEÛUSHING
away the no-longer-true-for-me facets of my earlier years? Was
)SOHELL BENTONBEINGRIGHTTHAT)WOULDLETALLOFITÛOAT
away, then wish I could pull it all back in later? It was not an
instant revelation, but eventually, I decided to ransack my
way through the heap of old teachings and pluck out those
that I thought might serve me well in the future. I didn’t
have to agree with or even like what was left in the pile. I
only had to pull out what may have been valuable for a new
look see. What did I pull out? Compassion and understanding for starters. At the time, I had a seriously low supply of
both, so when I chose to look at them, I saw they needed to
be dusted off, then polished for a new shine. This was going
to be a concentrated effort to see the world differently.
You could not have convinced that closed-off me that
there was even one redeeming quality about anything
remotely organized religion-ish. Not one thing, and like a
good family member who claims to hate her siblings, I also
became highly defensive of my own religious heritage, if
anyone else tried to join me in my disdain. Now, how convoluted is that? I can rip my old catechism to shreds, but
you just need to take a step back, if you think I’m going to
stand here and let you criticize it too. Fasten your seatbelts,
Everyone. We are in for an exciting ride!
Once again, why do we do that? Why, when we decide
for or against something or someone, do we feel the need to
turn and bash what we just evolved from? Why can’t we simply look at all of it, discern which delicacies we’d like to taste,
put those on our plate next to the leftovers we saved from
before and move on? I mean, our plates are all different
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sizes, platters even. Can’t we believe what we believe today,
add to or take away from it all as we go along, and know that
we’re never going to get to the end of the buffet line?
No doubt, my life experiences affect my views of the
world and for the most part lead me to a broader understanding and acceptance of another individual’s circumstances. I remember using my father’s illness as a reference
when one of my students was struggling with her own parent. I recognized in that conversation my own ability to
push against adversity as an opposing force or to remember
the value of it to be used to help someone else later.
I also recall standing in my kitchen as one of my dear
friends gingerly broached the subject of her being lesbian.
3HE WAS FEARFUL OF MY RESPONSE  TERRIÚED THAT ) WOULD NOT
allow her to be with my children. It was the early 90s, and I
had not yet had the opportunity of knowing someone with a
different sexual preference. My heart wrapped itself around
her, and once again, my mind was broadened. Later I would
thank her for bringing to me a worldview I hadn’t known.
Future students and friends would be the benefactors of her
trust in me at that moment.
Isn’t that what life is about? I’ve heard of “the wisdom
that comes with age.” That’s what I’m talking about here,
right? It was easy to be all puffed up in my own youthful
self-righteousness with my one bowl of chocolate ice cream,
perfectly frozen and sprinkled with my favorite topping. I
could eat that forever, if my body would survive, but I probably wouldn’t grow to be old and wise. My body needs variety
FORSTRENGTHANDÛEXIBILITY)STHATNOTALSOTRUEFORMYMIND
and spirit? Don’t I do better when I’m open to possibilities I
never before considered? Doesn’t having all the answers in
advance spoil the joy of the discovery? The question is, how
do I respond to the entire buffet of life itself? Have I evolved

enough to stand back, knowing that the road I’m on is eventually going to branch off into something new? Do I stand
in my one spot, damning all the others who see the world
DIFFERENTLY $O ) SMACK THOSE VIEWS TO THE ÛOOR BECAUSE )
don’t understand, and I don’t want to understand? Or do
I take a good look at all the offerings and choose, calmly,
those items I feel drawn to? In my mind the evolution lies
in choosing calmly, knowing we are each here for our own
growth, however that may look.
I don’t believe we are ever going to know it all while in
these human bodies. Done. Finished. I got this. That is, of
course, unless we do. Still at the buffet of life, I may know
someone whose plate is so full, they can’t consider even one
more option. They’ve decided theirs is the only way. Now, I
get to decide if I can spend time with them, without wanting to change them. Can I hold onto my own joy and not go
down the hole of judgement?
I see personal uncertainty in the individual who
demands to be heard, who shouts her beliefs or who harshly
argues. Yes, of course we all have differing personalities,
some quieter than others. I’m not talking about personalities. I’m talking about the need to proclaim personal beliefs
ATEVERYTURN)F)CONTINUALLYÚNDFAULTINOTHERS )BELIEVE
I am as uncertain of myself as he or she who vehemently
claims to possess the truth about God, Universe, or Spirit.
We would all like to be certain about what we believe, but
can we be? I’m not sure. My husband frequently says, “We
may not get what we want, but we always get what we expect.”
Expectation is belief, right?
My beliefs are a result of thinking something over and
over again. Experiences play out in my life according to my
expectations, so that’s it. I can only be certain for myself
and my impressions are a result of my own experiences. I
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AM IN NO PLACE TO TELL YOU WHAT SPECIÚCS TO BELIEVE ) CAN
only share options that may or may not resonate within you.
It is always up to me to choose and then choose again.
I was determined to never — and I mean never — do
some of the things I did in the past, like set foot in a church
again. My mother always told me, “Never say never.” I now
agree with her. I was also unwilling to engage in a conversation about the good qualities of some of those people who
had wronged me. I was so furious about my own experiences
I couldn’t see straight. Still, I wondered how I would ever feel
choosing to pass by a well-known cathedral and not opening the doors just to make some ridiculous philosophical
point to myself. And what about all the precious moments
THATHADÚLLEDMYLIFE
Recently, while on vacation, Billy and I passed by a
small historic Catholic church in Michigan just as Mass was
starting. It had been 18 years since I had last stepped into a
Catholic church, and I was curious to see if there was still
SOMEÚZZINTHATBOTTLEOVERWHAT)HADBEENTAUGHT7OULD
I feel the need to carry on about how wrong they were? We
decided to go in and have a seat. I was testing myself. I want
to tell you I felt like a grownup as I observed my response to
what was being read from the pulpit. Did I agree with the
lector? No, I did not, but I looked around at those in attendance and recognized that we are all one. We come here for
our own experiences, and although I was not in agreement
with the lesson, I was in love with the idea of the rituals and
the shared intent to feel the presence of the Divine. I even
lit a candle in honor of my mother. She was smiling, I’m
sure. I knew in that moment I would not have to wonder any
longer how I would ever relate some of my most precious
memories to others without feeling that cutting sadness. I
had graduated from my own school, and now the search

for deep joy could begin in earnest. Finally, I concluded
that any reservation on my part was my own issue. I couldn’t
INVALIDATETHEPREVIOUSDECADESOFMYLIFE)HADTOÚNDTHE
joy that was surely present during that time. I felt proud that
I had indeed found some of the peace I had been seeking.

I can still feel the sting of anger when old stuff comes up. It
doesn’t happen as often now, and the sting is not as sharp.
Maybe someone mentions something that used to irritate
me or maybe an old friend reminds me of an escapade I had
hoped he’d forgotten. Maybe my husband uses a phrase I
disliked as a child. The opportunities are endless. The tenyear-old in me can pop out at any time, particularly if I feel
someone is trying to control me or if I hear a harsh tone
of voice. One of my favorite trigger points is being asked
why I did or didn’t do something. That one question used
to send me to the moon and back. I heard it as a challenge
to my choices, and that did not sit well with me. I can’t even
tell you who it reminded me of. All I knew was that you’d
better have a damned good reason for asking. I eventually
recognized my immediate snappy reactions, and said to
myself, “Self, this is not a good sign. Your battery still has
some charge, so you’d better get to work on you!”
Maybe pushing so hard against an old memory or an
unpleasant experience is my higher-self telling me to take
some goodies and leave others behind. That anger is only a
cover for fear. What is it about all that old stuff that scares me
now? That was then. I’m grown now. No need to be afraid of
being coerced. I pick. I decide. I’ll bet there was some good
in all of that, and by tossing it all out I felt vacant in places. I
did. Not vacant like “I needed to go to church” vacant, so all
you church-goers can just curb your enthusiasm. Vacant like
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it didn’t feel good to be so against what some people believe,
to be judging some believers for being so judgmental. Read
that last sentence one more time. I felt vacant because I was
judging people because they were being judgmental. That’s
messed up, right?
Those are some knots that needed to be untied right
there! In seeking my own peace, I had to allow others theirs,
even if it came in the form of religious dogma or preachers
shouting from the pulpit. I could see that my sharp scalpel
was no longer needed. I began to see the beauty in what
remained. When I put down my boxing gloves, I found I was
more inclined to hold hands with my old self and with those
who had chosen to stay the course or strongly believe in a
divergent path. We really could be friends after all.
During my personal coup d’etat, I remained relatively
non-verbal when it came to expressing my views on life.
Generally, I practiced formulating my emotional and spiritual views with my husband only. If I started to express an
idea and got stuck in my own sentence, he would help me
ÚNDTHEWORDSTOÚLLINTHEBLANKS(EAND)TALKEDADINÚnitum and still do about varying approaches to spirituality
and emotional awareness. A close friend of ours says he and
I have existential discussions on a regular basis.
Much as a child learns a language, I was reworking my
way toward self-expression. Only rarely did I share an alternative possibility with a coworker or friend, knowing that
my view might not mesh with hers. I still carried a fear of
rejection. That was a bag of rocks I would haul around for a
long time until I recognized myself doing it. I was particularly cautious at work. I was happy to be there and not about
to make waves. I remained true to myself, but quietly.
Here’s how I saw it; My earlier experiences with people
CLAIMINGTOBE#HRISTIANORATLEASTINSOMEWAYAFÚLIATED

with any church had been more than disappointing. In
my mind, despite their “faith,” those people were ruthless,
unforgiving and vengeful. I hadn’t gotten to know this new
work crowd yet, and for all I knew this could just be another
version of the same thing. As a protective measure, I was
going undercover. I believed in the heart they put into the
work they did, and I enjoyed their company, minus the Jesus,
Lord and Savior stuff. They didn’t ask me what I believed,
and I didn’t say. I was lying low. They were openly expressive
of their religious views, which was something new for me.
Oh, yes, there were moments when I considered running
for the hills, but I somehow knew that staying was where my
growth was. Their shoes were much like those of my father’s
when it came to treating all people with dignity, and I felt
an inexplicable comfort and familiarity with them.
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Heavenly Father
Speaking of how my dad treated people, let me tell you a
story. My dad grew up one of ten children and as a young
boy was sent to live on a farm with his Uncle Henry and
Aunt Laura. I was never sure why. He said they sent him
there to fatten him up because he was so skinny. We eventually came to believe that his parents simply didn’t have
the wherewithal to raise ten children. In any case, he loved
that family, and I think they were the ones who laid the
framework for his love of all people no matter their station
in life. Earlier I told you about the St. Vincent de Paul store
he started for the less fortunate.
!S MY FATHERmS HEALTH DECLINED  MY MOTHER ÚNALLY HAD
to admit she couldn’t handle his needs any longer. His mental and physical decline used up every ounce of energy she
had. She reluctantly found a convalescent home for him, not
knowing he would be there only one week before he released
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his body. When my dad transitioned at age seventy-four, he
WASÚTTINGLYLAIDOUTINHISOWNFUNERALHOME4HEPLACEWAS
packed with visitors, and we family members were all standing in the room as people came and went, offering us condolences. We wanted to be sure we acknowledged everyone,
so we kept our eyes on the front door and my dad’s casket.
At one point, we noticed an unfamiliar man standing
at the casket, tears pouring down his cheeks. He had obviously not showered in days, wore tattered clothes and held
a brown paper bag with what appeared to be a bottle of
liquor inside. He just stood there staring at my dad’s body
for the longest time weeping. We all looked at each other,
not knowing what to do, so eventually, I walked over to him.
“Hi, I’m Bob’s daughter. Did you know my dad?” “Nope. Not
really. Just wanted to pay my respects. He’s the only man to
ever pick me up off the street and buy me a hot meal. He
didn’t even know me. Just wanted to come and say thank you
and goodbye.” As you can imagine, mine were the tears that
ÛOWEDTHEN%XAMPLESOFMYFATHERmSDEEPLOVEOFHUMANkind don’t come any greater than that one.
So, let’s get back to my job. Ok, I’m surrounded by “sayit-out-loud” Christians feeling like a private investigator
with no real assignment. They somehow knew not to ask me
to say any blessings before big meals, and when invited to
their weekly bible study I gently declined. Words like “fellowship” and “devil” gonged against the inside of my head
causing me to breathe deeply and silently to quiet myself. I
knew my energy was screaming, but I thought they couldn’t
hear. In those moments, I reminded myself that we are all
one. Days, weeks, months and years passed, and I became
attached to the owners, my coworkers and their dedication,
work ethic, and humor. I remained cautious and quiet in
conversations revolving around religion.

Another coworker and I had become great friends, and
AGROUPOFUS MAYBEÚFTEENORTWENTY ATTENDEDTHEFUNERAL
of her beloved father — in a church of course. I was not
crazy about the idea of going, but this wasn’t about me. I
remembered the comfort I felt in the support of friends at
my own father’s funeral, so no matter what, I was going.
During the entire service, I was eavesdropping on a conversation between two little “birdies,” one on each of my
shoulders.
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“I don’t think I can sit here and listen to this. It’s
infuriating.”
“Oh, get off your high horse and just listen! It won’t
hurt you, and it may help if you’ll just try and hear
what the message is without getting all worked up
about the context.”
“But …”
“Hush!”
The service was over, and naturally, Kathy had gone to
the cemetery with her family. One of my coworkers didn’t
feel well, so we waited in the empty church for her husband
to come and pick her up. As we waited we chatted with each
other, and out of the blue one woman raised her voice to
say, “Hey, Y’all, I have an idea. How ‘bout in a few weeks
we all go together to get MaryBob baptized and then go to
brunch at that new restaurant near my house?”
STOP! What?! All eyes were on me, and I may have forgotten to breathe in that moment. The silence was deafening. There was no escape hatch through which to fall, so
there I stood, statuesque, I’m sure. Man, these Southerners
are relentless, aren’t they? If passing out had been an
option, I would have taken it! A few seconds passed, and
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she then laughed, so I did too, nervously, followed by the
others. Well, shit! I guess that cat was out of the bag. I must
not have been as inconspicuous as I thought, and yet I felt
love from all of them. I was ok with them and apparently,
they with me. It was one of those moments when the world
leaned a little crooked on its axis, and to be honest, it was
a relief. How could this be? I simply loved these people.
4HEASSORTEDÛOWERSINMYGARDENHADTAKENROOT ANDTHE
blending of colors felt surreal.

TO HAVE LOVED AND LOST
“What we have once enjoyed deeply we can never
lose. All that we love deeply becomes a part of us.”
– Helen Keller

The Lessons of Love

Y

ou know I could go on and on about the number of
people, the relationships, the events that were no longer swirling around me, but what was most interesting was
what I lost in all my searching, and that was my belief in
myself. I had lost the ‘me’ who felt she could do anything
she put her mind to. The ‘me’ who had unbounded curiosity about all things different and new. The ‘me’ who felt she
had something to offer this world. I lost her. After the deaths
of my dear friend in high school, my parents, my only sister,
my first love, the virtual deaths of my family, friends and
foundational beliefs after the divorce, I was not sure who I
was or where I belonged. Was there even a place to live out
my days that didn’t sting with the blisters being chafed?
Feeling victimized by everyone and everything around
MEWASONETHING ÚGURINGOUTHOWTOLIKE MUCHLESSLOVE 
myself was another. How could I ever forgive myself for the
emotional pain my choices had caused any number of people? I think that is where I really got stuck. I had been such
a good lifelong student in the classroom of guilt. I was much
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like the elephant tethered to the small stake in the ground,
capable of a greater contribution to the world, but held in
place by what I had learned to feel about myself. I couldn’t
see my good. I could see only my dark side, and the more time
I spent focused on it, the worse it became. I had yet to realize
that the power we have lies in where we place our attention.
I simply couldn’t shake the feeling that my having given into
my own pain had been a great weakness on my part. I should
have known better. I should have done better. I should have
been better. I should have … over and over.
That word “should” is a troublemaker in any language.
If you enjoy rehashing your past choices and feeling the pain
of them, I suggest you use the word “should” on a regular
daily basis. It will do the trick! With this one word, I successfully adhered my present to my past so any chance of forward movement was virtually wiped out. I anchored myself
to regret, and sucked out any potential joy that might have
been lurking, waiting for a place to express itself. Seriously,
I cannot think of one single (I know that’s redundant) usage
of that word that does not ring of judgement.
Oh, I know there will be readers who might argue that
“should” keeps us in line and out of scrapes. As in, “I should
go home now before I get into any trouble.” Ok, there might
be an argument for that usage, but what I’m referring to
is the “should” we use against ourselves and others. It’s a
SELF INÛICTED JUDGMENT FOR NOT BEING GOOD ENOUGH OR AN
assumption that we are privy to the life path of someone
else. Is it possible that what I should/should not have done
was what I needed to propel me to another level of understanding? Is it possible that the choices others made about
and around me were the catalysts for my growth?
Are you stuck to a “should” and haven’t taken a step forward yet? Have you super-glued yourself to the past, worn

the badge of honor for having suffered some personal injusTICE ANDARENOWTRYINGTOÚGUREOUTWHYTHEHELLYOURJOY
meter is stuck on “low battery” instead of “fully charged?”
Think about it. You and everyone else may be doing your
very best. Maybe the new skill you’re asking for is one of
self-acceptance. Trust me. It is a skill, and it takes practice.
I was so comfortable with the pain of self-incrimination. It
was the “devil I knew.” Self-acceptance is a little patch of
fresh grass. It is much sweeter and life-giving than the street
drain I had been circling.
Billy and I learned the judgment behind that one little
word, and we decided to remove it from our vocabulary. Not
using “should” makes for an interesting sentence structure,
particularly when I really do feel like judging someone.
Kidding. Well, maybe a little. One of our favorite adages is,
“Everyone is doing the best they can, in any given moment,
with the skills they have. If they could have done better, they
would have.” That includes me. So, we threw the “shoulds”
out the window. That idea felt a lot easier when applied to
someone else. Not so easy to let myself off the hook.
7HEN)REÛECTONMYPAST )KNOWTHATITWASNEVERMY
intention to cause harm. Not ever, and yet I did. I know
that. When I imagine walking in their shoes, I can see it. My
forgiveness work has been as much about forgiving myself
as it has been about forgiving others. It took me a long time
to believe that my own beliefs are a choice, not something
I was forced to hold onto. That includes the thought that I
deserve to be punished. Through the years, I had seen too
many good people, including young and old, who believed
poorly of themselves. One particular acquaintance of mine
was “happily married” until the day her husband left her.
That was over twenty years ago, and she is still holding onto
the resentment and regret for what “should” have been.
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She blames her former husband and ultimately herself for
every failure since then. Today she is in her sixties, makes
a meager living, has little social life, and wonders why she
is so alone. It seems to me that she has attached herself to
the “I’m not good enough” life script, and spends her days
and nights “shoulding” all over the place about her past and
PRESENT!NYPOTENTIALJOYÚNDSITHARDTOSQUEEZEINTHERE
among the weeds in her garden. She says she wants to be
happy. A lot of us say that. The question is, am I willing to
do something about it? There is no room at the table for
“happy” to take a seat in her home. With her insisting that
she is not good enough she is closing the door on her most
cherished guest, and squashing the gifts she could bring to
the party.
For many years, I was stuck in the past too, so began my
deliberate choice to see not only the good in others, but the
good in me. If I ever wanted to be the greatest expression
of myself in this lifetime, I simply had to focus on my own
good, understanding that the kinder I was to me, the kinder
I would naturally be to everyone around me. On the rare
occasion when I read or watch the news I marvel at how
unforgiving we are as a society. We are hypnotized with the
feeling of righteousness. One news story and the shoulds
STARTÛYINGLIKESPARKS7ETHINKWEKNOWWHATISBESTFOR
someone else, and we believe that knowing holds power for
us. I wonder.

If you come from a small city in the Midwest and have
entertained ideas unlike those of your upbringing, you may
have felt the pull of deeply guarded ancestral values. I’m
not saying it doesn’t exist in the other parts of the country.
It’s just uniquely powerful in the conservative, hardworking

agricultural belt. That same area that grows the kindest,
warmest, easy-going version of mankind. I know it’s my
story, and maybe I’m being myopic, but the small-town,
close-to-the-earth, tight-knit communities of the Midwest
HAD FORME AGENERATIONALÛOWANDEXPECTATIONTHATHELD
me lovingly. The traditions and rituals of a shared ancestry
were the glue that held us all together. Even if a stranger
ENTERED OUR MIDST  WE WOULD ÚND A WAY TO INCORPORATE
THEMINTOOURCOMMUNITYASPARTOFTHENATURALÛOWOFOUR
open-heartedness.
Just the other day I had yet one more acquaintance
remark on how people from the Midwest are his favorites.
He said we’re forthright, honest and keep our feet on the
ground. I was basking in his compliments until that last little thing about keeping our feet on the ground. I heard that
as, “They stick with what they know to be true, and don’t
make waves.” You’re allowed to think I’ve taken it a bit too
far with that, but at least read the next paragraph before
you jump to conclusions.
We “keep our feet on the ground.” Ok, how do you
hear that? What exactly does that mean to you? To me that
means that old ideas are the best ideas. Playing it safe is
more important than taking a chance. Better safe than
sorry. Challenging what we’ve been led to believe is heresy.
I mean, thank God the Wright Brothers, John Glenn and
Neil Armstrong didn’t “keep their feet on the ground.”
Literally. And I’ll bet Thomas Edison wasn’t his teacher’s
favorite student. His mother, a trained teacher, pulled him
from public school to home school him because he couldn’t
behave himself. These Ohioans went against the grain, and
in the end contributed immeasurably to our culture.
Keeping my feet on the ground meant staying put and
staying quiet. It meant being the example of “play your cards
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right to arrive safely at death.” That’s a paraphrase of one of
my favorite Mary Morrissey statements. Don’t you love that?
It meant living my entire life just like I saw others living
theirs. Quietly, according to the books, so inside the box
that packing tape was not necessary. I believe I mentioned
one of my friends saying to me when it all fell apart, “People
are angry with you because you’re doing what they want to
do, but they don’t have the guts.” I wanted to hug her across
her desk. My point here is that no matter how strong the
gravitational pull, nor how harsh the consequences, I knew
in my heart there was another way to see this experience we
call “life,” and I simply could not be stopped from searching
for it. No tradition, heritage, need to please or fear could
bind this spiritual quest. It just was what it was.
What I have not lost is the love that surrounded me for
all those years. It’s not lost because I carry it in my heart
and mind. Because of it I am a card-carrying member of the
“I Have Been Well-Loved” Club. I choose not to allow the
tattered ending of that life chapter negate the entire story.
There was too much delight throughout. It took me a while
to see it like that. I used to feel only the loss of it all and not
the gratitude for the memories. I could only lament “what
could have been” instead of acknowledging having had the
JOYANDLEARNINGOFTHEEXPERIENCESINTHEÚRSTPLACE)KNOW
the strength of my foundation was my launching pad, and I
also know there’s a landing strip somewhere with my name
on it. Where? Time will tell.
Another something I would hear my loving dad say was,
“The Lord helps those that help themselves.” I know that
can sound judgmental, but he used it more as an incentive
for me, when I was wanting something from him and was
unwilling to do my part. If “Go ask your mom” didn’t work,
dad would fall back on the former. It must have stuck in

my head because helping myself get out of my own funk
was exactly what I decided to do. I was way too young to
spend the rest of my years coasting down the path to death.
The veneer I had worn early on had been shaken loose, so I
made the decision to remove it all together.
Part of that removal was the decision to remarry.
Billy had asked me if I was interested, and for years I had
said simply, “No. Been there. Done that. Got the T-shirt.”
Eventually, we made an appointment with a minister friend
of ours, who pointed out our common intentions. She spoke
of the power of two people united in a common dream,
using the “Wherever two or more are gathered” verse from
THE"IBLE)TWASTHEÚRSTTIME)HADHEARDA"IBLICALVERSE
without having my habitual allergic reaction. It made sense.
Several months later we married in a small private ceremony. Our vows were homemade, committing to effort on
our part one day at a time. They had no resemblance to the
vows each of us had spoken on multiple previous occasions.
Through my fear, I felt a calm in all of it. I felt “at home.”
That home might still have had some rooms that needed to
be rearranged, but the overarching sentiment was “peace.”
Finally. I sometimes see in my mind’s eye our relationship
as that of Tevye and Golde from Fiddler on the Roof. If you
Google the song “Do You Love Me” from that play, you’ll
hear how their connection grew over time. Our start was
one of practicality, necessity and intention. I may not have
“given him children or milked his cows,” but I have “lived
with him and fought with him” and can’t imagine my life
without him. I tell him he’s “my favorite somebody” in those
moments when I’m not trying to control him. Still working
on that desire-to-control part of me. Billy is such a good sport
when I lapse into the old idea that I can control anyone,
particularly him. He, for some reason, gets a kick out of me
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WHEN)mMALLÚREDUPABOUTSOMETHINGHEHASORHASNmTDONE
ACCORDING TO MY SPECIÚCATIONS /NCE AGAIN  ITmS NOT ABOUT
him. It’s about me and some thought I have running in my
head, usually it’s an approval issue. I have worked diligently
to let go of that need, and there are still little confetti pieces
of it stuck to my brain.
Billy was the only one who knew how intensely I was
struggling, searching under every rock for a piece of my own
puzzle. Over time I came to recognize and acknowledge my
deep desire to come from love in every interaction. Always.
I can hear Tiny Tim singing Tiptoe Through the Tulips, and
it makes me smile. I’m not saying I’m an Olympian yet, but
the desire is there. My connection to the Divine is there.
My job is to stay aware of that connection and to operate,
moment to moment, from that place. To come from love,
knowing that this human experience is going to give me
opportunities to practice forgiveness every day. Forgiveness
of others and myself. Small stories of forgiveness help me
build a strong foundation.
I’m going to oversimplify here, so bear with me. I have
HADAQUESTIONFORMYSELFOVERTHEYEARSTHATÛASHESLIKEA
neon sign. I’ve made a food analogy of it, of course. Food
always works. So, here is my question; On my last day in this
body, am I going to be happier that I got to taste rich chocoLATE TRUFÛES WITH CREAM ÚLLING EVEN IF THE MILK WAS OCCAsionally sour, or am going to wish I had only ever had Rice
Krispies treats my whole life? I mean, I like those treats, but
a whole lifetime of them feels boring at best. Oh tedium! I’m
RELATIVELYCERTAIN)mLLGOWITHHAVINGTRIEDTHERICHTRUFÛES
with the occasional sour milk, and I feel the same way about
having had great adventures along with having lost much of
my family and friends all those years ago. Get it? Only now,
looking through the lens of my previous experiences can I

RECOGNIZEADARKCHOCOLATETRUFÛEWHENITSHOWSUPØ)FMY
life had been pleasantly vanilla in its entirety, it would, in
my opinion, have had little depth or breadth. Who knows?
It may all turn around one day. My family, friends, and I
MAYONEDAYÚNDOURSELVESSITTINGAROUNDATABLEMARVELING
at our individual life journeys. As always, anything is possible. In the meantime, I recognize that any disappointment
I feel or have felt is a choice on my part. I can only be disappointed if I choose to be, and the same is true in reverse.
Choosing disappointment surrenders my power to another.
It pinches off my connection to my own divinity. It is not
life-giving.
Now don’t misconstrue my intended meaning. I am not
advocating going out and stirring up trouble just to shake
things up. I am saying that we have the option of seeing our
sorrows much like we see getting into shape, only for the
soul. Our bodies give us a signal, and with effort and possibly some pain, the results are life-changing. We learn to
crave that which is good for us, even brussel sprouts, instead
of getting hooked on the sugar high we get with a steady
diet of anger and condemnation. We rarely distinguish how
good we do feel until after we don’t. It’s in the “don’t” that
we recognize the “do.”
Some of us make a habit out of looking for trouble in
OUR LIVES 7E GET A RUSH OUT OF ÚNDING WHATmS WRONG WITH
someone else or some situation. The more times I tell a
story, the more the feeling of that tale becomes a bad habit,
and habits can be undone. I’m convinced that my nervous
system got used to the vibration of “drama” and sought it
out like addicts seek their drug of choice. This drug may
be legal, but it’s just as debilitating to our lives and spirits. We can get so very used to the “high” of drama that
we feel we can’t exist without it. Our part in these crises
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becomes a statement of our value. My favorite example of
this is a group of mothers sitting around discussing who had
the most traumatic experience of child birth. What? Is this
really a contest? How is it that we feel a satisfying jolt from
being the one to have experienced the most pain? I don’t
get it. Or maybe I do. Maybe we tell those stories to help us
feel stronger, more durable.

Lessons to Live By
Everyone loses someone or something eventually, in a dozen
different ways. We know this, and no matter our philosophy on life, the experience is painful. Best friends and old
loves can transition unexpectedly along with parents and
siblings. Divorce, another kind of death, has its own brand
OFGRIEF ANDSIMPLEBUTÚRMREJECTIONBYFRIENDSANDFAMILY
still another. What’s the point? In my weaker moments, I’m
not sure there is one, yet when I’m feeling I could take on
the world, I see the richness provided by those loves and
agonies, and what I learned from them. What did I learn
exactly? I like to remind myself of the following;
1. I learned that nothing stays the same no matter how
much I want it to, and in the end that is a good thing.
With the change I’m forced to grow, not just grow
up, but grow out. Out of my smaller previously-held
worldview and into a broader perspective. How would
I ever have discovered those people and ideas I now
hold close to my heart, if it weren’t for the loss I expeRIENCEDÚRST
2. I learned that my way is not the only way. Yes, I’ll
remain true to me, and in the meantime, I will enjoy
the many, many shades of color it takes to form the
beauty of this world. Most importantly, when my view
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does not necessarily blend with that of another, I’ll
sit back with an art-lover’s eye and contemplate the
possibilities.
3. I learned that every moment counts. I could say “don’t
waste any opportunity,” but that reeks of fear, so I
prefer to frame it as “savor the moment.” I used to be
fearful of saying I was happy or of being vulnerable
expressing “I love you” to someone who didn’t expect
it. Not so much anymore. The vision of Snoopy with
his joyful nose in the air spinning pirouettes comes
to mind. That’s a little extreme, although I do like
the thought.
4. I learned that everyone has a story to tell. Each individual has the option of using their experience to
heal and inspire or to draw in continued sadness and
pity. Should I choose inspiration as my ultimate goal,
I believe I will know deep emotion and satisfaction.
There is no tale worth telling that is without a profound rolling of the tide. No movie or novel worth
reading is without the highs and lows to keep us
entrenched. It’s part of living on this planet.
5. I learned that life is not happening to me. It is shaped
by me. By my thinking. There’s a lot more to this
BELIEF ANDSUFÚCEITTOSAY)HAVECOMETOKNOWTHAT
my thoughts about every little thing matter. I can be
lazy and let all kinds of scary thoughts run rampant
in my head, or I can think on purpose. I am always at
choice. Yes, this takes effort. “I don’t have a choice”
is a sentence that fell away from my vernacular years
ago, because I do always have one. I may not be in
love with the entirety of my options, but the choice
is still available to me. This one little ditty has spun
me on my head more than once. It takes away the
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pleasure of my victimhood. Do things still happen
that I don’t really much appreciate? Yes, occasionally,
and therein lies my opportunity to try on another
pair of shoes, either someone else’s or a style that
might give me another take on my own life. I really
would like to again feel comfortable in a pair of stilettos! Not kidding.
Back to the story:
The days, months, years passed as I examined myself,
my beliefs, and my emotional responses to life. I read and
studied, laughed and played, worked and dreamed my way
to a comfort zone of sorts. I remember one sunny day walking through the front gate of our apartment community and
RECOGNIZINGTHAT)FELTHAPPYANDCONÚDENT)TWASAFEELING
I hadn’t had in years. It swept over me like a spring breeze. I
smiled, and in recognizing it I felt a profound sense of gratitude. The expression, “I’m back” came to mind. I knew that
the me that was back was not the same me who had taken
that wide left turn years earlier. This latest version had had
some of her dents and scratches buffed out along with a
new paint job. She was not the latest model, but there was
a certain surety to the road she had chosen. It was as if the
cells of my body suddenly remembered a delicious feeling. I
WANTEDTOGRABHOLDOFITANDNOTLETGO)TWASÛEETING BUT
it was real.
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WASN’T BUILT

IN

A DAY

“Great things take time; that is why seeds persevere through rocks and dirt to bloom.”
– Matshona Dhliwayo

Reassembling My Life Brick by Brick

I

have a dear friend my same age who told me once about
an experience he had. It seems to fit here in my story. He
was one of fourteen children born to a couple with little
means of survival. The family lived on a twenty-acre piece of
land owned by his grandmother. An uncle who had helped
take care of his grandmother in her later years convinced
his mother to leave him the land, and her only request was
that, upon her death, he would give one acre to his sister
with a family of sixteen. The uncle did as he was asked, only
the acre he bestowed on them was located at the other end
of the property, and they had no means of moving their current house or building a new house. The father had recently
suffered a stroke and had few options, so he instructed his
seven able-bodied boys to dismantle their two-bedroom
home. They then hauled the bricks and wood in wheel barrows across the field to the other end and put them all back
together again in the form of their new house.
This new house had a basement, one bedroom, and a
kitchen. The ten boys slept in the basement on two beds,
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and the four girls slept in one bed in the kitchen next to the
table and wood burning stove. The work was grueling. The
days were hot. I have no doubt those seven boys had second thoughts about that little project. I could imagine there
were other things they would like to have been doing. In the
end, the sense of satisfaction they felt at completing that task
stayed with Ronald forever. He said he loved, over the years,
to hear his father brag on him and his brothers, about how
they had rebuilt the family home. Can you imagine doing
such a thing? The resulting new house looked different than
the original. It was now home, and they were grateful.
That is a great metaphor for my last twenty years. My
philosophical, spiritual, and familial houses had been dismantled brick by brick, and reconstruction was challenging
at best. I looked over the pile of rubble that was once my life
and wondered what to salvage and what to throw away. What
would I take with me on my journey? At times I wasn’t sure
I had the energy or the chutzpah to build a new life. Part of
me felt like lying down on the gravel and curling up, but in
my heart, I kept hearing my husband saying, “It’s going to
be ok,” so I got back up. Initially the easy days were few and
far between.
During those years of reconstruction, my employment
PATTERN WAS ALL OVER THE PLACE  UNTIL ) ÚNALLY LANDED ON
solid ground with my “believer” friends. What a ride! In
the meantime, I was doing all I could to get my proverbial
“shit” together. I dove into encouraging my daughter in her
new surroundings, meditating, walking, journaling, listening, and sought joy around every corner. Solidifying my own
framework was my goal. What really were my beliefs, and
was I going to be responsible for my own emotions or was
)AGAINGOINGTODEPENDONTHEOPINIONSANDINÛUENCESOF
others to determine my value?

I listened to audiobooks and voraciously read philosophical, spiritual and metaphysical books by a plethora of authors.
Among my favorites were Deepak Chopra, Neal Donald
7ALSH "RUCE,IPTON -ARIANNE7ILLIAMSON *AMES2EDÚELD 
Esther Hicks, Byron Katie and Mary Morrissey. These and
MANYOTHERSÚLLEDMYMINDANDHEART)COULDNmTGETENOUGHØ
Day in and day out. I watched the movie The Secret over
and over, attempting to absorb and apply all that it inferred
regarding how our thoughts create our reality. I attended conferences with Dr. Brian Weiss and John Maxwell, leaned into
Oprah’s “Super Soul Sunday,” practiced yoga, and spent more
THANALITTLETIMEINNATURE)WASDETERMINEDTOÚNDMYOWN
truth about this existence of ours, knowing full well that my
truth may not jive with what I had learned in my early years.
In retrospect, I can see how hard I worked. I was swimming upriver in rapids hoping to hook a log with one of my
arms. As strange as it sounds there was a certain exhilaration in discovering new ways of seeing the world. Over the
years, I came to know that my pain was temporary. I made
myself climb up and over every hill because I knew there
was a new something to be found on the other side. At least
most of the time, right? The power of speaking now from
what took years to decipher and discern is indescribable.
The delight in knowing there will always be more is delectable. I would recommend this search to everyone. I also
have come to believe that it doesn’t have to be so grueling.
In my case, I just didn’t know any other way. I’m hoping the
words in this book will encourage you to seek your truth so
THATYOUTOOÚNDCOMFORTINYOUROWNDISCOVERIES
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We would like to build our relationships and careers and
belief systems in a day without all the drama that comes
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along with running over nails and screws, but I believe a
portion of those experiences is a prerequisite. How can we
know up, if we don’t know down? Or hot if we don’t know
cold 7ECANmT3OMETIMESWEWALKSTRAIGHTINTOAÚREAND
other times we stand outside and just watch someone else’s.
4HEEBBANDÛOWAREANECESSARYPARTOFGROWTH ANDBOTH
take time. I remember being so desperate for clarity that I
SATDOWNONEDAYATTHEOFÚCEIN#ALIFORNIAANDANNOUNCED
to the owner of the company that I was ready to take any
measures necessary to be ÚNISHED with my emotional
upheavals. She smiled at me and said, “MaryBob, it doesn’t
work like that. Life will bring you all sorts of opportunities for growth, one at a time. At some point you’ll have the
chance to take advantage of those opportunities or not. It
will be up to you. We can’t do it all here and now.” I was so
bummed.
Along the way my children asked me questions I had
FEWANSWERSTO ANDALTHOUGH)COULDEASILYÛAREATALONG
held unwanted belief, I struggled to verbalize what I did
now believe in. It was as if I held all of my newfound world
inside and some unknown speech impediment lay over my
desire to express. I had not yet let go of the fear of reprisal
and rejection. For years I kept most people at arm’s length.
If I didn’t let them in, they couldn’t hurt me. They couldn’t
shut me out.
I wasn’t conscious of my doing that until my new favorite
friend Kathy called me out on it. We were walking the neighborhood one evening, and somewhere in the conversation
my fear jumped up. She looked at me and said, “MaryBobby,
are you scared of being rejected again, ‘cuz it sure feels like
that to me. Why don’t you tell people what you really believe
instead of sugar coating it in case they disagree?” I think
I stopped in my tracks. She was right. I was still operating

out of a sense of fear instead of a sense of trust. I’ve heard
that awareness is the key to choosing a different behavior.
In that moment, I became aware. She instructed me to just
shine my light. I heard her then, and I have shared that idea
with others. What a gift she was then and is to me now.
Did I do that? Yes. I held some deep beliefs that might
scrape the raw edges of someone near me, so when they
espoused their beliefs, I fell in line like a good little duckling. That was fear, plain and simple. It was not a bad thing.
It was just a thing, and staring into its eyes caused multiple
physiological reactions: Hiccups, the need to pee, sweaty
palms and feet, twitching eyelid. Any number of unexpected
bodily repercussions, all potential escape routes.
Over time friends and coworkers began to ask my “take”
ONAVARIETYOFSITUATIONS)WASSTARTLEDATÚRST SOnCAUTIONo
was the name of the game. I didn’t want anyone to get all
ÛAPPED UP ABOUT ANYTHING ) SAID ) WANTED TO HELP WHEN
asked and speak in words that could be heard. More than
anything, I wanted my friends and children to see the world
ASAÚELDOFPUREPOTENTIALITYAS$EEPAK#HOPRADESCRIBES
4HEBESTANALOGY)CANTHINKOFFORTHATÚELDISTHEINTERNET7EALLKNOWTHEINTERNETHASINÚNITEPOTENTIALTOHOLD
information, and when we search an item, it comes to our
computer because we “call” it onto our screen. We can “call”
information that feels good and not so good. We can call
information that lifts our spirits or throws us into fear. I
believe the same is true for our lives, only the search box
has been laced with years of our conditioning, so we think
it’s normal to expect the other shoe to drop. Calling up what
we would love takes lots of practice, on a daily basis.
Our conditioning is a result of our culture, our families,
our religious upbringing, our education, our choices in the
PAST ANYNUMBEROFINÛUENCESTHATWEHAVEALLOWEDTOCARRY
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weight with us. So, if I am seeking a particular “something,”
and my search box has been laced with the expectation that
that “something” is impossible to attain, then my results will
prove my expectations to be correct. On the other hand, if
) CAN RECOGNIZE THE INÛUENCES IN MY SEARCH BOX  REFRAME
and reorganize their impact, and choose to remain focused,
expectant, and emotionally charged, my chances improve
exponentially. Literally, anything is possible with enough
belief, attention, emotion, expectation, and action, I believe.
I know. Some of you will be feeling your blood pressure
go up at that last statement, thinking I’ve lost my mind. I don’t
think so. Don’t we all know of instances where individuals created something out of nothing? Recovered from a “fatal” illness? Won races without having legs? Painted masterpieces
WITHTHEIRTOES4HOSEINDIVIDUALSBELIEVEDINTHEIROWNÚELD
of pure potentiality. If that term doesn’t sit well with you, call
it something different. The bottom line is we are all creators,
and we will create either accidentally or on purpose with what
we allow to occupy our thoughts and thus our emotions.
7ITH THAT IDEA IN MIND  THE CONÚNES OF MY PREVIOUSLY
held beliefs, based on fear of retribution, were slowly dissolvING ANDTHECONÚDENCE)NEEDEDTOEXPRESSMYSELFBEGAN
to take form. The many questions from my newfound family gave me practice time, and gradually, the words began
TO ÛOW )N FACT  ) NOW CAN GET SO ENTHUSIASTIC THAT ) FORCE
myself to apply the brakes. I don’t want to bowl them over. I
remind myself to deliver new ideas in bite-sized pieces, lest
the listener choke and spit it all back out. Remember, Rome
wasn’t built in a day.

elbows with someone who is hidebound, not willing to consider another way of thinking. If you’re reading these words,
and if you answer “yes” to any of the following questions, I
think there’s a strong possibility you and I have both felt lost
in the woods at one time or another. I’m telling you now,
you don’t have to stay in the fog forever.
1. Can you remember a time when someone asked your
opinion, and what came out of your mouth wasn’t
“the truth, the full truth, and nothing but the truth?”
You coated your answer with satin, afraid that the
wool of your truth might scratch?
2. Have you ever felt like rearing up at someone else’s
truth being pushed on you, only to look around and
see everyone around you nodding their heads in
agreement with the speaker? Damn! Talk about feeling “special!”
3. Do you just know there is more to this thing we call
“life” than what you’ve experienced so far, but “ just
be grateful for what you have” keeps coming out of
the mouths of those loved ones with whom you’re
sharing? Squashed like an acorn on the sidewalk!
 $OYOUÚNDYOURSELFLOWERINGYOURVOICEWITHWORDS
like “energy” and “manifesting?” Worried that your
crowd will think you’re falling off your horse? Oh no!
Here comes the New Age stuff!
5. Does your taste in movies and TV shows run counter to that of those around you? The violence you
used to be able to stomach is just too much now. You
wanna watch what?!

Lost in the Woods
I can’t say that every one of us has passed through a similar
tunnel, but I have a sense many of us might have rubbed

I’ve heard that timing is everything, and I believe that
to be true in many cases, not all. The question is, “Whose
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timing?” If I feel compelled to do something, do I wait for
the timing to be right for those around me, or do I go with
my own timing? That is the sixty-four-thousand-dollar question, and you do have the answer inside of you. Lost in the
woods is not a forever thing.
Back to the story …
For me, each revelation led to the next. At times I was
thrilled with the possibilities and at others angry with myself
for any number of reasons. Through it all the learning was
equally explosive and minute, joy and drudgery, philosophical and practical.
-Y DELIVERY FROM DIFÚDENCE TO CONÚDENCE RESULTED IN
a sort of notoriety for me as resident philosopher-comediENNE)NTAKINGTHETIMETOEXCAVATEMYOWNDIFÚCULTIES)
learned to see and feel the motives of others. I found I could
walk in their shoes, if only for a few moments, and that little
walkabout allowed me the grace to choose my responses to
them. Note the word “choose” here. I had chosen to shut
myself up long enough and simply be in the room with others, not saying a word. In doing that I learned to listen more
and speak less. Don’t get too worried here. I still love to talk,
hopefully now with a bit more deference. In the listening I
remembered to breathe, and therein lies one of the keys to
effective communication. Breathe. Everything is delivered a
little more effectively with a breath or two beforehand.
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TO THINE OWN SELF BE TRUE
“The individual has always had to struggle to keep
from being overwhelmed by the tribe. If you try it,
you will be lonely often, and sometimes frightened.
But no price is too high to pay for the privilege of
owning yourself.” – Friedrich Nietzsche

Remember Your Self Whole

H

ow many selves do we have? Well, for me there was the
daughter self, the wife self, the daughter-in-law self,
the mother self, the teacher self, the friend self, and the
whatever-was-leftover-after-all-of-that self. It’s true, right? We
all have the roles we play in our lives, and those roles either
enrich our lives or drain the life right out of us. Some of
the selves we chose either consciously or unconsciously, and
others are chosen for us. Many of them serve us well most of
the time. Occasionally the roles take us over, and we get “a
hitch in our giddy-up.” Another expression I learned here
in the South.
What does a hitch in our giddy-up look like? We keep
getting sick for no apparent reason. We dread going to
WORK 7E ÚND WEmRE IMPATIENT AND CANmT EXPLAIN WHY 7E
ÚND FAULT WITH EVERYONE AND EVERYTHING 7E ARGUE AT THE
slightest provocation. We stop exercising. We’re tired all
THETIME7EmREBORED4HEREAREHUNDREDSOFREDÛAGS BUT
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most of the time we forge ahead without stopping to ask ourselves what’s up? We go to the doctor, start drinking energy
drinks, Google our symptoms, blame our circumstances.
I’m urging you to just stop. Stop and look around you.
And I mean really look, a couple of times every day. I say
look around you, but what I really mean is look inside of
you. Are you the Energizer bunny on autopilot, moving so
swiftly you couldn’t smell a rose if you were knee deep in
them? Are you at all conscious of the small “goods” in life?
The dog sleeping contentedly next to you. The teenager at
the drive through window who gives you an extra biscuit at
no charge. The stranger who makes eye contact with you
and smiles? Try it. Try staying alert today to the little stuff.
When you go to bed tonight, look back and feel those little
MOMENTS#HOOSEÚVEMOMENTSFROMTHEDAYANDBASKIN
them. This practice has now become a habit for me, and
) ÚND MYSELF SMILING WHEN ) PULL THE COVERS TO MY CHIN
because I know the next few minutes will be a happy time
inside my head and heart. Try not to say, “cheesy” when you
read that last sentence. Falling asleep with a smile on my
FACEBEATSTHEHELLOUTOFÚGURINGOUTHOW)mMGOINGTOTELL
someone off the next time I see them.
And about that “look inside of you” idea. I am so serious! Are you trying to be all things to all people? Is there
something you’re doing that just doesn’t work anymore? Is
there something you’d like to do that you haven’t? Ask yourself the tough questions. I’m not talking about a 30-second
commercial break from your regularly scheduled programs.
I’m talking about a series of intentional, on-purpose, timealone meetings with yourself. In your current life, what’s
working? What would you change if you could? What are your
deepest core values? Are they being met? Is what you’re doing
adhering to those values, or have you fallen off the track?

I know I can do anything I put my mind to. It took me a
long time to acknowledge I could not do everything in one
lifetime. That came as a bit of a shock and with some disappointment. Oh, and let me add relief to that list. I really did
want to do it all . In this lifetime. I wanted to have the warm
home and family life, be the business woman, the dancer,
the adventurous jungle-trekking explorer. I wanted to save
THE CHILDREN OF THE WORLD  LEARN TO SPEAK AT LEAST ÚVE NEW
languages through cultural immersion, and let’s not forget
become an author-speaker-teacher. And I was hoping to
make them all full-time experiences. I worried that I would
run out of life before I got it all accomplished. I’m relieved
to know now I can have some of these lives on a full-time
basis, and the others as side shows. After a lot of introspection, I came to realize what really mattered to me, and the
peace in that discovery is beyond gratifying.
The good part about wanting to do it all was my insatiable curiosity, openness to new ideas and willingness to
take risks. The bad part was I failed to sit long enough and
take the time in my earlier years to really look inside of me
to see what I believed. Oh, I’m sure I did a little self-check
HERE AND THERE  BUT QUESTIONING MY AUTHORITY ÚGURES WAS
not an option. Life was generally peaceful, so why put a stick
in the spokes? With few exceptions, I did what was expected
of me. I think smoking weed was about as far off course as
I ever got in the early days, and it was a blast. Shhhhhhh.
3OCIETAL  FAMILIAL  AND RELIGIOUS INÛUENCES ARE POWERful forces. Our culture determines what is right or wrong,
good or bad. How can we begin to see the world through
ANOTHERmS EYES IF WE STAY UNDER THE SAME INÛUENCES WEmVE
known our whole lives? Don’t we owe it to ourselves to dig
and dig until we literally feel the presence of truth? The joy
of discovery? The relief of peace?
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For me cultural and religious diversity was as far as I
would go, and only as a bystander absorbing the ways of
those from a different ken. I attempted to teach my children and my students acceptance and kindness. I attempted
to impart to them the desire to explore the world with its
countless traditions, dialects, and beliefs. I’m sure I was successful with some and not so much with others. Back then
I was all about everyone else’s distinctions from me, their
unique approach to everything life had to offer. I had yet
to own the distinctions between me and myself, the places
in my life where I was living others’ expectations of me and
not my own personally determined values.
I believe now that it all happened perfectly. It wasn’t
always pretty, but it was magical. If I or any other person
had chosen differently, chances are good that I would not
be sitting here writing this sentence. I could very well have
FORFEITED THE OPPORTUNITY TO ÚND THE BEAUTY IMBEDDED IN
all the belief systems previously unknown to me, to learn
TOSEETHEWORLDDIFFERENTLY ANDTOÚNDMYEVER CHANGING
PLACE IN THIS UNIVERSE .OT ONLY DID ) ÚND IDEAS DIFFERENT
than my own, I found in myself an understanding of those
ideas I spent years railing against. The terminology may be
distinct, yet the underlying intention is the same.
With one person responding differently than they did
I most likely would have missed the beautiful relationships
I have today, with my husband, my children, my coworkers,
my friends. One of those gems is my love for my husband’s
ex-wife. Billy threw the two of us together in that retreat
almost twenty years ago thinking we may have something in
common. Little did any of us suspect that Julie and I would
become lifelong friends. She and her family have become
part of ours. We call each other “wife-in-law” for lack of a
better term when introducing ourselves to strangers. The

connection is simply remarkable, and the three of us are
pretty darned proud of ourselves. I could have so easily
missed out on the opportunity to have them all in my life.
Looking back now I see that my dive into the mud wasn’t
about my marriage or the response of my family and friends.
It wasn’t about the Catholic Church or the town I grew up
in. It was about me ) SIMPLY HAD TO ÚGURE OUT WHO ) WAS
OUTSIDEOFTHECONÚNESOFTHOSEINSTITUTIONSANDCIRCLES4HE
term mid-life crisis has come up more than once, along with
THEEYE ROLLINGTHATACCOMPANIESTHEPHRASE nÚNDINGONEself.” I don’t believe it was a crisis, although I did at the time.
For me it was a reckoning. Where had I been, and where was
I going? Could I gladly anticipate my next decades of life
standing inside the framework I had built around me? For
me the answer was, “No.” Walking this path has been worth
every step, and I trust there is more.
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Peaceful People/Peaceful World
I have this belief that goes something like; If every person in
the world knew themselves to be the powerful spiritual individuals they are, then we would have a more peaceful world.
I know. I know. Sounds pretty damned lofty and more than a
little naive, but think about it. If you and I really understood
ourselves and were grounded in our own beliefs, then what
you said could not offend me or hurt me. You could not disappoint me, nor I you. If more of us trusted in our inherent
divine nature, the need to overpower or hurt another would
not exist. I’m envisioning and feeling the joy of that kind of
universal belief, that tipping point through mass consciousness. Imagine that feeling with me. Sit with it. Know your
powerful connection to something more than what you see
with your eyes or hear with your ears. On a basic level, we all
know that individuals who harm others do so because they
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are unhappy with themselves. They do not see or feel their
own value and connection to a greater purpose. If I love,
respect, and value me, I am not going to lash out at you.
I feel that the force that some call “evil” is proportional
to the disconnect one feels from their God, Source, Universal
Spirit. Call it what you will. The weaker the connection, the
more intense the “evil.” Making the effort to know our deepest heartfelt desires and taking steps toward them is one
road to a deeper spiritual connection and thus world peace.
Lofty? Maybe. Impossible? I don’t think so. Anything is possible. I have told my children to remember my saying that
long after I’ve traded in this body for a newer model. Try
that idea on for size and see how it feels. I’m betting you’re
going to like it. The world isAÚELDOFINÚNITEPOTENTIALITY
If you ask my children, they will tell you that I became
a better mother after tough self-examination. The questioning brought answers, and the answers brought peace.
Yes, there were rivers full of tears. Oceans maybe. And I
probably walked the circumference of the earth more than
once while mentally and emotionally processing some situation or another. I learned to take responsibility for my own
emotions. It used to be easy to blame someone else for my
feelings. Now I know better. The only one responsible for
my happiness is me. At those times when I felt struggle my
sweet husband would encourage me to go take a walk in
THEWOODSTOÚNDPEACE4AKINGWALKSHASNEVERFAILEDME
Something to consider.
They say that music has powerful effects on the psyche.
The genres are ever-changing and ever-evolving along with
the dance moves to accompany them. So it is with each of
us. You may have danced swing way back when, and now
you’d break dance, if your body could make that happen.
Do what you do, and do it with all your heart. Don’t half-ass

anything just because someone may be looking and may
not like it. Know that you are an ever-evolving being, so
what you believe today may be different than what you will
believe twenty years from now. That’s the beauty of evolution. It’s okay. What’s the point in living our days in these
bodies, if we are just going to do the same thing over and
over? Particularly if we avoid something because we think
we’re going to be judged by someone or something.
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Gurus and Diets
It occurs to me that some readers may see themselves at different points in the emotional passages I’ve described here,
and others may feel no connection to this story at all. Isn’t
it the same with gurus and diets? As much as marketers,
friends, or family would like us to believe that some one
thing is good for everyone, we know that is not possible. If
we are all here as individual expressions of Whatever You
Want to Call It, then there is not one guru who has all the
answers for us. One may instruct me to meditate with my
feet on the ground and another with my legs crossed, sitting
with eyes closed or walking a labyrinth. Nor is there one
diet that works for everyone. All protein, no carbs. No fat,
no animal products. Cooked, raw. If I make the decision to
know what works for me up front, I may not feel the need to
counter or to be offended by someone else’s view. It seems
we love being offended by the words or actions of others. To
me, it’s exhausting. I would rather sit in my own truth and
let them have theirs.
So, I’ve determined that it’s my job to hunt and peck
the points that work for me and maybe offer them as an
option to those who indicate interest. My suggestion? Every
idea is just that, an idea. I get to choose my response to that
IDEAANDADOPTITORNOT7HEN)FEELMYSELFGETTINGÛAPPED
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up about something, I know the answer is inside of me, not
out there. That may sound philosophical, and sometimes
it’s just plain annoying. There are times when I’d rather not
take responsibility for my emotions, even when doing just
THATMIGHTPROVEBENEÚCIALFOREVERYONECONCERNED
Take the time to examine what you really want, what you
really believe. Be a seeker. Find others who are seeking too,
whether they agree with you or not. Don’t be afraid to make
a mistake. Identify exactly what you are afraid of, and turn
it around. Ask yourself, “What would I love?” Please don’t
stuff your curiosity to not make waves. The more you stuff,
the bigger the waves in the end, until you have tidal waves.
Tidal waves are deadly. The sooner you do this self-inquiry
THEBETTER4HATWAYYOUWILLBELESSLIKELYTOÚNDYOURSELF
later all tangled up in the brambles of what others want for
you and at a loss for how to extricate yourself painlessly.
All of what we’ve learned we’ve learned from someone
else. Thank heavens for the many teachers who have taken
the time to offer us their talents and ideas. Run like lightning with those ideas that make you smile in anticipation.
Keep after the notion that you can do anything you put your
heart and mind to. Looking forward, back and all around,
recognize and acknowledge the good you see, particularly
inside yourself. Do what you must to keep your focus there.
Is it easy? Not always, but it’s doable, and the more you do
it the more you’ll do it. It does get easier. Draw you. Dance
you. Solve you. Work with purpose on those things you love.
Who cares if nobody around you loves it too? And learn to
learn from you. Take the time to sit quietly every day. Just sit
there and breathe. Every aspect of you will thank you. Talk
to your younger self. Tell her/him it will all be okay. Talk to
your older self. Ask them what the next move is. Allow that
older self to talk to you.

Every relationship we have is a bridge. Some personal,
work, friend relationships may be momentary or they may
last a lifetime, and I believe each one takes me to the next.
The same is true of my relationship with myself. What is that
ever-present force that breathes me and keeps me moving?
For me it’s not my personality or my body. Some call it God,
Universe, Source. For me it has become the all-accepting,
never-judging love, the unseen forces that are ever creating
through me.
Most of all, have the imagination of a child. Take the
time to daydream your life into reality. You’re a creative
being, and every building, song, car, piece of art, dish, sock,
and mansion you see either around you or on some screen
was created in someone’s mind before you ever saw it with
your eyes. What would you love to create in your mind? Start
down the road toward it, and see what happens. Stay awake
to you. Listen when you hear yourself say, “Yes!” Listen to
those who encourage you. When I tell you that the world is
waiting for you, I’m not kidding. With the achievement of
self-knowledge, the joy of self-appreciation, and the belief
in the power of Life itself, anything is possible. Please, give
this world your greatest expression of you! Allow me to
repeat myself. Anything is possible, and you are the one to
make it happen.
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FURTHER READINGS

T

hese are some of the books I read at the time. The
authors mentioned have since published many more
books also worthy of your attention.

Pema Chodron: When Things Fall Apart
Eknath Easwaran: Conquest of Mind
Neal Donald Walsch: Conversations with God (Book 1) and
The Little Soul and the Sun (Children’s book for adults)
Deepak Chopra: The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success
Brian Weiss: Many Lives Many Masters
Rosemary Altea: The Eagle and the Rose
Bruce Lipton: The Biology of Belief
Eckhart Tolle: The Power of Now
Caroline Myss: Anatomy of the Spirit
Rhonda Byrne: The Secret
Gregg Braden: The Isaiah Effect
Louise Hay: You Can Heal Your Life and Heal Your Body
Byron Katie: Loving What Is
Daniel Goleman: Emotional Intelligence
Raymond Charles Barker: The Power of Decision
Ernest Holmes: The Science of Mind
Dr. Michael Ryce: Why is This Happening to Me … AGAIN?
*AMES2EDÚELDThe Celestine Prophecy
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From the outside looking in, she was living the American Dream. Life was
good. So, what went wrong? Maybe she should tough it out and stay put. Nope.
Couldn’t do it, and curiosity almost killed the cat as her world came tumbling
down around her. Walk with her as she stares down self-destruction and discovers
what she always knew was there. Do you ever wonder what it might be like to look
out of someone else’s eyes? Do you think life might be calling you in a different
direction? If so, you might just see yourself in this book.

She lives in Atlanta, Georgia with her husband Billy and her dog Blue.
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Someone Else’s Shoes

“Life is meant to be lived and enjoyed, but feeling angry and hurt
can keep us from doing just that. If you think there must be more to
this life, and wonder where to start, this book will speak to you and
give you real help.”
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